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ENGLISH HYMNODY : ITS LATER
DEVELOPMENTS.*

I.

THE LITERARY MOVEMENT.
The publication in 1827 of Reginald Heber’s Hymns,

written and adapted to the Weekly Church Service of the

Year^, marked the beginning of a new period in the history

of the English Hymn. This book offered a new standard of

Hymnody; that of a carefully restrained devotion, accomo-

dated to the Church Year, and expressed in forms of poetic

grace and ornament. It introduced a new type, the Literary

Hymn.
Heber’s correspondence shows him in 1809 purposing to

introduce hymn singing at Hodnet as a novelty calculated to

increase the attendance at the parish church, and inquiring

as to the purchase of a supply of Olney Hymns, for some

of which he expresses great admiration^. He speaks of

them as Cowper’s, and it seems improbable that his admir-

ation covered many of Newton’s.

* Being the Sixth of the Lectures upon “The Hymnody of the English-

speaking Churches”, delivered on the L. P. Stone Foundation at Prince-

ton Theological Seminary, in February, 1910.

* London : John Murray, 8 vo.

^ Life of Reginald Heber, by his Widow; ed. New York, 1830, vol, i,

P- 334 -
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In The Christian Observer for October i8ii, Heber, over

the initials “D. R.”, published four original hymns as speci-

mens of a proposed series to be sung between the Nicene

Creed and sermon on the Sundays and principal holy days

of the year; the themes of the hymns to be more or less

connected with the collects and gospel for the day. In a

prefatory note he calls attention to the fulsome, indecorous

or erotic language found in “popular collections of sacred

poetry”, and claims for his own hymns no more than their

freedom from such profanities, except that in alluding to

them he calls them “poems”. He printed additional hymns

in subsequent numbers of The Christian Observer down to

May 1812, and a few more in January 1816.

The hymns thus appearing represented Heber’s personal

contribution to a hymn book he had projected on distinctly

literary lines; a hymn book that should be in reality “a col-

lection of sacred poetry”. From the work of earlier hymn
writers he made selections from Drummond, Ken, Dryden,

Addison, Pope, Cowper, and also (unrecognized by himself)

from Watts and Wesley. But especially he wished that his

book should represent the great lyrical development of the

contemporary school of Romantic poets. To the pictur-

esque and ringing melodies of Scott, Byron, Moore and

Campbell, he conceived his own hymns. And he eagerly

sought the co-operation of Scott, Southey, Milman and

others of his literary friends®
;
though securing actual con-

tributions from Milman alone.

Rumors, more or less vague, of this projected hymnal of

the poets, spread not only in England but, through the Epis-

copal periodicals, in America. Muhlenberg in the preface

of his Church Poetry, 1823, doubts if the project will ever

be realized, and from his Evangelical standpoint heartily

disapproves of it. The harps of Southey, Scott and Moore,

he says, “have not been tuned to the songs of Zion”.

For this Romantic hymnal Heber sought the imprimatur

of the Bishop of London and the Archbishop of Canterbury.

’‘Life, ii, 26, 30, 57.
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To that end he entered in 1820 into correspondence with the

Bishop of London, to whom he submitted the manuscript in

its incomplete state. He secured the Bishop’s sympathy and

admiration, but also his judgment that the time was not ripe

for an authorized hymnal®. This manuscript Heber took

with him to India, purposing its immediate publication; an

act from which his sudden end debarred him. In 1827, the

book was published at London by his widow. It was re-

printed in India and in New York, and many times in Lon-

don, in form suitable for reading and in more compact

form for use in parochial worship.

The vogue of Heber’s Hymns as a hymnal was limited

and temporary. His ambitious scheme of furnishing an

“authorized hymnal” had failed, and was not to be revived.

And certainly his collection as published was unfitted for

any such position. But it marked nevertheless the turning

of the tide of hymn singing in the Church of England.

Heber’s accomplishments and position and death had made
his a great name. He was a Tory and a churchman of

opposite tendencies to those of the Evangelicals. Moreover

his hymns were beautiful and also made the fullest recogni-

tion of the holy days of the liturgical year. All this went far

to recommend hymn singing to the circles in which Heber

had moved. His influence was very great in removing from

that ordinance the reproach of dissent and even the flavor of

Evangelicalism®.

Upon the development of the English Hymn itself Heber’s

influence was quite as marked. It became and has remained

self evident that Hymnody had a great accession in the

work of Heber and Milman. It is claimed for Heber, what
could be claimed for no other considerable English hymn
writer, that every hymn he wrote is to-day in common use^

* Ibid, ii, 21-29.

‘Ibid, ii, 28.

‘ Cf. a paper, “Hymns for Public Worship” (presumably by Jno.

Mason Neale) in The Christian Remembrancer for January 1842, p. 46.

’ Cf. W. G. Horder, The Hymn Lover, London, n. d., p. 145.
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But they were more than new hymns: they were a new

type—the Literary Hymn.

Dr. Johnson in his Life of Waller had divorced religion

and poetry, on the ground that the intercourse of the soul

with God was in a realm above and beyond poetry, and an

attempt to give it poetical expression necessarily failed.

Pious verse might be useful to assist the memory, but there

was no religious poetry. With differing views, but prac-

tically on these lines. Dr. Watts laid out the model of the

modern English Hymn. He aimed at casting the ordinary

speech of plain people into metrical form to assist their

devotions. He wrote pious verses, and when he rose to

poetry it was unconsciously. And he transmitted to a school

of writers, and established throughout dissent, an ideal of

Hymnody that shrank from free rhythm and poetic eleva-

tion. Charles Wesley set aside the Watts model and also the

ordinary bonds of spiritual restraint, and poured out from a

surcharged heart his inmost thoughts and feelings in a voice

naturally musical. His rapid, impulsive work greatly modi-

fied the ideal of the Hymn in tone and form, and in contents.

But his work was spontaneous, and its motive was not liter-

ary, and at the time perhaps only his brother realized that

at certain moments it attained the spirit and vesture of

poetry. The Evangelicals made use of both the dissenting

and the Methodist models, inclining on the whole to Dr.

Johnson’s ideal of pious verse that would be useful. Of
their movement indeed nothing could be less characteristic

than any effort to balance or to reconcile the claims of relig-

ion and of culture. Of the Evangelical hymn writers fol-

lowing the Revival, the most outstanding and most volumin-

ous was Thomas Kelly, whose publications range from 1802

to 1853. Moderate and fluent, sometimes attaining excel-

lence and utility, one is hardly conscious of any direct in-

fluence upon Kelly of the great contemporaneous outburst

of English poetry. As a whole he cultivated rather the

commonplace, and over the area of his 765 hymns he beat

it out to palpable thinness.
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But with James Montgomery there is a change. He may

be accounted as a minor member of the current Romantic

School, and even in that great day he created and retained

a provincial dissenting public for his musical verse. In the

preface to his Christian Psalmist (Glasgow, 1825), he com-

bats Johnson’s theory of sacred poetry and Watts’ theory of

the Hymn, and criticizes the “negligence, feebleness, and

prosing”® of current Hymnody. But he is able to gather 461

hymns, apart from his own, as up to his standard. And the

collection as a whole shows the actual standard to be that

of a refined edification. This indeed was the line of Mont-

gomery’s excellent work for Hymnody. He helped to

refine the taste of the dissenting churches especially; at the

same time keeping the Hymn close to Scripture and true to

the ends of edification. Montgomery himself wrote hymns

worthy of a place in the poetical anthology, but he did not

make an anthology of his hymn book.

Heber’s Hymns appeared two years later than Montgom-

ery’s Christian Psalmist, but his project for reforming

Hymnody antedated Montgomery’s earliest hymn writing.

So that in any case he was the first to propose making the

current taste in poetry the touchstone of English hymns.

His poetic standard was new—that of the Romanticists, and

he applied it with a frankness and consistency of which

Montgomery would not have dreamed. He was thus the

founder of a movement to subject English Hymnody to the

literary motive.

Heber’s and Milman’s own work illustrates both the

strength and the limitations of the new movement. It at-

tains instant success in such a hymn of adoration of The
Triune God as “Holy! Holy! Holy! Lord God Almighty!”,

upon a height where the poet’s is the only human voice one

cares to hear. It succeeds almost as well in the descriptive

hymn, celebrating the events chronicled in the Christian

Year. But in the hymn of spiritual experience the literary

motive assumes a look of self-consciousness. It seems to

®p. xxii.
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invite inquiry whether its intrusion has lowered the spiritual

temperature, and whether its welcome involves any sacrifice

of spiritual reality or depth.

The quality of elegance and the alleged defect of that

quality in Heber’s hymns caused many then and since to look

askance at them. To dissenters trained in the school of

Watts, and to the Evangelical with sober standards of

edification, they seemed to violate the canons of spiritual

simplicity. This feeling is expressed by Josiah Miller in his

Singers and Songs of the Church :—their “rhetorical flow

and an elevation of manner and imagery * * * threaten to

take them out of the class of hymns, and rob them of the

pious moderation we ordinarily expect to meet with in such

productions”®. The hymns also proved unsatisfactory to

another school of thought just emerging in the Church, who
sought for moderation of another sort, that may be called

liturgical moderation. To John Mason Neale in 1843 it

seemed “wonderful both that [Heber] should have made

such a collection, and that it should have taken such hold,

even for a time, on the public mind”^®. He found the metres

fantastical, the poetic merit slight, the tone more fitted to

the drawing-room than the church.

But the hymns on the whole retained and steadily broad-

ened the hold they had first gained. And the acceptance of

them by the Church established a new type of hymn, with

the spirit and expression of lyrical poetry, a conscious

literary motive, and an untrammelled metrical development.

We have henceforward a new school of hymn writers,

consisting of poets who do not hesitate to work in the

hyninic form, and of hymn writers who aim to produce

hymns that shall make the impression of poetry.

And the movement thus started by Heber continues as one

of the living forces at work in modifying the Hymnody of

the English-speaking Churches to-day. Their acceptance of

hymns such as Heber’s “Holy! Holy! Holy!” and “Bright-

*2nd edition, London 1869, p. 379.
“ Christian Remembrancer, Jan. 1843, p. 46.
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est and Best”, sets up a standard of inevitable comparison;

and with the dissemination of culture this literary standard

has operated by way of the exclusion of materials no longer

regarded as up to the mark. It happens that the greater

part of the material thus winnowed by criticism is the hymns

contributed by the Evangelical School
;
and thus the literary

standard combines with a changing doctrinal emphasis to

make the share of the old Evangelical Hymnody a diminish-

ing proportion.

In filling the gap thus created by the exclusion of older

material the literary motive has effected not only an im-

proved expression of the recognized hymn form
;

it has also

greatly widened the definition of the Hymn itself by annex-

ing to the domain of Hymnody numerous religious lyrics

heretofore not regarded as within the definition of liturgical

poetry. Instances of this are to be found in the ballad-like

“O Little Town of Bethlehem” of Bishop Brooks, and in

the intense and generally subjective lyrics of Miss Rossetti.

It has already become somewhat difficult to define the dis-

tinction between the Hymn and the religious lyric.

On such lines there has been, since Heber’s time (and, we
may add, Montgomery’s) a continued conscious effort to

elevate the literary tone of the Hymnal, in all the Churches.

Among the Congregationalists, “Watts Entire” gave way
to Conder, and Conder in his turn to others more advanced,

up to Garrett Horder, a life-long advocate of a literary Hym-
nody, who embodies his views in his Worship Song, regarded

by some as the best modern hymn-book. The Methodists,

with every stage of revision, have left behind more and

more of the Wesleyan hymns as outworn, and have sought

more and more a modern literary standard. The American

Methodist Hymnal of 1905 has gone out of its way to

secure Dr. Holland’s “There’s a Star in the Sky”, and

Lanier’s “Into the Woods My Master Went”, and other

current lyrics. A similar literary motive has contributed to

transform Presbyterian Hymnody; and to that body belongs

the distinction of introducing into the hymn book Tenny-
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son’s “Sunset and Evening Star”, whose immediate accept-

ance by all the Churches is itself significant. In the Anglican

Church the growth of the literary motive was impeded by

liturgical obstructionalists, but in some new books, such as

the Yattendon Hymnal and The English Hymnal, it is

frankly avowed and exemplified, and it has considerably

modified the last editions of Hymns Ancient and Modern

and the Church Hymns. On the other hand, the new Oxford

Hymn Book may be regarded as a protest in some sort

against certain tendencies of the literary movement;'—aim-

ing at “simplicity, directness and genuineness of religious

feeling”, and the avoidance “of cheap sentiment, of con-

ventional and rhetorical form, and of weak and honeyed

phrase”^^.

There can be no doubt that the literary level of recent

hymn books as a whole has been greatly raised, and it can

hardly be said that the devotional level has suffered from

that cause. The contempt and disregard of Hymnody by

literary critics has so far yielded that several recent hymnals

have been regarded as worthy of careful and extended

reviews of such literary organs as The Athenaeum, The

Spectator and The Nation.

II.

THE HYMNODY OF THE OXFORD REVIVAL.

I.

THE MOVEMENT TO RESTORE THE OLD CHURCH HYMNODY.

Keble’s Christian Year appeared in the same year as

Heber’s Hymns, and like them had been long delayed. The
book was not a hymnal, by intention or in effect. The

meditative verse lends itself reluctantly to hymnic use, and

the familiar morning and evening hymns extracted from the

opening pieces have been taken at the cost of marring the

beauty of those poems. It had little direct influence upon

Hymnody except as it elevated the standard of sacred verse.

“Oxford; at the Clarendon Press, 1908, preface, p. vi.
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Its influence lay in the glamour of poetry it threw upon the

feasts and fasts of the liturgical year, its call upon the

imagination to prepare the way for the Oxford Movement.

Of this Movement Keble was the undoubted founder, and

his Assize Sermon of 14th July, 1833, was ever regarded by

Newman as its actual starth And this movement was des-

tined to exert a most direct and pronounced influence upon

the Hymnody of the Church of England first of all, and

ultimately upon that of all English-speaking Churches.

The Prayer Book with its elements of compromise be-

tween Catholic and Reformed types of churchmanship, was

to give opportunity for the movement and to prove the

center of its operations.

The task of demonstrating the essential catholicity of the

Prayer Book was undertaken by William Palmer of Mag-
dalen. His Origines Liturgicae, or Antiquities of the Eng-

lish Ritual, published in 1832, was an essential factor of the

preparations for the Movement. Now, in the Prayer Book

the daily order for Morning and Evening Prayer replaces the

Divine Office for the observance of the daily Hours of

Prayer in the old system. But Morning and Evening Prayer

are so trifling in the extent of their contents against the vast

bulk of the Divine Office as gathered in four volumes

of the Breviary, that it suited Palmer’s thesis to show how
complicated and cumbrous the Office had became, and that

before the Reformation various expedients of abridgment

were resorted to; thus indicating the prudence of the Re-

formers in reducing the Hours of Prayer to two, and drop-

ping the great mass of appointed materials^. Among the

materials missing from Morning and Evening Prayer were

the metrical hymns that made a stated part of the Office.

Hence it suited Palmer’s purpose to slight the hymn singing

feature of the Breviary, and by citing in a foot-note decrees

of certain Councils prohibiting it, to leave the impression

^Apologia, ed. 1882, p. 35.

"Vol. i, “Antiquities” etc., chap, i, pt. i, “Hours of Prayer”.
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that hymn singing was not Catholic in the “semper” and

“ubique” sense®.

If this position had been maintained by the other Oxford

leaders, the subsequent fortune of the English Hymn would

have been different from what we know. Some of them

undertook the study of the Breviary in a different spirit, as

expressed by Newman in the title of his 75th number of the

famous Tracts for the Times, “On the Roman Breviary as

embodying the substance of the devotional services of the

Church Catholic”. Newman’s thesis was that the Breviary

was an inestimable treasure of devotion, of which the

Roman Church had defrauded the Church at large, by

retaining the ancient Latin form, and that the Church of

England should reappropriate what it had lost by mere

inadvertence^. To this end he appended 123 pages of

selections from the Breviary translated by him, including in

their proper places versions of ten of the office hymns ren-

dered into his limpid verse.

As early as 1829 Bishop Lloyd’s divinity lectures at Ox-

ford upon the sources of the Prayer Book had directed atten-

tion to the breviaries, and the contents of a copy of the Paris

Breviary brought over by Sir John Prevost took Keble and

Isaac Williams ‘much by surprise’®. Charmed by the beauty

of its hymns, Williams at once began to translate them, and

in 1833 to publish his versions in The British Magazine. In

1839 he gathered them into a volume. Hymns translated

from the Parisian Breviary (London, Rivington). But

Williams dreaded the use of unauthorized hymns in the

Church services, and originally chose “unrhythmical harsh

meters to prevent this”®. This course he subsequently modi-

fied, and, in the preface of 1839, expressed the opinion that

Cranmer had omitted the Breviary hymns from the Prayer

Book because of the lack of competent translators, but that

"Ed. 4, 1845, vol. i, p. 224 and note.
* Tract No. 75, pp. i, 2.

’’Autobiography of Isaac Williams, B.D., 2nd ed. London, 1892,

PP- 36, 37.

* Ibid, p. 37, note.
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they were more congenial to the spirit of the book than the

modern hymns so often introduced in connection with it.

Newman, on the other hand, thought the hymns had been

“discarded because of associations with which they were

then viewed, and of the interpolations by which they were

disfigured, but that, when purified from these, they at once

commended themselves to the thoughtful mind who would

repair the breaches of the Reformation'^. The average opin-

ion of the time is illustrated in John Chandler, fellow of

Corpus Christ! and curate of Witley, who had become a

seeker for things primitive. He had not been aware that

there were any good ancient hymns extant, and regarded

those contained in what he calls “Popish missals” as “bar-

barous in their latinity as defective in their doctrine”®. To
the English hymns in current use he objected likewise, not

only as unauthorized, but because “many are from sources

to which our Primitive Apostolic Church would not choose

to be indebted”®. His attention was caught by Williams’

versions of the Parisian hymns, appearing in The British

Magazine. He purchased a copy of the Paris Breviary and

of Casander’s Hynini Sacri of 1556, and set to work upon

the translation of the hymns. In 1837 he published The

Hymns of the Primitive Church, now first collected, trans-

lated and arranged, by the Rev. J. Chandler. The work was

hasty, and the versions far from reproducing the originals.

But it was opportune, and the hymns were rhythmical
;
and

Chandler’s book played a considerable part in the revival of

Latin hymns.

In the same year, an Irish bishop, Richard Mant, pub-

lished his Ancient Hymns, from the Roman Breviary, for

Domestic Use, with a preface commending the hymns and

other parts of the Breviary as an acceptable manual of pri-

vate devotion. In 1838 Newman followed with his Hymni
Ecclesiae, being two volumes of the texts of Latin hymns,

' Preface to Hymni Ecclesiae, 1838.
® Preface to Hymns of the Primitive Church, 1837, p. viii.

’Ibid, p. iv.
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the first from the Paris Breviary, the other from the Roman
Breviary and other sources.

The prominence of the Paris Breviary and the Breviary

of Urban VIII in this movement to restore things primitive

is curious enough. The hymnal of the Paris Breviary from

which Williams worked, and in which Chandler found The

Hymns of the Primitive Church, was substantially the work

of a group of French poets writing to the order of the

Archbishop of Paris
;
and whose work appeared in 1736,with

the intention of supplanting the ancient hymns by these on

modern lines. And the Breviary hymns of Bishop Mant

were from the Renaissance hymnal which Urban VIII intro-

duced into the Roman Breviary of 1632, to satisfy the

pseudo-classical taste of his time. One gets the impression

that among this first group of restorers Newman alone knew

what he was about. To the others, in the elation of dis-

covery, everything Latin was assumed to be primitive, and

to men educated in the classical atmosphere of Oxford the

language of the later hymnals, in its approach to classical

models, appealed more than the early hymns could have

done, even had they known them^®. They were working with

no adequate knowledge of their materials; but their work,

however amusingly ineffective for the specific purpose they

had at heart, proved effective enough in the general interests

of Hymnody. It revealed the Latin hymn to the English

Church and it acclimated it.

This was the first distinguishing feature of the Hymnody
of the Oxford Movement, that it opened up rich sources of

Church song till then practically unexplored, that it restored

to the use of the English Church the Ambrosian Hymnody
embodied in the Breviary, which had been laid aside by the

English Reformers, and replaced by Metrical Psalmody, to-

gether with the later accretions of church hymns, whether

Roman or Gallican. This enrichment and restoration has

Cf. Jno. M. Neale’s article in The Christian Remembrancer, 1850,

hereafter referred to.
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in the course of time become so much an accepted thing

that we hardly appreciate the changed point of view in-

volved. But it is doubtful if anything short of Tractarian

principles, or any urgency less than the Oxford upheaval,

would have had the force to overcome the deep prejudices

and deliberate ignorance that had kept the old church hymns

outside the pale of Protestant sympathy.

The second feature of the Oxford Hymnody (also a

restoration) was in the type of the Hymn itself. It became

the Liturgical Hymn. The Evangelical Hymn is inevitably

the voice of the believer; the Liturgical Hymn is the voice

of the Church. The Evangelical Hymn deals primarily

with inward experience
;

the Liturgical Hymn with the

Church season. The Evangelical Hymn is free; the Litur-

gical Hymn is the metrical element of a closely articulated

liturgical order, having its fixed place which determines its

contents. Bishop Heber’s mind and hand were turned to-

ward this ideal, and served as a preparation for its fulfill-

ment at the hands of the Oxford Reformers and their dis-

ciples. Newman’s Tract No. 75 exemplified the Liturgical

Hymn in situ. And the early group of books of hymns,

—

Williams’, Chandler’s, Mant’s,— were all liturgical. With
an appearance of being accomodated to the familiar Prayer

Book, they were in reality articulated by the far more
complicated framework of the Breviary, and brought with

them something of its doctrine and terminology. Each day

of the week has its special hymns, and Chandler provides

for the daily nocturns, matins and even song. There are

hymns for the Sundays and familiar fasts and feasts not

only, but for their vigils and octaves, for a line of saints’

days, and for the commemoration of the blessed Virgin

Mary, the holy martyrs, bishops, presbyters, virgins, etc.

The Liturgical Hymn was thus one of the earliest pro-

ducts of the Movement, and came into life full fledged.

This happened naturally from the amount of attention given

the Breviary. And the Breviary furnished precisely that
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portion of the ancient system of devotion which could be

incorporated into the English with the least degree of

friction, because it was adapted for private recitation, and

was so used in the Roman Church. It is true that Tract

No. 75 brought upon Newman “a great deal of censure”^.

Even Keble and Williams were frightened on learning that

two of Newman’s pupils were on the point of publishing a

complete English translation of the Roman Breviary, with

the hymns translated by Newman, who yielded to their

remonstrances with some heat^^. But no one could interfere

with Newman’s daily recitation of the Breviary offices, and

in this practice he was soon followed by Pusey^®. Daily

public service in the church had been established by Thomas

Keble at Bisley since 1827, later at Oxford by Newman and

Williams^^, and also in London at the Margaret Chapel, the

chosen place at which Tractarian principles were to be

applied to public worship. It was not possible to substitute

the Breviary Offices for Morning and Evening Prayer at

such services. But Hymnody was as free for Tractarians

as for Evangelicals. And the use of the Breviary hymns

afforded the most available means of recognizing any

desired number of holy days, and of imparting a Tractarian

atmosphere to the whole service.

There was therefore a need of new hymn books. The

first of note after the beginning of the movement was the

Psalms and Hymns adapted to the Services of the Church

of England, published in 1836 by W. J. Hall of Tottenham.

This has generally been regarded as High Church, for no

reason apparent other than the mitre embossed upon the

cover, or its arrangement of the hymns under the Sundays

of the Church Year, after the model of Heber. It won the

approval of the Bishop of London, and a circulation of

^Letter to the Bishop of Oxford, Oxford 1841, p. 9.

“Williams, Autobiography, p. 103.

“ H. P. Liddon, Life of Edward B. Pusey, 2nd ed., London 1893,

vol. ii, pp. 145, 146.

“Williams, pp. 7sff.
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4,000,000 copies is claimed for it^®. It represented the Ox-

ford leaders in no way, and was unacceptable to them^®.

A small collection printed by J. Holt Simpson in 1837,

Psalms and Hymns, original and selected, included some

translations of Mant, Chandler and Williams. More signifi-

cant was A Selection of Psalms, to which are added Hymns
chiefly ancient, published the same year by Dodsworth, the

incumbent of Margaret Chapel. Several of Chandler’s

versions are in Hymns Selected for local use by J. Latham

in 1841 ;
and in 1842 Chandler himself revised and arranged

his translations in hymnal form, as The Hymns of the

Church, mostly primitive, collected, tramlated and arranged

for public use (London, Parker). In 1849 appeared Introits

and Hymns for Margaret Chapel (Enlarged ed. 1852)

;

and two books of 1850, Henry Stretton’s Church Hymns,

and Joseph Oldknow’s Hymns for the Services of the

Church, are largely made up of the translations of the

Oxford group. An anonymous London Hymn Book for

the use of Churches and Chapels introduced some of the

versions of Edward Caswall. His Lyra Catholica, appear-

ing in 1849, contained versions of all the hymns in the

Roman Breviary and Missal. Caswall was among the earli-

est Oxford Tractarians to pass over (in the succeeding

year) to Rome. But his translations found general favor

and were reprinted in New York in 1851.

This early group of Tractarian hymnals evinces the dis-

position of a widening circle to follow the Oxford leaders

in their search for the old paths. They accepted the mater-

ials furnished by the Oxford translators, and employed it

with little knowledge or discrimination. The books might

serve to experiment with in local use, but no one of them

commended itself to Tractarians generally, or was worthy

to become the nucleus of an “Anglo-Catholic Hymnal”.

These facts were set forth in an article on “English

“ Cf. Julian, Dictionary of Hymnology, p. 336.

”Jno. M. Neale in The Christian Remembrancer, (1850), calls it

“one of the worst”.
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Hymnology, its History and Prospects”, contributed by

John Mason Neale to The Christian Remembrancer in 1850.

This pungent paper reviewed the current Evangelical Hym-
nody in a very contemptuous spirit, but dealt just as freely

with the Oxford translators :—Their zeal for the newly dis-

covered primitive Hymnody had carried them off their feet,

and in choosing the Paris Breviary, they had mistaken the

new paths for the old; their work was careless and inade-

quate, and its metres badly chosen; as embodied in the new

hymn books, it was unworthy of acceptance by the Church.

At the time, Neale’s proposals for the ideal hymnal did not

go beyond a better selection and better translation of the

Breviary hymns, with some 12 or 15 of the best English

hymns added, the whole to be revised by competent scholars.

No man in England had an equal right with Neale to say

these things. And this paper may be said to mark the point

of contact of his gifts and scholarship with the actual

Hymnody of the Church. He was among the earliest Cam-

bridge desciples of the Tractarian Movement, already spend-

ing the long vacations in researches in ecclesiastical arch-

aeology. He made himself a master of post-classic Latin,

and began to prepare for a history of the mediaeval Latin

poets^®. These neglected authors he loved for their own
sake, accounting Adam of St. Victor the greatest Latin poet

of all ages^®.

Neale pursued his hymnological studies with life-long

ardor, and with results that put the study of mediaeval

Hymnody upon a new basis for English-speaking people.

His study of “The Ecclesiastical Latin Poetry of the Middle

Ages” contributed to Encyclopaedia Metropolitana^^

,

laid

out the field. By patient researches among the manuscript

sources on the continent, he “brought to light a multitude

of hymns unknown before”^^. In his treatise on Se-

” E. A. Towle, John Mason Neale, London, 1906, p. 35.

’Hbid, p. 31.

” Preface to his Mediaeval Hymns, 2nd ed., p. ix.

”Vol. 25
^ Printed in The Ecclesiologist, of which he was joint editor.
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quences^^, he for the first time revealed the actual essence

and structure of these most characteristic hymns of the

Middle Ages. And by his translations he added a great

wealth of mediaeval hymnody to the actual resources of

English-speaking Churches. Of these versions the earliest

were gathered in 1851 as Mediaeval Hymns and Sequences;

ninety-four appeared in the Hymnal Noted in 1851-54. The

Rhythm of Bernard followed in 1858, and Hymns chiefly

Mediaeval in 1865. After Neale’s death a few more of his

translations appeared in N. Margaret’s Hymnal, 1875.

These translations have been challenged by Roman Cath-

olics, on the one hand, as wanting in fidelity to the whole

doctrinal contents of the originals, and on the other by

Protestants as importing too much of the Roman atmos-

phere into the Church of England. On the whole it may be

said of Neale’s method of translation that his aim was prac-

tical and his ameliorations or omissions were generally those

suggested by prudence or good taste, with a view to the

admission of the hymns to the Church of England. A
literal fidelity would have gratified a few scholars. As it

was, these strong and beautiful versions just filled the needs

of contemporary and later Tractarians, and many of them

passed the bounds not only of party but of the Church of

England, and gave a new color to Protestant Hymnody. The
atmospher-e of the time was favorable to the dissemination

of the monastic conceptions of religion. Evangelicalism

itself was more other-worldly than now. And Dr. Neale

was able to say that his “Jerusalem the Golden” was the

most popular hymn of the Church.

This practical aim of Dr. Neale rapidly developed into

nothing short of a proposal that the Church of England

should forego the use of English Protestant hymns alto-

gether in favor of English versions of the pre-Reformation

hymns. He had been careful to preserve the original meters

and rhythm of these hymns in his own work, and now took

” Originally attached to his Mediaeval Hymns, and enlarged for

Daniel’s Thesaurus Hymnologicus.

24
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the position that if they were to be sung at all, they lost

greatly by being separated from their original melodies. He
claimed, moreover, that the Gregorian music had not only

the claim of a remote antiquity, reaching back in some part

to the usage of the first temple, but that it was the only

music that had any imprimatur of the Church acting in its

corporate capacity^®.

This proposal Neale embodied in a hymn book, under the

sanction and with the co-operation of the Ecclesiological

Society, and the musical editorship of Thomas Helmore.

The first part of the Hymnal Noted appeared in 1851, con-

taining 46 hymns, mostly from the Sarum office books, set

to their plain-song melodies; the second part in 1854, with

59 hymns from various ancient sources: the work in final

form with accompanying harmonies in 1858; 94 of the 105

hymns being Neale’s own work.

In this hymnal the seekers for the ancient paths had

reached their goal. But their position was inevitably lonely.

The average organist and singer could not even decipher

the strange Gregorian notation. The general absence of

definite rhythm and clear melody and the accumulation of

unessential notes in the festal tunes, put the congregational

performance of this ancient music among things least

likely of attainment. The number of cathedral and par-

ochial authorities prepared to return to the hymns and tunes

of the Sarum office books was inconsiderable.

We feel, in looking back, that proposals so revolutionary

and so impracticable might not only have failed to accom-

plish their purpose, but might have caused also a reaction

in which the whole subject of a liturgical Hymnody should

have sunk out of the hearing of English-speaking Churches.

But such was not the case. The Hymnal Noted had but a

trifling adoption. It met with ridicule and contempt in

certain quarters. But it was also a full realization of Trac-

tarian dreams of a “Catholic” Hymnal.

Neale’s proposals remain in the mind of the more con-

“Preface to Hymnal Noted, ed. 1858.
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sistent Anglicans as an ideal that has never been foregone.

There has never ceased to be a party to keep before the

Church the paramount claims of the ancient hymns set to

the ancient tunes. The place of the hymns is now secure

enough. The opportunity of the Gregorian music is equally

free. Quite beyond the bounds of Tractarianism, the his-

toric sense is gratified by the use of historic hymns set to

their proper tunes. But it still remains to the advocates

of Gregorian music to convince the English peoples that it

contributes, as a whole, either to their edification or their

pleasure. It is, however, to be noted that each of the three

latest Church of England hymnals in wide use makes pro-

vision for singing numerous of the more liturgical hymns

to their plain-song melodies. Such unanimity is interesting

:

its effects remain to be seen.

In other directions also Dr. Neale’s work for Hymnody
was of note

;
in his zeal- for a better Children’s Hymnody, and

his carols and original hymns. Especially he was a pioneer

in the re-discovery of the hymns of the Greek Church. His

researches in this overlooked and not superficially attractive

field were pioneer work. His translations and transfusions

published as Hymns of the Eastern Church, first appearing

in 1862, again enlarged the resources of the Church. Dr.

Neale has performed the a priori impossible feat of making

a few of the Greek hymns a part of the standard Hymnody
of English-speaking Churches, even though by methods of

free dealing and adjustment. In the way thus opened, a

small school of hymn translators has followed. In the Peo-

ple’s Hymnal of Dr. Littledale (1867), no less than 28

Greek Church hymns appear as candidates for actual use.

With such recognition of a new field, Allen William Chat-

field published in 1876 his Songs and Hymns of earlier

Greek Christian Poets, and, among others, Robert Maude
Moorsom followed in 1901 with his Renderings of Church

Hymns from Eastern and Western Office Books. The most
diligent, and not the least successful, present worker in this

great field is a Presbyterian, the Rev. John Brownlie of
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Port Patrick. His five volumes of renderings of Greek

Church hymns have contributed hymns to recent Church of

England hymnals. Greek Hymnody has a special interest to

that party in the English Church which turns toward the

Eastern Church rather than to Protestants for any immed-

iate realizations of church unity. But the barriers separ-

ating the Eastern and Western mind and taste are con-

spicuous in Hymnody. And the translating of a Greek

hymn for English use is really a process of filtering it

through an English mind^^.
**

Cf. Moorsom, op. cit., p. xx.

II.

THE RESULT : HYMNS ANCIENT AND MODERN.

The decade following the publication of Neale’s Hymnal

Noted was one of marked activity in Church of England

Hymnody. Almost every school and tendency expressed

itself in a hymn book, but as a whole the trend was in favor

of the High Church party, and ended in their ascendency.

In the Psalms and Hymns of Charles Kemble of Bath

(1853), the old fashioned ways were proceeded in, as

though nothing had happened
;
and his book found exten-

sive use. The Evangelical succession was maintained by

several editors, but notably by Edward H. Bickersteth’s

Psalms and Hymns of 1858, based on his father’s collection;

and subsequently enlarged into The Hymnal Companion to

the Book of Common Prayer, today the principal representa-

tive of the Evangelical party, although fulfilling the adapt-

ation to the Prayer Book system which its title calls for. A
little book of Hymns published in 1852 by the Society for

the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, was to develop by

successive stages into the Church Hymns of 1871, which

gained much vogue in the musical edition of Sir Arthur

Sullivan (1874), and which in its last revision continues to

be the only formidable rival of Hymns Ancient and Modern,

representing a lower type of sacramental doctrine and a less

self-assertive churchmanship.
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A recent and very successful school of German trans-

lators had awakened in many an interest in German hymns.

This found an expression in the Psalms and Hymns of

Arthur T. Russell (1851), in which the German hymns

played a very large part, the Latin a very small one; the

very arrangement of the hymns being based on old Lutheran

hymn books. German hymns and chorals had a part in the

Church Psalter and Hymn Book of William Mercer of

Sheffield (1854). Much interest in its preparation was

taken by James Montgomery, in his last years an attendant

of Mercer’s church. This was the most successful of all the

books of the decade, from the standpoint of actual use;

partly because it contained the prose Psalter set for chanting

and the tunes of the hymns edited by Sir John Goss. It was

used in St. Paul’s Cathedral until 1871, ten years after the

publication of Hytnns Ancient and Modern'-. This book

represents one of the characteristic movements of the decade

;

a desire to get the Hymnody back into the people’s hands and

make it congregational. This grew partly out of observation

of the hearty congregational song of dissenting churches;

that of Dr. Allon’s in London attracting wide attention.

It was favored also by the disposition to open the naves of

cathedrals for popular services, a project effected at St.

Paul’s in 1858^. The success of congregational singing of

the better type required a return to the Reformation practice

of including the tunes, as well as words, in the people’s hymn
books. This seems to have been first done in W. J. Slew’s

Church Hymn and Tune Book of 1852. But his book was

impracticable. In Mercer’s book of 1854 it was done effect-

ively, and though not immediately followed, it set the per-

manent standard, and marks the transition to the modern

type of Church of England hymnal. Godfrey Thring’s

Church of England Hymn Book of 1880 was the last one

of any note to appear without music, although word editions

of the others are generally furnished.

^ Bumpus, English Cathedral Music, London, n. d., vol. ii, p. 513.
“ Bumpus, ut supra.
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The extreme devotion to the Latin Church Hymnody ex-

emplified in Dr. Neale, was also embodied during the decade

by William J. Blew in his Church Hymn and Tune Book

(1852) just referred to. He thus greatly enriched the store

of versions of Latin hymns without appreciably affecting the

actual situation.

The key to the actual future of the Church Hymnody was

held by a group of men of Tractarian beliefs and practices,

who shared Neale’s and Blew’s sense of the unique position

of the hymns of the ancient and undivided Church, but who
at the same time realized that many modern hymns, includ-

ing some by dissenters, were dear to the people and spirit-

ually effective
;
and that a selection could be made of such as

might be used without any real violation of liturgical pro-

priety.

In such a spirit C. G. White published in 1852 his Hymns
and Introits, F. H. Murray in the same year his Hymnal, as

also Cooke and Denton their Church Hymnal. They were

followed by Keble’s and Earl Nelson’s Salisbury Hymnal of

1857. These were all men in thorough sympathy with the

development of Church ideals and practices that had now
proceeded for a generation, and most anxious for the ade-

quate expression of these ideals in a popular Church Hym-
nody, for which the materials were now at hand in abund-

ant measure. But while at one in opinion and judgment,

they were in fact competitors for the adoption of their

several books. Each book prevented the success of the other

in their own circle, and no one could force its way into the

majority of parishes, which adhered to books representing

a lower type of churchmanship.

The way out was found by the Rev. F. H. Murray, a

Kentish rector. Through the Rev. Sir Henry Baker, he

secured an agreement with the proprietors of competing

hymn books that he and they should withdraw their respec-

tive books, and join in the preparation of a common collec-

tion of “Hymns ancient and modern”
;

and through

advertising in The Guardian, he secured the promise of 200
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clergymen to co-operate. The Committee began work in

1859; and in i86i issued Hymns Ancient and Modern, con-

taining 273 hymns, with accompanying tunes; with provis-

ion for days of the week, feasts, fasts and services of

the Prayer Book, occasions and saints days, including the

Annunciation and Purification of “the Blessed Virgin

Mary”, and a group of 67 “General Hymns”. There were

132 versions of Latin hymns, mostly altered, 10 of German

hymns, 12 original hymns, and 119 English hymns already

in use®.

The success of this book has had no parallel, except in the

case of Dr. Watts and of the Wesleyan Hymnody. Like

these earlier instances its influence went far beyond the

sphere of Hymnody. It became an effective means, in the

hands of the people who used it, for spreading broadcast not

only High Church views and practices but the High Church

atmosphere. But in Hymnody its part in establishing, as it

did, the type and tone of the representative Church of Eng-

land Hymnody, and its influence on the Hymnody of other

denominations, entitle its publication to rank as one of the

great events in the history of the Hymnody of the English-

speaking Churches.

In its immediate reception hostility of course mingled

with appreciation, and there are reminiscences of serious

disturbances ensuing upon attempts to introduce it. But

there must have been a large body of clergy already pre-

pared to welcome it; for in the first three years its sales

reached 350,000. Then came the Appendix of 1868, the

revised edition of 1875, the complete edition of 1889, and

the recent revision of 1904. An official inquiry, made about

1895, showed that in 13,639 churches no less than 10,340

used Hymns Ancient and Modern. At the same date the

book was used in 28 cathedrals, almost universally in the

Scottish Episcopal churches, and universally throughout the

Army and Navy. These facts prepare us to accept the state-

’For the full history and contents of Hymns Ancient and Modern,
see the recently published “Historical Edition” (London, 1910).
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ment that its circulation has reached the amazing total of

more than 25,000,000 copies. The further growth of this

circulation has been checked, temporarily at least, by a

refusal of the churches to accept the last revision.

If we seek the cause of this success, it appears that it

was partly predetermined. The ideal of a “Catholic” worship

involved a liturgical Hymnody. This had been already

provided by many books. But it involved also the ideal of

uniformity, and in its interests a number of the accustomed

books had been withdrawn, and those using them com-

mitted to the new book. And the book itself answered the

demands of the moderate High Churchmen : viz, that the

daily and Sunday and sacramental and saints’ day services

should be covered by the appropriate ancient hymns, and

that a body of modern hymns should be provided for general

use. And with the principle of growth recognized by suc-

cessive revisions, the book continued to satisfy them. The

opposition made to the book brought it to the universal

attention of the laity, to many of whom the ideal of ancient

hymns was thus first practically presented, and they in in-

creasing numbers responded to it.

It is true that Hymns Ancient and Modern never became

the hymnal of the entire Church of England. But it laid

down the lines of Hymnody for the whole Church, on which

even the hymnals of the Evangelical party have been content

to advance. And it served as a point of departure from

which the extreme High Church and Ritualistic parties pro-

ceeded to construct The People’s Hymnal of 1867, The

Hymnary of 1870, The Eucharistic Hymnal of 1877, and

The Altar Hymnal of 1884.

Hymns Ancient and Modern became also the centre about

which developed, or through which was disseminated, the

work of a distinctly Anglican School of hymn writers who
have permanently enriched the Hymnody of all Churches.

Among them are Bishop Wordsworth, Monsell, Sir Henry
Baker, Thring, Ellerton, Bright, Twells, Tuttiett, Mrs.

Alexander, Stone, Chatterton Dix and Baring Gould. There
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are no greater names in 19th century Hymnocly, though the

Evangelical succession was maintained by Charlotte Elliott,

Bickersteth and Miss Havergal in England, and by Horatius

Bonar in Scotland.

To some extent within the Church of England the in-

fluence of Hymns Ancient and Modern was originally due

to its tunes. The tunes of Monk, Dykes, Gauntlett, and

others, and the former’s choice and arrangement of ancient

melodies and psalm tunes crystallized the musical tendencies

of the time into a definite form of Anglican hymn tunes, with

restrained melodies and close harmonies wonderfully adapted

to liturgical worship, and yet appealing to the taste of the

people. These tunes constituted the immediate appeal of

the book to the dissenting churches. Into the choir lofts of

a great many of them it was introduced simply as a time-

book, from which to render their own hymns, but in many
homes the hymns to which they were set also became

familiar. The hymns as well as the tunes of the Anglican

School soon began to find their way into the books of the

dissenting churches and the Church of Scotland. And,

largely through the medium of Hymns Ancient and Modern,

the Oxford Movement has become one of the marked fac-

tors in giving its present form and manner and contents to

the Hymnody and the hymn books of these Churches.

III.

THE OXFORD INFLUENCES ON AMERICAN HYMNODY.

We have now to consider the effects of the Oxford

Movement on the Hymnody of the American Churches.

An interest in Latin hymns was awakened here almost as

soon as in England. In 1840 Dr. Henry Mills of Auburn

published The Hymn of Hildebert and the Ode of Xavier,

with English Versions. Bishop Williams followed in 1845

with Ancient Hymns of Holy Chureh, and Dr. Coles in 1847
with his versions of Dies. Irae. The body of the Breviary

and Missal hymns were made accessible to the American
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public in 1851, and again in 1858 through the first volume of

Hymns of the Ages, published at Boston with an introduc-

tion by the Rev. F. D. Huntington, and often reprinted.

This included a complete reprint of Edward Caswall’s Lyra

Catholica. Unitarians were perhaps the first to introduce

these versions into their hymn books. Among Congrega-

tionalists, Henry Ward Beecher used Lyra Catholica as one

of the sources of his Plymouth Collection of 1855, and the

Andover faculty secured further versions of Latin hymns

from Dr. Ray Palmer for their Sabbath Hymn Book of

1858. Among Presbyterians Dr. Willis Lord had included

numerous versions in his Hymns of Worship, 1858, one of

many protests against the authorized Hymnody of his

Church. And in 1861 Dr. Henry A. Boardman made a

special point of including versions of Greek and Latin

hymns in his Selection of Hymns designed as a Supple-

ment to the Psalms and Hymns of the Presbyterian Church.

These books were not official, but the personality of their

editors being what it was, we may say that the status of the

Latin hymn was thus early secured in the Congregational

and Presbyterian Churches just as effectively and far more

peacably than it had been in the Church of England.

The influence of the Oxford Movement in its wider sense

was naturally first felt here by the Episcopal Church. Some
preparation for it had been laid by the High Church party

under Bishop Hobart. In 1834 George W. Doane edited

the first American reprint of Keble’s Christian Year; and the

amusingly elementary character of his notes imply that he

regarded the main area of Episcopalian territory as virgin

ground to be cleared for the Oxford plow. He and Croswell

and Coxe in their hymns and poems carried forward Keble’s

work on his own lines. Historical, doctrinal, devotion-

al, polemical writers completed the preparation. And
in a few years the Oxford influence set in like a strong tide

that carried the Episcopal Church from its former moor-

ings to the position it occupies today.

These changes became most visible in that Church’s
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worship;—in the conversion of the table into an altar at

the east end of a gothic choir, in the change of gown into

surplice with what it typified, and generally in the multipli-

cation of services and their reorganization with more com-

plicated ritual.

Such changes even in their earlier stages clearly called

for a Hymnody more germane to the new ideals than the

Hymns of 1827, and the Select Metrical Psalms of 1832.

But owing to the conflict of parties no authorized hymnal

was practicable, and presumably, private hymnals, such as

the Oxford Movement multiplied in England, would not

have been allowed for use in church services in any diocese.

From 1832 to 1858 the hymnal activity was confined to the

Evangelicals, the Selections of Henshaw of Brooklyn, An-

drews of Philadelphia, and the senior and junior Tyng,

being designed for the prayer meetings and “lecture room”

services conducted by those rectors. In 1859 appeared the

only private hymnal of the liturgical type, the Sacred

Hymns of Frederick Wilson, rector of St. James the Less,

Philadelphia, who had had an English parish, and whose

book consisted mainly of translations from Chandler and

others of the Oxford group. Whether he was permitted to

use it has not appeared.

The Hymns for Church and Home, compiled by Bishop

Burgess, Dr. Muhlenberg, Dr. Coxe, Dr. Howe and Prof.

Wharton, in i860, seems to have been intended to call the

attention of Convention to the enlarged resources of Hym-
nody. It had 28 versions of Latin hymns, and 19 of

German, but the larger part was from the i8th century

Evangelical School. This book stimulated the already wide-

spread desire for an improved Hymnody. Some relief was

afforded by the appearance of Hymns Ancient and Modern,

which was welcomed by high churchmen and licensed for

use in several dioceses; and, more generally, by 65 “addi-

tional” hymns licensed by the House of Bishops in 1865. It

was only then that hymns now so familiar as “Sun of My
Soul”, “Abide with Me” and “Jerusalem the Golden”, were
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introduced to Episcopal Churches. A larger use of Hymns
Ancient and Modern was made by Dr. Batterson of Phila-

delphia in his Church Hymnal of 1870.

But the general desire was for uniformity, and in 1871

the authorized Hymnal of the General Convention appeared.

It may be regarded as a compromise between Metrical

Psalmody, the Liturgical and the Evangelical Hymnodies.

Tate and Brady’s Psalter was the largest contributor, 60 of

their versions appearing as hymns. Watts, Wesley, Mont-

gomery, Neale, Doddridge, Steele, Newton and Heber fol-

lowed in the order named. There are 37 hymns from the

Latin
;
and almost every type and school has some represen-

tation in this eclectic book, whose character was unchanged

in the revision of 1874. The adoption of this book was

reluctant in many advanced parishes that had been using

Hymns Ancient and Modern; but it served the Church till

the new Hymnal, authorized in 1892. The new Hymnal
conforms more to the Hymns Ancient and Modern pattern,

and has no marked features of its own. The selection and

editing of the hymns appear to have satisfied no school or

party in the Church. The musical settings on the other

hand, left to private enterprise, gather about the hymns a

great variety of the better types of Church tunes, with

nevertheless too much tendency to cater to the choir rather

than the people.

In the other American Churches the influence of the Ox-

ford Movement is of course apparent in many directions
;
in

the church architecture, decorations and fittings; in a slow

but steady transition of the conception and practice of wor-

ship from the homiletical ideal to the liturgical
;
most of all

in the general recognition and hearty observance of the

greater festivals of the Christian year.

And the change that has passed over the face of the

Hymnody of these Churches, so far as the Oxford influences

have been concerned in that change, is one corresponding to

the change in public worship itself
;

it has become more

liturgical. If we go back to the Hymnody of the first half
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of the 19th century it is easy to see that it was inspired by

the homiletical motive. Such was the Evangelical inher-

itance. Watts, Doddridge, Davies, Stennett, Newton, wrote

their hymns under the inspiration of a sermon, and often

with the intention of using them to impress its teachings.

One has only to examine the early books, the character of

the hymns, their manner of arrangement, most of all the

nature of the analytical indices at the back, to feel that the

book was planned to meet an end largely homiletical. And
the practice of Hymnody corresponded. It was the min-

ister’s rather than the people’s ordinance, a Hymnody of

expression on his part, of impression on theirs. He selected

the hymns not for their intrinsic values, but because of their

adaptation to his sermon theme; he read them through as

poetical illustrations of his theme, though often calling for

abridgement in the singing
;
and then they were given to the

people who had no musical notes before them, and who in all

the denominations evinced a very moderate desire to sing, of

interest in the materials set before them.

The two books that mark the transition from the older

type of church hymnal to the modern are Beecher’s

Plymouth Collection of 1855 and the Andover Faculty’s

Sabbath Hymn and Tune Book of 1859. In their prepara-

tion the whole area of available Hymnody was passed under

review. In both books the best interests of congregational

song were freshly and frankly regarded, from the stand-

point of both literary and musical effectiveness. In both the

chosen tunes were printed out in full and the body of hymns
greatly enriched. Beecher’s book was distinguished by the

lyrical character of its contents, and the Andover book by

the scholarship and editorial carefulness^ newly brought to

bear upon the hymns.

And yet, notwithstanding the progressive features of these

two books, their type was still homiletical. The Plymouth
Collection contained 1374 hymns; the Andover book 1290.

* Its process and results were exhibited in several review articles,

subsequently gathered in Hymns and Choirs, Andover, i860.
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We ask the meaning of these vast collections that render

any real familiarity with the hymns a hopeless task, and

whether the people really demanded them. We find the

answer in the “Analytical Index of Subjects” in the An-

dover book, covering 32I/2 large 8vo. columns in fine print.

Only a trained theologian could have made it, and by such

only could it be used. It was the minister and not the

people who wanted this analysis for homiletical purposes;

this great array of corresponding hymns. In both books,

that is to say, the motive of sermon illustration and enforce-

ment still conditioned congregational praise.

And in the succeeding series of hymn books edited by Dr.

Charles S. Robinson, which, in the lack of an adequate

authorized Hymnody, largely supplied the Congregational

and Presbyterian Churches, we trace the transition which

he partly helped to make, and partly followed with char-

acteristic shrewdness, from the more homiletical Songs of

the Church of 1869, to the more liturgical New Laudes

Domini of 1892. It is a change in the point of view from

which a hymn is regarded, as well as a change in the type

of hymns and the tone of the music.

In the authorized Hymnody of the Presbyterian Church

the transition became very marked in the ill-fated Hymnal
of 1866. Its 576 hymns were a great contrast to the 1290

of the Andover book, too great for the ministry to welcome

then, and the Assembly ordered a supplement. It ordered

also an index of texts, but the book could not be used

homiletically with good effect. The very arrangement of

the hymns in 5 groups. General Praise, Church Seasons,

Christian Life, Occasional and Miscellaneous, implies a

different intention. The use of the new liturgical Hymnody
in this book is very small, but there are a very few hymns
from the Latin. This was the first of the authorized Presby-

terian hymnals to introduce the tunes. But the musical set-

ting was unsatisfactory to a degree that prevented the

literary contents from receiving any fair test in actual use.

The Hymnal of 1874 bears many marks of haste, and is
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said to be very largely the work of Dr. Duryea, to whom
resort was had by a Committee unable to agree as to what

was wanted. The classification of the hymns, opening with

“The Call to Praise” and “The Response”, “The Call to

Prayer” and “The Response” and proceeding through the

articles of the Apostles Creed to “Hymns of Occasion”,

makes evident that the book was planned as a manual of

worship rather than of doctrine or homiletics. Dr. Duryea

made a use of the Latin hymns hardly if at all less than

that of the Episcopal Hymnal of 1872-74; even going so far

as to use Caswall’s version (with omission of one verse) of

the Breviary hymn to “The Sacred Heart of Jesus”®. But

the special medium through which the Oxford influences

affected that Hymnal was Hymns Ancient and Modern,

many copies of which had been brought here by Presby-

terian tourists abroad, and which was familiar already in

many cultivated homes. From this book numerous hymns,

both those from the Latin and English, were extracted:

among the latter, such as “Abide with Me”, “Jerusalem the

Golden”, “Brief Life is Here Our Portion”, “The Church’s

One Foundation” and “Saviour, Again to Thy Dear Name
We Raise”. Hardly inferior to these hymns in the influence

they have exerted on Presbyterian Hymnody were the then

altogether novel tunes of the Anglican School taken from

Hymns Ancient and Modern, such as
“

“Innocents”, “St.

Alban”, “Horbury”, “St. Fulbert”, “Hursley”, “St. Peter”,

“Hollingside”, and “Eventide”. The older English tunes in

the Hymnal of 1874 were in most cases the arrangements of

them made by Monk to suit the ecclesiastical tone of Hymns
Ancient and Modern. It may be said in brief that

through the Hymnal of 1874 Hymns Ancient and Modern
immensely enriched and considerably modified Presbyterian

Hymnody, and that as regards the hymn tunes its influence

has been hardly short of revolutionary.

But the Oxford influences on Presbyterian Hymnody did

not reach their maximum in the authorized Hymnody, but

'^Hymnal of 1874; no. 240.
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in The Evangelical Hymnal of Charles Cuthbert Hall

(1880). He found his motive in a critical judgment of

hymns, a pronounced churchliness, and a reverence that was

more an essence than a grace
;
and he found his musical

inspiration in Joseph Barnby’s setting of the advanced

Anglican Hymnary. His close addiction to Anglican models

did not appeal to very many in his own denomination. The

Churchman^ on the contrary regarded it as “the richest

collection for church worship within reach”, and as “far

surpassing” the Episcopal Hymnal.

IV.

PRESENT DAY HYMNODY.

In our review of the development of the English Hymn
and of the ordinance of Hymnody it has of course been

impossible to include and trace the course of every rivulet

or branch of the larger stream. But we have before us what

is substantially the general body of the Hymnody of the

historic English-speaking Churches.

Its basis is the i8th century Hymnody of Watts and his

school and of the Calvinistic Evangelical Revival, including

an infusion, at first small but ever growing, of the hymns of

its Methodist side. Upon these the influences of literary

culture playing, just as they had done upon the earlier

Psalmody, raised a literary standard, and by winnowing and

adding, developed a body of more poetic hymns. Then

came the powerful influences of the Oxford Revival, which

claimed and appropriated the whole body of ancient hymns

of the Church, revived the liturgical conception of Hym-
nody, and added a new body of liturgical hymns. Round
about and intruding within the Church Hymnody thus form-

ing played and play successive waves of Revival feeling,

each leaving some mark of its influence. And these forces

tending always to revise and modify the Hymnody, con-

tinuing to work in our own time, come under subjection to

‘October 8. 1884.
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what seems the irresistible religious trend of our times, that

of unification : the inherited area of Hymnody characteristic

of each denomination consequently tending to shrink, and

the body of hymns which all alike sing in common tending

to enlarge. Until now the body of hymns of the English-

speaking Churches presents a somewhat striking testimony

to the spiritual unity of these Churches.

This Hymnody as a whole has been the expression of an

Evangelical theology and an Evangelical experience. Be-

ginning with Watts it recorded the Calvinistic faith, not

polemically, but because it was the faith of him who wrote

and those who were to be induced to sing. The opposition

Hymnody of Wesley’s revolt against Calvinism, aggress-

ively polemical or definitely Arminian, remained always a

thing apart, and tended rather to impart to the main stream

of Hymnody, through the Evangelical Revival, a more

definitely Calvinistic tone. The Evangelical side of the

Wesleyan Hymnody fell in gradually with the main stream,

and perceptibly deepened it in Christian experience, and

widened it with evangelistic purpose and expression. The
subsequent Unitarian Movement left the bounds of the

historic Churches, and left their Hymnody unaffected doc-

trinally. The Oxford Movement was primarily in the

domain of ecclesiology, exalting the doctrine of church and

sacraments. Its primary effect on the general Hymnody
was liturgical rather than doctrinal, but it operated also

through its disregard of the older dogma, and more by

putting the corporate Church in the place the individual

saint and sinner had occupied in the older hymns of

experience.

On the whole the present day Hymnody of the main body

of English-speaking Churches may be claimed as consistent

with an Evangelical system of doctrine and with an Evan-

gelical experience.

But of recent years there has arisen a growing demand for

a new Hymnody that shall in doctrinal expression and

emphasis correspond with what is called the New Theology',

25
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and in vigor and tone help to inspire the new-felt readiness

for social service.

The origins and contents of this newer conception of

religious truths do not belong to the hymnologist. But their

expression in English Hymnody seems to have had an anti-

cipation, even a clearing of the ground, in Hymns of the

Spirit, edited in 1864 by Samuel Longfellow and Samuel

Johnson. This book passes for a Unitarian hymnal. In

reality it represents the later stage of its compilers’ faith, in

which Christ did not occupy the place assigned Him by

Unitarianism, and Christianity had become but one of many
manifestations of the presence of God in His world and in

human hearts. It was the gift of Longfellow to be able to

occupy this merely theistic position, and yet to produce

hymns commending themselves to strict orthodoxy, at the

same time with hymns that implied a protest against the old

doctrines and called to a service humanitarian rather than

distinctively Christian. He largely contributed to the Hym-
nody of the new type of Unitarianism developing under the

Transcendental Movement, and equally inspired the song of

various societies commonly distinguished as ethical.

In 1889 the newer conceptions of religion found embodi-

ment, within the area of more Evangelical traditions, in the

Hymns of Faith and Hope of John Hunter of Trinity Con-

gregational Church, Glasgow, and to less extent in the

Worship Song of Garrett Horder, a London Congregation-

alist. In The Pilgrim Hymnal, an official book in 1904 of

American Congregationalism, the newer tendency in Hym-
nody is manifested more nearly at hand. Its criteria seem

to be

:

1. An attempt so far to restate the doctrine of God that

He shall appear less as the throned majestic Personage,

apart from the world, of the older hymns, and more as a

Spirit of Power and Love resident in the world and operat-

ing within the hearts of all men.

2. An indefiniteness as to the nature and person and

work of Christ, that shall at least avoid the dogmatic certain-
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ties of the older theology. Thus, in The Pilgrim Hymnal^

the section on God includes the Maker, the Living and In-

dwelling God, and the Holy Spirit
;
“The Lord Jesus Christ”,

a second section. And there is much diminution, if not

avoidance, of the hymns that contemplate Christ as working

out the atonement for sin.

3. A large disuse of the i8th century hymns involving

the Evangelical conception of Christian experience, and the

substitution for them of a response to the call for practical

effort : and the hymns of Christian brotherhood.

4. A conception of “the essential divineness of the pres-

ent life”, and avoidance of hymns expressing a longing for

Heaven—a more manly and resolute, and at the same time,

more earthly note.

5. An Insistent call for service of a humanitarian type,

as against technical church work
;
an emphasis of the King-

dom of God in the world as against the earlier emphasis

upon the Church : the coming of Christ in the amelioration

of social conditions, and an entire omission of the depart-

ment of the second advent of Christ and the Judgment.

It seems plain that The Pilgrim Hymnal embodies a Hym-
nody that is in several ways new, whose doctrinal contents

do not, by intention, conform at all points with the earlier

Evangelical Hymnody. To say so much is to fulfill the

function of the historian. The role of the prophet who can

fill? There were influential divines behind the book, and

the book was framed to meet an undoubted call. The
response of the churches so far has been a disappointment,

and it seems likely that the book went considerably beyond

the bounds of any very general demand in American Con-

gregationalism. But certain features of a call for what is

denominated a new Hymnody should be promptly met by

all the Churches. The ideal of a more manly and resolute

Hymnody appeals to all men and many women. And hymns
of the Kingdom and of brotherhood naturally follow the

formation and motives of the brotherhoods themselves. In

the Hymnody of experience it may be granted that its i8th
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century expression was not final, and yet it must be hoped

that the work of the i8th century writers may be dealt with

by men that have an equal genius for piety.

Philadelphia, Pa. Louis F. Benson.



THE PROMISE AND VOW TAKEN BY MEMBERS
OF THE WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY.

In almost any modern Scotch edition of the Westminster

vStandards one will, in the preface, find the “Promise and

Vow” which members are said to have taken before being

admitted to sit in the Westminster Assembly. The Vow,
for so we shall hereinafter speak of the “Promise and Vow”
referred to, in editions of the Westminster Standards later

than 1728, reads thus: “I A.B. do seriously promise and

vow, in the presence of Almighty God, That in this Assem-

bly, whereof I am a member, I will maintain nothing in

point of doctrine, but what I believe to be most agreeable to

the Word of God
;
nor in point of discipline, but what may

make most for God’s glory, and the peace and good of this

Church.” The Vow, as it appears in editions of the West-

minster Standards earlier than 1728, reads exactly as that

now” given, save that in the earlier editions the penultimate

word is “His” not “this”. The circumstance of the West-

minster Divines undertaking the responsible task of framing

a Confession of Faith and other documents, which were

intended to serve as the basis of a covenanted uniformity in

religion, betwixt the Churches of Christ in Great Britain

and Ireland, with such a solemn sense of what they were

about as is evinced by this Vow, has appeared of sufficient

interest to all the leading Church historians of the period

to draw attention to the fact. For example, Hetherington,

in his History of the Westminster Assembly (4th ed.. p.

no) in giving a record of preliminary work done by the

Assembly mentions inter alia that: “It was resolved that

every member of the Assembly, both Lords and Commons,

as well as Divines, before his admission to sit and vote,

should take the following vow or protestation : T, ,

do seriously promise and vow, in the presence of Almighty

God, that in this Assembly, whereof I am a member, I will

maintain nothing in point of doctrine but what I believe to
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be most agreeable to the Word of God
;
nor in point of

discipline, but what / shall conceive to conduce'^ most to the

glory of God, and the good and peace of His Church’ ” Dr.

Hetherington farther informs us that “this protestation was

appointed to be read afresh every Monday morning, that its

solemn influence might be constantly felt”. In somewhat

similar strains, SchafI {The Creeds of Christendom, I.

p 748) in telling how the Assembly was opened relates

as a significant item, among other things, that “every mem-
ber had to take the following vow (which was read in the

Assembly every Monday morning) : ‘I do seriously promise

and vow, in the presence of Almighty God, that in this

Assembly, whereof I am a member, I will maintain nothing

in point of doctrine but what I believe to be most agreeable

to the Word of God; nor in point or discipline, but what

may make most for God’s glory and the peace and good of

His Church’ ”. Dr. Schaff, it will be seen, gives the Vow
exactly as it apears in the older editions of the Westminster

Standards. Mitchell {Minutes of the Sessions of the As-

sembly of Divines, p. Ixxx; The Westminster Assembly,

p. 141 : in footnotes) gives the Vow exactly as Schaff’s; in

the one case with no reference, in the other with a reference

to the Journals of the House of Commons. Recently the

Vow in question has come to have a new interest attaching

to it on account of Dr. Denney’s proposing to use it as the

second half of a short Creed of which the first half should

run in the following words ; “I believe in God, through

Jesus Christ His only Son, our Lord and Savior”^.

The strange thing is that the Westminster Divines do not,

after all, seem to have ever uttered this Vow with which they

have been so long and so persistently credited. I proceed

to give my reasons for saying so, and it will appear, as we
proceed, what it was exactly that the Divines did take or

make in this matter.

‘ Italics mine, in order to draw attention to what, in the light of what

appears hereafter, may be called an interesting variation.

'Denney’s Jesus and the Gospel, pp. 398, 410; see also Dr. Vos’s

criticism in The Princeton Theological Review, April 1910, p. 308.
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1. It does not tend to strengthen one’s confidence in the

genuineness of the Vow when one ascertains, (a) that above

a score of editions of the Confession of Faith, for the most

part in combination with the other documents which consti-

tute the Westminster Standards, were issued ere the Vow
once formed part of the prefatory matter; (b) that when the

Vow does begin to form part of the preface to those docu-

ments, no reference or authority is cited along with it to

prove its authenticity; and (c) that in the some sixty editions

of the Confession of Faith which appeared in the course of

the century which followed the first appearance of the Vow,

the Vow is but rarely and but at great intervals repeated.

Dr. Warfield (Presbyterian and Reformed Review, Octo-

ber, 1901, October, 1902^ enumerates twenty-four editions

of the Confession of Faith which are earlier than the year

1658. With the exception of his 9, which is in German, his

12, which was printed in Holland, his 13a, 19, 20, 22, copies

of which are extremely difficult to locate, I have, either per-

sonally or by proxy, carefully examined all the editions

which are earlier than the year 1658; but of none of them

does the Vow form part. It is not found in the first edition

which appeared in the year 1658—Warfield’s 23, his 25th

in fact. It made its appearance, one may, with almost per-

fect certainty, say for the first time, in the second edition

which the year 1658 saw, and it appears in what are called

the two issues of that second edition, that is to say in War-
field’s 24 and 25. Of this co-called second edition the Com-
pany of Stationers were the publishers, E. M. was the

printer, and John Rothwell, at the Fountain in the Cheapside,

was the seller; but, whichever of the three was responsible

for introducing the Vow, they gave no authority or refer-

ence that could help a student to trace the matter to its

source. In the many editions which were printed between

the years 1658 and 1756 the vow, as stated above, is found

but rarely. After 1756, however, it is constantly or almost

constantly to be met with.

2. The term Vow, in this connection, is scarcely in keep-
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ing with what the Westminster Divines held to be the nature

of a vow. “A vow” say they, Conf. xxii, 6, “is not to be

made to any creature, but to God alone”. It can scarcely be

held that the Vow now under consideration was not made to

men as well as to God. I quite admit that both Politicians

and Divines of that period used the word “vow”, when it

was not necessary to be very exact in their phraseology, in

a wider or looser sense than what would be strictly in keep-

ing with Confessional teaching. As a matter of fact Mr.

Palmer of Ashwell, in a sermon which he preached on a

Fast Day before the House of Commons on 21st June, 1643,

that is, ten days before the Westminster Assembly met, used

words to this effect ; “I humbly wish, a profession, or prom-

ise, or vow, (or call it what you will) to be made by all us

Ministers, in the presence of God, to this effect : That we
shall propound nothing, nor consent, nor oppose, but what

we are perswaded is most agreeable to the word of God;

and will renounce any preconceived Opinion, if we shall be

convinced that the Word of God is otherwise. So shall

we all seek Christ, and not our selves, nor sidings, and God’s

truth, and not victory or glory, to our selves”®. In that

utterance of Palmer’s we have, I dare say, the ger-

minal form of the Protestation, as we shall afterwards

see, which members of the Westminster Assembly

were in the habit of making, and of which, as I

maintain, the Vow usually given with the Westminster

Standards is but a corruption. Palmer, it will be seen,

suggests the term “vow” as an alternative designation of

what he has in his mind, and it is quite possible that a

recollection of this passage in Palmer’s sermon may have

had something to do in determining the form in which

corruption at length affected the Protestation. But although

the Houses of Parliament acted so far on Palmer’s sugges-

tion as to have ordered the Divines at their second meeting

(July 6, 1643) that, inter alia: “Every member, at his first

’ The Necessity and Encouragement of Utmost Venturing, etc. By
Herbert Palmer, B.D. London. 1643. P. 56.
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entry into the Assembly shall make serious and solemn pro-

testation, not to maintain anything but what he believes to be

truth in sincerity, when discovered unto him” (Lightfoot,

Works xiii, p. 4), it was not without taking advice with the

Divines themselves that the House of Commons determined

anything as to the exact form which the pledge desiderated

should take'*. The controversy with Rome had corhpelled

Protestant theologians at that time to have a very exact

conception of what a vow in the Biblical sense means, and

that conception finds concise expression in the section of the

Confession of Faith above referred to. It would seem then

that the Westminster Divines when met in consultation

deliberately rejected the term Vow, as the designation of

the pledge which was being demanded of them, and which

they, in turn, were prepared to give, as not being in keeping

with the doctrine concerning Vows which Protestant Con-

troversialists have all along mantained as against Romish

Controversialists, and equally deliberately made choice of

the term Protest. Personally, I am the more inclined to

think that there is something in the argument I am now
pursuing inasmuch as it was just through the feeling that

a discrepancy existed between the teaching of Confession

xxii, 6 and the use made of the word Vow in our present

“Promise and Vow” that it first occurred to me that the

Vow might be but the corruption of something better.

3. That it is a corruption is proved directly by a refer-

ence to the Journals of the House of Commons. There,

under date July 6, 1643 (Vol. iii, p. 157), one reads:

“The form of an oath to be taken by the members of the

Assembly was brought in and read, and by vote upon the

question, assented unto, and ordered to be read unto the

Lords for their concurrence; and was carried up to the

Lords by Sir Wm. Armyn

:

“The oath follows in haec verba:

“I A. B. do seriously and solemnly protest in the presence

‘See Shaw’s History of the Church of England Under the Common-
wealth, Vol. I, p. 146, and reference.
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of Almighty God, that in this Assembly whereof I am a

member, I will not maintain anything in matters of doctrine,

but what I think in my conscience to be truth; or, in point

of discipline, but what I shall conceive to conduce most to

the glory of God, and the good and peace of his Church”.

The pledge as recorded in the Journals of the House of

Commons, not to speak of minor details, differs from that

read in current editions of the Confession of Faith, (i) in

making it at once appear that an oath or protestation, not a

vow, was what the Houses of Parliament demanded of

members of the Assembly, and, (2) in that the ultimate

appeal is here made not to the Word of God, but to what

each member believes in his conscience to be truth. These

differences are very material, and justify one in calling the

Vow a corruption of the actual Protestation by members

made.

4. For the Journals of the House of Lords bear out the

genuineness of the pledge as recorded in the Journals of the

House of Commons. Under date July 6, 1643 the Lords’

Journals record the fact that Sir Wm. Armyn brought the

message from the House of Commons. The oath is then

copied in, and it is exactly the same as in the Journals of the

House of Commons, save that the clause “whereof I am a

member”, reads, “wherein I am a member”, a plain clerical

error.

5. That the members of the Westminster Assembly

gave no other pledge than that which we have quoted from

the Journals of the House of Commons is certified by Light-

foot.

(a) In his Journal of the Assembly (Works, Vol. xiii,

p. 4) under date July 8, 1643, he writes: “The As-

sembly being met, the protestation was taken by every

member of it, both Lords and Commons, as well as divines.

“I, A. B. do seriously and solemnly protest, in the pres-

ence of Almighty God, that in this Assembly, whereof I

am a member, I will not maintain anything in matters of

doctrine, but what I think in my conscience to be truth
;
or,
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in point of discipline, but what I shall conceive to con-

duce most to the glory of God, and the good and peace

of his Church”. Lightfoot’s form of the pledge or

oath, it will be seen, agrees exactly with the form given in

the Journals of the House of Commons. That Lightfoot set

some value on the term Protestation as designating the

pledge in question is seen, both from the fact of his having

taken care so to designate it in a prefatory remark, and also

from his going on immediately afterwards (p. 4) to speak

of a “new covenent or vow”, quite a distinct document from

the protestation, and called a vow, I presume, from the word

appearing in it as a general designation of what was meant.

This latter engagement however the Westminster Divines

do not appear to have ever entered into®.

(b) Under date July 14, 1643, Lightfoot writes (Works,

xiii, pp. 5, 6) : “Three of our members came in this day,

which had not appeared till now, Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Tuck-

ney, Mr. Green, and took the protestation”.

(c) Again under date December 7, 1643 (Works, xiii,

p. 72) he writes: “Then fell we upon the business of ruling

elders: and Mr. Taylor began but because of the

dififerences he moved for an accommodation. ( i ) In regard

of the protestation, which tells us to seek the peace of the

Church”, etc. It requires no proof to show that Mr. Taylor

Tiad in view the very Protestation which we have quoted as

“This “new covenant or vow” was as Dr. Mitchell says (Westminster

Assembly, Ed. i, 1883, p. 141 ; Ed. 2, 1897, p. 145^ ; “the second of those

vows, by which, previous to their alliance with the Scots, the members

of the English parliament, in presence of the dangers which threatened

them, thought it incumbent to bind themselves to resist Popery and all

innovations in religion”. Cf. Gardiner, History of the Great Civil War,

i642-i64g, London, 1888, I, pp. 173-4. Palmer in the sermon cited in

Note 3, preached on June 21, 1643, speaks of it, addressing the Commons,
as “your late solemn and sacred Vow and Covenant” (p. 54, cf. p. 49).

It was taken by the Commons on June 6, 1643. The text is given in

Rushworth, III. ii. (Vol. V), London, 1692, p. 325. Near the beginning

it runs : “And I do further in the presence of Almighty God, Declare,

Vow, and Covenant”; and at the end: “And this Vow and Covenant I

make ”. Rushworth calls it “an Oath or Vow”, “the said Oath or

'Covenant”, “the Oath”.
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on p. 4 of Lightfoot’s Journal. This happened nearly six

months after the Assembly met.

(d) The next reference in Lightfoot brings us down
nearly another year. Under date Monday, November ii,

1644, Lightfoot says (Works xiii, p. 324) : “This morning

I was in the Assembly The first thing done

was, that the protestation was read, which we took at

our first setting, and which is ordered to be read every

Monday”. This entry from Lightfoot’s Journal is

for the question in debate quite important inasmuch

as we are thereby assured that it was the very same

form of oath which the Divines took on the 8th of

July, 1643, which they again uttered nearly a year

and a half afterwards. That oath is recorded in the Journals

of the House of Commons, and is repeated on p. 4 of Light-

foot’s Journal, and thus the theory of a second concurrent

form being in use in the Assembly is plainly enough ex-

cluded.

The entry in Lightfoot under November ii, 1644 is, be-

sides, significant as leading one to the conclusion that it was

not the custom before this date to utter the Protestation

every Monday, although both Hetherington and Schaff give

one that impression. The rules as sent by the Houses of Par-

liament to the Assembly on July 6, 1643, contemplated the

taking of the oath only upon the first entry of each member
into the Assembly (Lightfoot’s Journal, p. 4), and it would

seem that it was in that sense that Lightfoot made the entry

under July 14, 1643 supra). The Divines themselves it

would seem when renewing the Protestation on Monday,

November ii, 1644, resolved that thereafter it should be

repeated’ on every successive Monday as long as the Assem-

bly should continue its sittings.

6. That our construction of the whole case is correct is

borne out by the testimony of the Minutes of the Assembly.

The Minutes, as edited by Drs. Mitchell and Struthers, take

up the record practically where Lightfoot’s Journal closes.
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I have noted the following references in the Minutes to the

Protestation

:

(a) P. i6. “December 9, 1644, Monday morning, Pro-

testation read”.

(b) P. 48. “February 10, 1644(5), Monday morning,

the Protestation read”.

(c) P. 65. “February 24, 1644(5), Monday morning.

Protestation was read”.

(d) P. 68. “March 10, 1644(5), Monday morning.

Protestation was read”.

(e) P. 74. “March 31, 1645, Monday morning. Protes-

tation read”.

(f) P. 90. “May 12, 1645, Monday morning. An order

for admitting of Mr. Byfield to the Assembly. He took the

Protestation”.

(g) P. 227. “May 4, 1646, Monday morning, the Pro-

testation was read”.

(h) P. 232. “May 18, 1646, Monday morning. The

Protestation was read”.

(i) P. 262. “August 3, 1646, Monday morning, the

Protestation was read”.

(j) P. 268. “August 17, 1646, Monday morning, the

Protestation was read”.

(k) P. 345. “April 5, 1647, the Confession was

finished”.

It thus appears that no other form of oath than that quoted

above from the Journals of the House of Commons was ever

taken by members of the Westminster Assembly during all

the time that the Confession of Faith was in process of

making. If one take the evidence of the Journals of the

Houses of Parliament, the corroborating evidence of Light-

foot’s Journal, and of the Minutes of the Westminster As-

sembly into consideration, one can come to no other con-

clusion. Nor can one come to any other conclusion than that

the Vow ordinarily printed along with the Confession of

Faith is a corruption of the genuine Protestation.

The matter might be here left by us, but inasmuch as our
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paper has taken the form of a brief “Controversial” we may

add the usual fantes solutionuni.

(a) It may possibly be objected that it is not likely that

careful historians like Schaff and Mitchell would repeat the

“Vow” in the form in which it is ordinarily given in early

editions of the Westminster Standards, if they had not

excellent grounds for so giving it. How necessary it is,

however, that in a question of this kind one should verify the

references for oneself may be shown from the fact that Dr.

Mitchell, of whom one has heard Dr. Hay Fleming say that

he was the most careful historical worker it had ever been his

lot to know, should permit himself to repeat the more

familiar Vow {The Westminster Assembly, p. 141) while in

the very place he gives “Journals of House of Commons,

Vol. iii, p. 157” as his authority. The Journals of the House

of Commons give, as we have seen, at the place indicated, a

Protestation materially differing from this Vow. (b) If

one should say that the Vow is, in a matter not more remote

than the date of the Westminster Assembly, quite ancient,

and that its genuineness should not be lightly questioned we
may answer as Burgon used to say of corruptions in certain

copies of the Gospels—all corruptions are ancient. But over

and above that obvious remark, it has to be noted that al-

though the Vow appears some ten years after the West-

minster Assembly dissolved, some twenty-five editions of the

Confession of Faith had already been given to the world in

that short period, nor, if one were to suppose that there were

then too many surviving members of the Assembly to allow

such a corruption to be perpetuated, is it at all likely that such

surviving members could carefully scrutinize every edition of

a work then so prolific in new editions? It is noteworthy

that the Vow does not appear in England until about the

death of Cromwell, when people began for a while to do

pretty much as seemed good in their own eyes, nor does it

seem to have been again taken up anywhere until the Scottish

edition of 1675 appeared, an edition which was expressly a

reprint of the Second Edition of 1658. It is certainly not
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found in Warfield’s 26, 27, 30. (c) Someone has suggested

the possibility that there might be two forms of the pledge

in question, one “secular”, and the other “ecclesiastical”, and

that the Journals of the House of Commons may possibly

bear witness to the “secular”, the ordinary copies of the

Westminster Standards to the “ecclesiastical”. My personal

conviction is that the Politicians of that period were much

more likely to use the word “Vow” in a loose sense than

were its Divines. The Romish abuse of Vows compelled the

Divines of that age to form a very definite conception of

what the nature of a Vow, in the Biblical sense, is, and that

conception as we have seen, finds fitting expression in the

Westminster Confession, xxii, 6. And it seems to me at least

the likelier view that it was owing to the healthy anti-Ro-

manist bias of our Puritan Theologians that the pledge of

which this paper treats took the form of a pure oath. In-

stances in which on the other hand, English Politicians of

this period use the word “Vow” in a looser sense than that

which should be in keeping with the definition given in the

Confession (as quoted) may be found in Rushworth, Vol.

iv, p. 241®; and, I suppose in Lightfoot’s ‘Journal’, p. 4.

I end with two corollaries
:

( i ) The Protestation was

never meant in the sense of a Creed. The Protestation was

intended for men who were already committed to a Creed,

whether that might have been the Thirty-nine Articles, or

the Irish Articles, or the Scotch Confession; for men also

who were about to frame a new Creed. And the intention of

the Protestation was to induce men thus committed to give

the most solemn pledge that, notwithstanding of such com-

mittals, they should proceed to the work then laid to their

* In the great “Protestation” of May 3, 1641, the text of which may be

seen also in Gee and Hardy, Documents, etc., No. xcviii, p. 545. It

opens : “I A.B. in the presence of Almighty God, promise, vow, and pro-

test and closes; “this Promise, Vow and Protestation”. Palmer
in the sermon cited in Note 3, brings together the Protestation of May
3, 1641, the Covenant of June 6, 1643, and the calling of the Assembly of

Divines as signs of the Parliament’s determination to do the work of

God (p. 49).
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hands as the most absolute servants of simple truth, and as

the promoters of peace in the largest sense. The quotation

given above from Palmer, which we take as the germ of the

Protestation, bears out that construction. (2) If nothing

substantial can be asserted in opposition to the view taken

here of the “Vow” as it ordinarily appears in copies of the

Westminster Standards, one might ask that in future editions

of the said Standards, if any form of the pledge given by

members of the Westminster Assembly be therewith printed,

it should be the correct one, otherwise known as the Protes-

tation.

Inverness, Scotland.

John R. Mackay.



THE ORIGIN OF THE FISH SYMBOL.

III.

THE SYMBOL IN EARLY CHRISTIAN LITERATURE.

The literary sources have of course been frequently laid

under contribution by students of the fish-symbol. They

were not however completely assembled until Pitra collected

en masse all passages in Christian literature in which a

symbolical fish is mentioned^. From this corpus, Achelis^

selected the passages which contained allusions to the fish

as the symbol of Christ only. His list forms the basis

of my own treatment, though I have added one more citation.

It is clear that if the literary evidence afforded a solution

of the origin of the symbol, the problem would have been

settled long ago. That it was not is due in the first place to

the comparatively late date of the sources; and second, to

the highly figurative character of early Christian writing in

general. The first fact forces upon the inquirer the difficulty

of a retrospective method, for the earliest of his sources is

at least a century later than the origin of the symbol.

The second brings in the personal equation. Given a sym-

bolical passage, how much of the imagery is traditional, how
much the invention of its author? Early Christian writers

show a surpassing originality in the making of figures and

allegories. Again, a figure well developed by one writer is

often copied by his successors, so that our sources are by no

means all of independent value.

In view of these facts, I have tried in this treatment of the

literary evidence, to eliminate everything which can be

accounted for as originating in the subjective imagination of

the writer under consideration in each case, or derived by him
from another, leaving a residuum—and a very small one it

is—of symbolism which cannot be otherwise explained

^ Spicileg. Solesrn. Vol. III. 1855 -

^Symbol des Fisches. 1888 .

26
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than as the reflection or reminiscence of a tradition, and

therefore indicative of the original meaning and derivation

of the fish symbol.

I. Clement of Alexandria; Paed. iii. ii.

“Let our seals be the dove, or the fish, or a ship sailing before a fair

wind, or the lyre for music, which seal Polycrates used, or a ship’s

anchor, which Seleucus carved on his device, and if there be a fisherman,

he will recall an apostle and children drawn from the water. For the

images of idols should not be carved upon (seals) by those who are

forbidden to heed them, nor the sword or bow by those whose pursuit

is peace, nor drinking cups by the sober. Many of the licentious have

their lovers or mistresses carved (upon their rings) so that even though

desirous thereof they are never able to forget licentious pleasures by

reason of the ever-present reminder of lewdness.’’®

In this passage, Clement recommends to Christians the use

of certain devices for their rings and forbids the use of

others. The fish which here occurs among the permissible

types was regarded by Kraus^ as the earliest example of the

symbol fish= Christ in Christian literature, and this opinion

is followed by Martigny^. Kaufmann® even goes so far as

to cite the passage as evidence of Clement’s knowledge of the

acrostic. That Clement’s words will not bear these inter-

pretations was pointed out by Hasenclever'^, Achelis®, and

recently by Dolger®. The devices are not recommended as

symbols, but rather as types of ring decoration—most of

®Ed. Stahlin; Die griech. christl. Schriftsteller; Clemens Alex.

I. p. 270 : at Se crt^paytSes yfiTy Icttojv ircXeias g g vaus oipioSpo-

p.ovcra 1
)
kvpa pLOvaiKT] rj Ki)(pr)Tai HoXvKpdTr]<;, g dyKvpa vavTing, gv

SfkevKOS tyexo-paTTero rg yX.vcj>g^ ndy dkuvcjy ns y, aTrocrroXov p.ep.yy-

crerai /cat rtov vSaros dyacnr<op,€y(oy TratSttov • ov yap etSwXwy TTpoerutna

iyaTTOTViroiTeoy, ols /cat to Trpocr^etv dirtipyTai, ov8k p.yy ^i(f)OS y ro$oy

Tots elpyyyy 8i(t>K0V(TLy y KvyreXXa rois cr<j)<f>poyov(ny. IIoXAot 8c rS)y

aKoXacTTwy tyytyXvp.pivovs txpvcn tovs ipu)p.€yovs y ras kraipas, is p.y8k

kOiXyeraaiy avrois XyOyy ttotc kyyeyecrOai 8vyy9yyai rwy ipainKfiy

xaOyparoiy 8ia ryy ky8eX€xy Tys d/coXactas xnrop.yyo'Ly.

* Roma Sotterranea, 1879, p. 242.

^ Dictionnaire des antiquites chrStiennes, 1865, p. 544.

Handbuch der christl. Archdologie, 1905, p. 294.

^ Der altchr. Grdberschmuck, 1886, p. 229.

“Symbol des Fisches, pp. 10-14.

^ Romische Quartalshrift, 1909, pp. 16-17. Ddlger’s monograph on

the fish-symbol, entitled IX0TS, is now appearing in the periodical

above mentioned and will be reviewed in detail when finished.
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them marine types common in a sea-faring town like Alex-

andria—which had in them nothing that could offend Christ-

ian prejudices. If Clement had meant the five types—dove,

fish, ship, lyre and anchor—to be accepted as symbols, he

would scarcely have added the allusions to pagan tradition

regarding Polycrates and Seleucus. There is nothing, how-

ever, to be gained by the discussion of this point, for the fish

in this passage, even if it be considered a symbol, is not

qualified by anything which throws light on its meaning or

origin. If Clement used it here as a symbol, the passage

would show nothing more than that the fish symbol was

current about 200, a fact which is proved by other evidence.

2. Tertullian: De Baptismo, Ch. i.

“But we little fish, according to our Ichthys Jesus Christ, are born

in the water, nor are we saved in any other manner than by remain-

ing in the water.”“

Tertullian’s image is explained by the heresy which he

attacks. This is the error of a woman of the Cainite sect”,

who taught against baptism with water. Tertullian there-

fore names her a viper, with the characteristic fondness of

the serpent for dry and arid spots, and in contrast to her and

her followers, he calls the Christians water-folk : “but we
little fish, etc”.

As it is chiefly upon this passage that Achelis’ theory of

the origin of the fish symbol is based, I shall quote his own
words with reference to it. After pointing out that Tertul-

lian was acquainted with the acrostic'—for otherwise he

would scarcely have introduced the significant Greek' IX0YN

—Achelis continues: “Tertullian says that Christ also

was born in the water. This can scarcely be a notion of

his own, but a concept often met with in the early Church,

that the divinity of Christ was rooted in the Jordan baptism,

“ Ed. Lupton : Sed nos pisciculi secundum TX®YN nostrum Je-

sum Christum in aqua nascimur, nec aliter quam in aqua permanendo
salvi sumus.
“ The name Quintilla formerly read in this chapter and applied to

the woman has been removed by the latest editors. See Lupton’s

edition, introd., p. xiv.
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by reason of the voice of God which on this occasion recog-

nized Him as His Son (Mt. hi. 17; Mk. i.ii; Lk. iii.22).

Here in the first witness to the fish symbolism we find two

references to Christ which unite in figuring Him as a

fish: that of the acrostic, and the reference to His baptism.

The meeting of both concepts in the same symbol must be a

coincidence, for the one can hardly be derived from the

other. The high importance for His Sonship ascribed to

the baptism of Christ did not forthwith produce the

acrostic, nor can we seek in the latter the basis for the

dogmatic concept. But when the acrostic was invented, it

was perceived how excellently the symbol derived from a

play upon letters was suited to the other conceptions of

Christ. For the connection between Christ’s Sonship and

the baptism in Jordan could scarcely find a more fitting

symbolical expression than in this, that the initials of ’lijaov<;

Xpia-To<; @eov vi6<;, together with the word a-cori^p, formed

the name of the fish, the water-animal kut e^oxvv. And in

this we shall have found the inner cause of the spread and

popularity of this play upon letters”.

All this from secundum\X®'T'Xnostrum Jesum Christum!

On this slender phrase (for his other citations, as we shall

see, are inconclusive, and the archaeological evidence affords

him little or no support) Achelis’ whole theory is based.

Briefly, the theory is this: the symbol fish = Christ arose

from Christ’s baptism in the Jordan, on which occasion,

according to the Synoptic Gospels, He was saluted by the

Voice as the Son of God. The fish, as the most convenient

type by which to symbolize water, was selected to express

the connection between the baptism and Christ’s Divine

Sonship as acknowledged by His Father. The same idea

lurks in the phrase 'Irjaovs Xpca-rb^ @eov Tio'?, “Jesus Christ,

Son of God”, with its reference to the words, “Thou art my
beloved Son”. The addition of acorijp to the formula

completed the acrostic, the initial letters spelling the word

ixGvs. Thus by independent routes the concept engen-

dered by the simultaneity of Christ’s baptism and His recog-
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nition as the Son of God, arrived at expression in the fish

symbol.

I need not discuss Achelis’ theory further, for the assump-

tion on which it rests, that Tertullian meant that “Christ

was born in the water”, i.e. became Son of God on the

occasion of his baptism, has been completely upset by

Dolger^^, who shows by quotations from other works of

Tertullian that he, in common with Ignatius, Melito and

Justin Martyr, distinctly denied that the Sonship of Christ

dated from His baptism. Dolger’s own interpretation of

this sentence in De Baptismo is conditioned by his theory of

the origin of the fish symbol. He shows^^ that the theology

of the second century considered the water of baptism to be

sanctified by the presence of the Logos, a concept which was

modified in later Christian thought by the substitution of

Spiritus Sanctus for Logos. “What, then, was more

natural”, he says, “after it had long been the custom to

figure conversion as fishing and the converted as fish, than to

denominate the Logos, which dwelt in the water and gave

it its power of regeneration, the Fish kut e^oxn^ ?” The

baptismal prayer contained in the Euchologion of Serapion

of Thmuis, the fomiulae of which reach back into the lit-

urgy of the second century, says : “form all the regenerated

(i.e. the baptized) to thine own divine and ineffable form”^^.

“Thus”, says Dolger, “is Tertullian to be understood, when

he says Sed nos pisciculi secundum l^Ovv nostrum Jesum

Christum in aqua nascimur. Through the spirit of Christ

and according to His form (secundum

)

are we born in the

water, we the little fish. He the Fish”.

The difficulty with Dolger’s explanation is that it makes

Tertullian unnecessarily obscure. The theological concept

which is ascribed to him could surely have been expressed

in language less opaque. And would Tertullian’s readers

have grasped so readily as Dolger the significance “nach

“ Op. cit., 1909, p. 42ff.

“ Op. cit., p. 68ff.

“Ed. Funk: Didascalia et Constitutiones Apostolorum, II, 182: fi6p-

<f)(oa'ov TravTtts tovs dvayewtuyttevous rrjv Oetav Kal apprfTov crov p.op<f>ijv.
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seiner Form” in secundum? So far as the Latin goes,

Achelis’ interpretation is to be preferred.

The obvious explanation is suggested at once by i'x^diiv.

Tertullian is searching for a figure to express the indispens-

ability of baptism. The of the acrostic occurs to

him, this suggests pisciculi and the apt in aqua nascimur

caps the image nicely. The parallel is drawn between pis-

ciculi and between the “little fish” and the “Fish”,

qua fish, without ulterior dogmatic meaning of any kind.

The only theological concept in Tertullian’s mind is the

necessity of baptism, as is shown by the final phrase in

which he emphasizes his point : “nor can we be saved in

any other way than by remaining in the water”. This is

the natural interpretation, which robs the passage of import-

ance as to the meaning or origin of the fish symbol, save

that we learn from it that Tertullian was acquainted with

the acrostic. The bearing of this on the history of the

acrostic has been noted in the preceding section. The treat-

ise De Baptismo is one of Tertullian’s earlier works, written

before he went over to the ranks of the Montanists, and

probably antedating the year 200.

3. Origen: In Matt. xiii. 10.

“This coin was not in Jesus’ house, but was found in the sea, and

was in the mouth of a fish of the sea, which I think rose up of its own
benevolence, caught upon the hook of Peter, who had become a fisher

of men, in whom {or in which) was the fish symbolically so named,

in order that not only might there be taken from it a coin bearing the

image of Caesar, but also that it might be among the number of those

who are caught by them that have learned to be fishers of men.”“

This cryptic passage (interpreting the incident of the fish

and the stater) has of course figured prominently in I’^Ovs

literature. Achelis^®, Merz^'^, and Dolger’^® all refer the

Originis opera, ed. Lommatzsch, III. p. 230: To5ro 8e to vo/jua-fia (v

fiev Trj oIkio. IrjCTOv ovk rjv, ev 8e tij OaXacrcr-g AuyX“*'*> *^“4 ev t<£

(TTOfiart Tov OaXacTcrlov l\dvo'i ov Kal avrov ot/xai evepyerovgevov dva/Se/Brj-

K€vai ev TO) IleTpou dyKicrrpm crvvuXr)p,p.€vov, yevopbevov aXutus dvOpwTrwv,

iv <L 6 TpoTTiKols Aeyd/aevos atrapdg air avrov e;j(ov rr^v

iiKova Kaarapos vopucrpn, Kal yivrjraL ev ots of dXievofjievoi vrro rthv

p.ep,a6r)K6ru)v dvOpuirrovs dXieveiv.

Op. cit., p. 19.

” Christ. Kimstblatt, 1880, p. 97.
“ Op. cit., p. lyff.
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TpoTTiKoi’i Xeyofievo^ i'yOv^, **the fish symbolically so named

to Christ. Ddlger’s interpretation of the passage, the most

elaborate one that has yet appeared, is as follows: “To

understand this passage, we should compare the conception

of baptism particularly favored at Alexandria, as a sealing

with Logos and Pneuma, a re-striking of the earthly type

to the type of God. This manner of thought, clearly sup-

ported by the Philonian S^pa7i?- teaching, led to the use

of the Gospel stories of the tribute money as figures of the

baptismal grace. It is in this cycle of thought that Origen

is here speaking: Peter has in him the fish symbolically so

named, the Logos. As the fish brought in its mouth out of

the sea the stater with the imperial likeness and the imperial

name, so the Logos-Ichthys has in it the spiritual tribute-

money, the seal of God. If Peter carries in him the Christ-

Ichthys, he can give the divine re-stamping to those who
shall be caught for the kingdom of God by the fishers of

men”. To support this assumption of the Alexandrian use

of the episode of the tribute-money as a type of the baptis-

mal “sealing”, Dolger cites particularly Clement of Alex-

andria, Excerpta ex Theodoto, c. 86, in which the episode is

explained as follows; “So also the believer; he has as his

inscription the name of God through Christ, and the Spirit

as his type (eUova, i.e. the image on the coin)^®.

I confess that I cannot see the parallel between Origen’s

language and the Alexandrian allegory of the tribute-money,

particularly as exemplified in the quotation above. The
emphasis on the type and inscription in Clement is conspic-

uously lacking in Origen, where the “coin having the image

of Caesar” is introduced rather casually, as if suggested by

“Caesar’s image and superscription” in the other incident of

the tribute-money in Matthew xxii, 16-22. Of baptism,

regeneration, “re-stamping” we have not a word in the

passage itself, nor in the rest of Origen’s commentary

on the miracle.' Moreover, Dolger’s assumption that the

relative in iv w refers to Peter involves the necessity of

^*Ed. Stahlin Die griech. christl. Schriftsteller, Clemens Alex. Ill,

p. 133 ovTojs Kal 6 TncTToi • €Tnypa(f>r)v piev €;(« Sia X.picrTov to ovopa

Tov 9eov, TO 8k Trvevpa. o)s eiKova.
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accepting his theory that the fish typified the Logos, which

is a matter for further discussion.

It is to be noted too that commentators are by no means

with Dolger as to the interpretation of the relative clause

beginning with iv m. Hasenclever^® thinks it an inter-

polation. Achelis^^ refers it to the fish. Hennecke^^ does

the same, but believes that the fish here represents the convert

caught by the Apostles. It seems to me that the last inter-

pretation is the correct one, being clearly indicated by the

epithet “fisher of men” applied to Peter. We have here a

typical example of Origen’s exegesis, the two interpreta-

tions, literal and symbolical, acoixariKm and TrvevfiarLKW,

developing side by side. The fish comes up from the sea

“of its own benevolence”, and is caught upon the hook of

Peter (literal). In this fish we are to understand the fish

“symbolically so named” i.e., the convert (symbolical). It

was caught, not only that it might furnish the coin (literal),

but also that it might be with the other converts caught by

the fishers of men (symbolical).

Thus the interpretation of Origen’s “symbolical fish” as

equivalent to the convert offers the reasonable explanation

of the passage. There is no good ground for finding the

concept fish = Christ in the passage, and Dolger’s elaborate

allegory is scarcely tenable even if we were prepared to

admit the soundness of the theory which it presupposes.

With the elimination of this, however, the passage would lose

all significance for our purposes, for even supposing that

Origen meant Christ by his fish, we only learn from this that

the symbol was current in his time, and gain no evidence

regarding the origin of the type.

4. Optatus Milevitanus, De Schismate Donatistarum

III. 2 (c. 370) :

“
. . . All these things were done in the grief of a bitterly sor-

rowing God, and in retribution for the water which you administered

^ Der altchr. Grdberschmuck, p. 230!!.

“ Op. cit., p. 19.

^ Altchristliche Malerei, p. 272, n. 2.
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again in defiance of the prohibition, transferring to yourselves the

water of the ancient font; but I know not if with that fish, which rep-

resents Christ, of which in the perusal of the patriarchs we read that

it was taken in the Tigris river and that Tobias carried its gall and

liver for the salvation of the woman Sarah and the restoration of

sight to the blind Tobit; by the bowels of this same fish was the demon

Asmodeus expelled from the girl Sarah (who represents the Church)

and blindness was put away from Tobit. This is the fish, which in

baptism is put into the waters of the font by the invocation, so that

what had been water is called also piscina from piscis. The name of

this fish in its Greek form contains in one appellation by virtue of its

single letters an host of sacred names, IX©Y2> which is in Latin, Jesus

Christus dei filius Salvator. This piscina (baptismal font) . .

you have transferred to your own purposes, etc.”“

Optatus is defending the sanctity of Christian baptism

and denouncing the Donatists for re-baptizing Christians

who had already received this sacrament. But he is chiefly

concerned in setting forth an etymology of piscina—font

from piscis = Christ. Incidentally to this he identifies

the Christ-fish with the fish of Tobias, and explains

the significance of This sufficiently accounts for

the connection of the fish with baptism in this passage, as

even Achelis admits. He says^^ : “Inasmuch as this whole

argument has baptism in view, the mention of baptism

affords us no safe conclusion that Optatus knew, besides the

reference to the acrostic, the other reference to Christ’s

baptism, and that he gave it a new interpretation here”,

Dolger, however, apparently sees in the passage a definite

“Ed. Ziwsa: Corp. Scrip. Eccl. Lat., xxvi, p. 68.

. . . . gesta sunt omnia in dolore dei amare plorantis et in ul-

tionem aquae, quam contra interdictum iterum movistis, transducen-

tes ad VOS aquam antiquae piscinae, sed nescio an cum illo pisce, qui

Christus intellegitur, qui in lectione patriarcharum legitur in Tigride

flumine prehensus, cuius fel et iecur tulit Tobias ad tutelam feminae

Sarae, et ad inluminationem Tobiae non videntis
;
eiusdem piscis vis-

ceribus Asmodeus daemon a Sara puella fugatus est, quae intelle-

gitur Ecclesia, et caecitas a Tobia exclusa est. Hie est piscis, qui in

baptismate per invocationem fontalibus undis inseritur, ut quae aqua
fuerat a pisce etiam piscina vocitetur. Eius piscis nomen secun-

dum appellationem graecam in uno nomine per singulas literas tur-

bam sanctorum nominum continet, IX0Y2. QUod est latinum Jesus

Christus, dei filius, Salvator, Hanc vos piscinam . . transduxis-

tis ad voluntatem vestram, etc.

” Op. cit., p. 22 .
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announcement of his theory of the origin of the symbol

:

“we meet here the remarkable feature that Christ is called

down by means of a prayer (invocatio) and after the prayer

is regarded as the divine fish present in the consecrated

waters of the baptism. Paulinus of Nola must mean the

same when he calls Christ the ‘fish of living water’

Dolger could scarcely have considered the passage as

sound evidence for his theory if he had quoted more of

it than the single sentence beginning Hie est piscis. If

one reads the context carefully, it becomes clear that the

figure was suggested to Optatus by the word piscina (Cf.

antiquae piscinae, sect nescio an cum illo pisce )

.

He certainly has no notion of Dolger’s origin of the symbol

as derived from the presence of Christ in the baptismal

waters, for he connects the mystic fish with that of Tobias at

one end of the passage, and with the acrostic at the other.

But he was acquainted with the symbol fish= Christ,and also

with the concept of the presence of Christ in the sacrament

of baptism. Therefore, in ignorance of the antiquity of the

word piscina to denote a pool, he complacently evolves his

own etymology of piscina from piscis-^ Christ. The qualifi-

cation of the fish as that “which in baptism is put into the

waters of the font by the invocation” is obviously intro-

duced to explain the etymology, and therefore cannot be

used to show a traditional meaning attaching to the symbol.

The only traditional derivation reflected in the passage is

that from the acrostic.

5. Jerome, Epist. 7:

“Bonosus, as you write, like a son of the Ichthys, i.e. the Fish, seeks

watery places. We, mired in pristine pollution, like serpents and
scorpions turn to every arid spot”.®

As Achelis^^ points out, this sentence is a quotation from

“ Op cit., 1909, p. 68. Dolger quotes only the sentence beginning

“Hie est piscis . .
”.

®Migne: Patrologia latina xxii, 339: Bonosus, ut scribitis, quasi

filius id est piscis, aquosa petit. Nos pristina contagione sor-

dentes quasi reguli et scorpiones arentia quaeque sectamur.
” Op. cit., p. 22ff.
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I

a letter of Chromatius, Eusebius and Jovinus, which Jerome

is answering. The Bonosus mentioned was a hermit living

on an island, while Jerome’s correspondents dwelt upon the

mainland. From this circumstance comes the designation

of Bonosus as a “son of the fish” and the others as “ser-

pents and scorpions”, seeking “arid spots”. Achelis also

shows, by comparing Jerome’s reguli et scorpiones arentia

quaeque sectainur with the phrase reguli serpentes arida et

inaquosa sectantes, which precedes the citation from Ter-

tullian’s De Baptismo discussed above, that there is strong

likelihood of mere imitation on the part of Jerome’s corres-

pondents of the i;)^0v?-imagery used by Tertullian.

Whether this imitation extended to the phrase “like a son

of the Ichthys, i.e. the Fish” is to me doubtful. Jerome’s

quotation from the letter of Chromatius and his companions

may be limited to Bonosus aquosa petit, while he himself

added the quasi filius ixOvo<;, id est piscis. If Achelis is

right, the passage contains no evidence regarding the origin

of the fish symbol independent of that given by Tertullian’s

De Baptismo, the inconclusive character of which has been

demonstrated. If the filius lxdvo<; is due to Jerome, we
learn from it only that he was acquainted with the acrostic.

The figure dxdv’i - piscis-aquosa is obviously suggested by

physical, not religious, considerations^®. It is possible fur-

ther that Jerome borrowed it bodily from Tertullian, as we
have abundant evidence elsewhere of his use of De Bap-

tismo^^. At any rate, the value of the citation with refer-

ence to the derivation of the fish symbol is nil. Vallarsi

dates the letter in the year 347, and this date is accepted by

Achelis.

“Dolger (op. cit., 1909, p. 83) cites filius in support of his

allegorical interpretation of the Tertullian passage (see above, p. 405).

It is hardly necessary to point out that as soon as the symbolism

iX0vs=Christ became fixed, the phrase filius ix6vo<; would follow on

the analogy of such concepts as the apostolic “children of God”
applied to Christians in Romans viii. 16; ix. 8. The same remark

applies to Ddlger’s citation of Tt(0vos . .
yeVos in the Pectorius

epitaph. Nothing can be deduced from such vague phrases.
“ Ep. Ixxxii; Adv. Vigilantium. See Lupton’s edition of De Bap-

tismo, introd., p. xiv.
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6. Paulinus of Nola, Epist. xiii^ 1

1

:

“I see the congregated people so arranged in order on the couches

and all so filled with abundant food, that before my eyes arises the rich-

ness of the evangelical benediction and the image of the people whom
Christ fed with five loaves and two fishes, Himself the true bread and

fish of the living water.”^’

This letter is addressed to Pammachius, the philanthro-

pist well-known to us by the letters of Jerome, who built the

Xenodochium or hospice at Porto and often fed the poor of

Rome. Achelis^^ says of the symbolism in the final phrase

:

“panis verus is taken from John vi, 32, aqua viva from

John iv, 10, 14; vii, 38; Rev. vii, 17. The only question

remaining is the source of the characterization of Christ as

piscis”. He concludes that it is a “reminiscence of the refer-

ence to Christ’s baptism which was commonly ascribed to

the symbol in its earlier period”, but qualifies this statement

with another to the effect that “why Paulinus calls Christ

the fish, and whether he was acquainted with a reason for

this symbolism, is not clear”.

Dolger®^ of course sees in the “fish of living water” a

reflection of the origin of the fish symbol as denoting the

presence of Christ in the sacrament of baptism (see p. 405).

The objection which invariably presents itself to inter-

pretations made like these in the interest of baptismal theo-

ries, is that the figure of water occurring in such passages is

so readily suggested by the fish itself. Nothing is more
natural than that Paulinus, in search of a qualification for

the fish that is thrust on him by the simile of the Feeding

of the Multitude, should have thought of the ‘living water”

of John’s Gospel, or Revelation, in the general sense of

salvation which is given it in Johannine writings. The
phrase does not of itself connote baptism. And Paulinus’

“ Ed. G. de Hartel, Corp. Scrip. Eccl. Lat., xxix, p. 93 : video

congregates ita distincte per accubitus ordinari, et profluis omnes
saturari cibis, ut ante oculos evangelicae benedictionis ubertas, eor-

umque populorum imago versetur, quos quinque panibus et duobus
piscibus panis ipse verus et aquae vivae piscis Christus implevit.

” Op. cit., p. 25.

“ Op. cit., 1909, p. 68.
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own conception of the image is the general one, as is shown

by the epithet “living waters of Christ” which he applies to

the Evangelists in Epist. ad Severum, xxxii, 10 (Evangel-

istae viva Christi flumina).

I have said that the fish was thrust into Paulinus’ imagery

by reason of the parallel he draws between Pammachius’

feast and the Feeding of the Multitude. It will be remem-

bered that John follows his account of the miracle in

chapter vi with a long symbolical exposition of the Eucha-

rist, including such pregnant sentences as . .my Father

giveth you the true bread out of heaven” and the oft-re-

peated “I am the bread of life”. This suggested “Himself

the true bread” to Paulinus as a parallel to the bread of the

miracle, and the “fish” followed as a matter of course as

the counterpart of the fishes, the other characteristic feature

of his basic image.

Inasmuch as early Christian art seized upon the parallel

suggested by John and figures the Feeding of the Multitude

as a type of the Eucharist, whereby the loaves and fishes as

the elements thereof become typical of the body and blood

of Christ, it is not improbable that Paulinus calls Christ the

bread and fish with the same image in mind. That he felt

a spiritual significance in the miracle is shown by the phrase

he uses a few lines farther on, in which he describes Christ

as esurientes fidem populos carnaliter satians et spiritaliter

inrigans, “satisfying the people, hungry for faith, according

to the flesh, and refreshing them according to the spirit”.

But there is nothing in his language that compels thi.s inter-

pretation. We must remember that when he wrote (in the

first half of the fifth century), the symbol fish=Christ had

been current in Christian thought for over two hundred

years, and he may have used it merely as a convenient figure

without a thought as to its origin or esoteric significance.

7. Augustine, Conf. xiii, 21, 23. (c. 400).

The latter part of the thirteenth book of Augustine’s

Confessions is devoted to an allegorical interpretation of the

narrative of Creation. The firmament is Holy Scripture,
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the heavens are the holy men through whom the Scripture

was transmitted, the water over the firmament represents

the angels, who are raised above the authority of Scripture,

being face to face with God. The congregatio aquarum is

the world without faith, the land represents the believers

whose thirst is quenched by sweet water from above, and

who can bring forth fruit of every sort, i.e. good works.

Through such works, the believers raise themselves from*

earth to the firmament of Holy Scripture, and by the inspir-

ation of the latter they become lights in the firmament.

Some become like the sun, having the sernio sapientiae,

others like the moon, with the sermo scientiae, others have

lesser gifts and are like the stars. Through God’s Word
the sea brings forth the great beasts of the sea and the birds.

These are the mystic deeds and words of God that work

within the unbelieving world. The sea bears them, for if

the sea were not sinful, God need not have wrought after

this manner. The earth, however, brings forth the living

soul. This needs baptism no longer, for it already belongs

to God, nor great works of miracles, nor the messengers of

God, for it already has faith®^. Then follow the words

:

“ although it (i.e. the living soul) feeds upon the fish which was
taken out of the deep, upon that table which Thou hast prepared in

the presence of those that believe. For therefore He was raised from

the deep, that He might feed the dry land.”®*

In chapter 23 of the same book we read, concerning man
as the lord of creation

:

“For he judgeth and approveth what he findeth right, but disap-

proveth what he findeth amiss, whether in the celebration of those

sacraments by which are initiated those whom Thy mercy searches

out in many waters, or that in which the Fish itself is exhibited,

which, being raised from the deep, the devout earth feedeth upon.”*®

“ This analysis is taken from Achelis, op. cit., p. 30.

** Trans. Pilkington, Nicene and Post Nicene Fathers, I. p. 200. Ed.

Gibb & Montgomery, Cambridge, 1908, p. 429 :
quamvis piscem man-

ducet levatum de profundo in ea mensa quam parasti in conspectu

credentium; ideo enim de profundo levatus est ut alat aridam.
*® Trans. Pilkington, op. cit., pp. 201-202. Ed. Gibb & Montgomery,

p. 434: ludicat enim; et approbat quod recte, improbat quod perperam
invenerit; sive in ea solemnitate sacramentorum quibus initiantur,

quos pervestigat in aquis multis misericordia tua; sive in ea qua ille

piscis exhibetur, quern levatum de profundo terra pia comedit.
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The fish eaten by the believers of the land and the fish

“exhibited in the sacrament” is not a figure developed from

Augustine’s allegory, but an accepted symbol which he uses

without explanation, trusting to its being understood by all

Christians. And there is no doubt that the sacrament named

in the second passage and implied in the first, is the Eucha-

rist. Here, then, in the first citation we have found in which

a significance is ascribed to the fish of an accepted, general

character, unsuggested by the images which the writer who

uses the symbol happens to be employing at the time, we

find that this significance is an eucharistic one, connected in

some way or other with the Lord’s Supper.

Achelis®®, while admitting the eucharistic meaning of

Augustine’s fish, asserts that the use of de profundo in both

passages shows the survival of an “essential element” of the

original (baptismal) symbolism. Nothing could be more

arbitrary than such an interpretation of these words, in view

of the context in which they are used. Profundum is clearly

the world of sin in which Christ was immersed by His incar-

nation, a meaning inevitable from the use of the sea

throughout this allegory as the type of the wicked world,

and demonstrated by similar usage elsewhere in Augustine’s

writings. Thus the sea is the world of sin in his com-

mentary on Psalms Ixiv. 6, and in the next passage to be

quoted we have the significant phrase : “the fish, by which

name Christ is symbolically understood, because he was able,

in the abyss of this mortality, as in the depths of the waters,

to be living, i.e., without sin”^'^. The same conception of the

sea is expressed by Jerome in his Commentary on Matthew,

when he says, apropos of the fish with the stater: “Now it

seems to me, according to the mystic understanding, to be

that fish which was caught first (i.e. Adam), which was in

the depths of the sea, and was in the abyss of falsehood and

bitterness, in order that the first Adam should be liberated

“ Op. cit., p. 31.

Civ. Dei xviii, ch. 23: piscis in quo nomine mystice intelle-

gitur Christus, eo quod in huius mortalitatis abysso velut in aquarum
profunditate vivus, hoc est, sine peccato esse potuerit.
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through the second”®®. Compare also Maximus of Turin,

p. 423, and the ’£1^7770-4?, p. 428. In view of the frequency

of the type, and its early appearance in Christian literature

(it is at least as early as the epistle of Barnabas) the citation

of further instances of its use would be superfluous®®.

Our quotations from the Confessions therefore stand as

distinct testimony to the eucharistic meaning attached by

tradition to the fish, and not the least significant feature of

these passages in which we get our first glimpse of the

original symbolism is the conspicuous absence of any trace

of connection with baptism, in the sense proposed either by

Achelis or Dolger. It is also noteworthy that Augustine

betrays a knowledge of the acrostic only in De Civitate Dei,

written some fifteen years later than the Confessions.

8. Augustine, De Civ. Dei xviii. c. 23 (416-426).

“The Erythraean Sibyl, at any rate, wrote certain manifest things

concerning Christ, that we ourselves once read in the Latin tongue,

in verses of poor Latinity and construction, by reason of the unskil-

fulness of some translator, as we afterwards found out. For Flaccia-

nus, vir clarissimus and proconsul, a man of the readiest eloquence

and much learning, in the course of a conversation on Christ, showed
us a Greek codex, with the information that it was the prophecies of the

Erythraean Sibyl, in which codex he pointed out in a certain passage

a series of initial letters of verses, arranged in such a manner that

these words were read : Tr;crous Xpeto-ros ®€ou vios crwri^p, which is in

Latin, Jesus Christus Dei filius salvator. Now these verses whose

initial letters give the phrase aforesaid have the following content,

according to somebody’s versified Latin translation (here follows a

Latin rendering of the Sibylline acostic, omitting the Laus Crucis)

. . . Ndw if you join the initials of these five Greek words, which

are ’Irir^ous Xpeicrros ©eou vtos croiTT^p, in Latin Jesus Christus Dei filius

salvator, the result will be ix^vs, i-e. fish, by which name Christ is

symbolically understood, because He was able, in the abyss of this

“ Comm, in Ev. Matt., iii, 17, 26. Migne, Patr. lat., xxvi, 132 : videtur

autem mihi secundum mysticos intellectus iste esse piscis qui primus

captus est, qui in profundo maris erat, et in falsis amarisque gurgitibus

morabatur, ut per secundum Adam liberaretur primus Adam.
Barn. Ep. x, 5 (of sinfulness) Ed. Funk, Patres Afiostolici, I. p. 68:

ois Kai Tavra to. l^dvSia p.6va emKardpaTa ev r<f ^v6w vrjxeTai.

Cf. Optatus Milevitanus, De schism. Donatistarum, iii, 3, where he

comments on the frequency of the figure.
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mortality, as in the depths of the waters, to be living, i.e., without

Sin.

I have quoted somewhat at length on account of the

interest that this passage has for the history of the acrostic.

It shows that the Greek codex which Augustine saw con-

tained the acrostic of the eighth book of the Oracula Sibyl-

lina in its shorter form, omitting the last seven lines which

comprise the Laus Crucis. He does not, however, derive the

fish symbol from the acrostic but gives us here a subjective

interpretation of the type, based, as we have seen, on his

favorite image of the congregatio aquarum as the sinful

world. In view of the obvious identity of the symbolism of

profunditas with that of profundum of the Confessions,

Achelis’ attempt to deduce from it a “transformation of the

original (baptismal) meaning”^^ may be ignored. This pas-

sage offers no evidence as to the origin of the symbol, save

in its reference to the acrostic.

9. Augustine. In Johann. Evang. Tract. 123 (c. 416).

“The roasted fish is the crucified Christ. He is also the bread that

cometh down from heaven. In Him is the Church incorporated to

the participation of eternal blessedness”.**

*“ Ed. Hoffman, Corp. Scrip. Eccl. Lat., xxxx, 2, pp. 297 : Haec
sane Erythraea Sibylla quaedam de Christo manifesta conscripsit;

quod etiam nos prius in Latina lingua versibus male Latinis et non

stantibus legimus per nescio cuius interpretis imperitiam, sicut post

cognovimus. Nam vir clarissimus Flaccianus, qui etiam proconsul

fuit, homo facillimae facundiae multaeque doctrinae, cum de Christo

colloqueremur, Graecum nobis codicem protulit, carmina esse dicens

Sibyllae Erythraeae, ubi ostendit quodam loco in capitibus versuum
ordinem literarum ita se habentem ut haec in eo verba legerentur:

’lrjcrov<; K-pucrro': ©eo5 vl6<; <Tu>T-qp, quod est Latine Jesus Christus Dei

filius Salvator. Hi autem versus, quorum primae literae istum sen-

sum, quern diximus, reddunt, sicut eos quidam Latinis et stantibus

versibus est interpretatus, hoc continet (here follows the Latin ren-

dering of the Sybilline acrostic) . . Horum autem et graecorum
quinque verborum, quae sunt Itjo-ous Xpeio-ros ©eoi) uios a-oyrrjp quod
est Latine Jesus Christus Dei filius salvator, si primas literas

iungas, erit l^dxk, id est piscis, in quo nomine mystice intellegitur

Christus eo quod in huius mortalitatis abysso velut in aquarum pro-

funditate vivus, hoc est sine peccato, esse potuerit.
** Op. cit., p. 33.

**Migne, Pair, lat., xxxv, 1966: Piscis assus Christus est passus.

Ipse est et panis qui de caelo descendit. Huic incorporatur ecclesia

ad participandam beatitudinem sempiternam.
27
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This citation is a portion of an allegorical interpretation

of the Supper of the Sea of Tiberias (John xxi). The fol-

lowing argument will gain in clearness if the narrative be

quoted in its essentials

;

4. “But when day was now breaking, Jesus stood on the beach

:

yet the disciples knew not that it was Jesus. 9. So when they got out

upon the land, they see a fire of coals there, and fish laid thereon, and

bread. 10. Jesus saith unto them. Bring of the fish which ye have now
taken. 13. Jesus cometh, and taketh the bread, and giveth them, and

the fish likewise. 14. This is now the third time that Jesus was man-
ifested to the disciples, after that he was risen from the dead.”

Augustine calls the incident a sacramentum, using the

word, as Achelis^® shows, in the sense of “mystery”. The

“mystery”, which Augustine proceeds to explain, is the stat-

us of the Church at the Last Day. The disciples are seven

in number, and seven is the accepted symbol of terrestrial

completeness, thus denoting the end of earthly things. It is

also the symbol of the universal Church, “whereby our uni-

versality may be understood to be symbolized”, as Augustine

says. The figure of the Church is carried out in Christ’s

command to the disciples to “bring of the fish which ye have

now taken” to the fish which lay on the coals, and the bread.

The “fish which ye have taken” represent the Church

brought to Christ, whereby we arrive at the meaning of the

fish on the coals together with the bread. These represent

the suffering Saviour: “the roasted fish is the crucified

Christ. He is also the bread that cometh down from heav-

en”. Thus the union of Christ and His Church is accom-

plished at the end of time (“in Him is the Church incorpor-

ated”), that the latter may enjoy eternal bliss (“to the par-

ticipation of everlasting blessedness”).

Achelis believes that Augustine was forced to introduce

the symbolic equation piscis assus = Christus passus by the

development of his allegory, and that his use of the fish as

the symbol of Christ is purely incidental thereto. “He
might”, he says “have written the sentence without knowing

anything at all of the fish symbolism”. This suggestion is

rather beside the point, since we know from the Confessions,

written some fifteen years before, that Augustine was
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acquainted with the fish symbolism. In the earlier work we

find that the symbol is independent of the allegorical context,

showing that its significance is traditional and accepted, and

this significance, moreover, is that of the sacrificed Christ of

the Eucharist. In view of Augustine’s acquaintance with

this symbolism, it is natural to suppose that he is using it

here. For the piscis assns denoting Christus passus, and

offered as food to the seven disciples, is a succinct presenta-

tion of the mystery of the Lord’s Supper, in which the Eu-

charist represents the body and blood of Christ, sacrificed

for the salvation of the communicants.

The eucharistic allusion is emphasized by Augustine’s

treatment of the bread. He brings the bread into his image

by quoting from John vi, 50 : “This is the bread that cometh

down out of heaven”. The sentence is part of John’s sym-

bolical exposition of the Eucharist which he appends to the

narrative of the Feeding of the Multitude, to emphasize the

spiritual meaning of the miracle. It was this symbolical

treatment of the miracle, as was pointed out before, that

suggested the Feeding of the Multitude to the catacomb

painters as a type of the Eucharist. It is significant, more-

over, that the number seven for the “multitude” is invar-

iable in the catacomb frescoes, and it is difficult not to see in

this the contamination of the miracle with the Supper of the

seven on the Sea of Tiberias, implying a community of

symbolism in the two episodes. The phrase used in John xxi

:

“Jesus. . . .taketh the bread and giveth them” is reminiscent

of the institution of the Lord’s Supper, as well as the “bles-

sed and brake” which appears in one form or another in all

the accounts of the miracle^'*. Augustine’s quotation from

“ Op. cit, p. 33ff.

"This has been pointed out by several writers, notably by Delaunay
in Comptes rendus de I’acad. des inscriptions, 1881, pp. 45-57. De-
launay shows the relation of the Feeding of the Multitude and the
Supper on the Sea of Tiberias to the formation of the fish-concept,

but places too much stress on the incident of the fish with the stater.

He cites the passage in Origen’s commentary on Matthew with refer-

ence to this last, but we have seen that the testimony of this passage
is inconclusive in view of the doubt as to what the fish means. The
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John vi indicates that he too was conscious of the common
eucharistic significance of the Feeding of the Multitude and

the Supper on the Sea of Tiberias, and confirms the conclu-

sion suggested by the symbolism used in the Confessions,

that piscis assus is here employed in the eucharistic sense,

as a type of the sacrificed Christ.

lo. Sermo Sancti Severiani Episcopi.

“The fish consecrates fishes. For if Christ were not the fish. He
would never have risen from the dead.”*®

The Sermo, from which this extract is taken, first print-

ed by Bottari under the above title in his Scultiire e pitture

sagre estratte dai cimiteri di Roma, pp. 30-32“*®, is a Latin

eucharistic sermon on the Feeding of the Multitude.

Achelis finds it impossible to identify the author, but be-

lieves that he belongs to a period later than Augustine.

Pitra^’^ pointed out that the symbolism is here entirely dic-

tated by the acrostic, for one must substitute for “fish” in

the second sentence Tr^coO? X/aicrro? ©eou Tto? ^oorijp

in order to complete the dogmatic sense. Pitra is followed

in this interpretation by Achelis and by writers in general.

II. Eucherius, Formulae Spiritualis Intelligentiae,

(c. 440), ch. 3:

“The roasted fish, moreover, signifies the passion”.*®

The Formulae is a collection of allegorical interpretations

of the vocabulary of Scripture. It appears in some manu-

only other witness to this derivation is the Pseudo-Prosper. The

larger part of this brief article is devoted to showing the parallel be-

tween the Babylonian fish-god Ea and the Christian l^Ov^. Delau-

nay’s article, which scarcely amounts to more than stating anew the

problem of the fish-symbol in the light of possible Oriental influence

in its origin, will be referred to again in the discussion of Dolger’s

theory, in which this putative Oriental influence is treated at length.

*® Piscis consecrat pisces. Si enim Christus non esset piscis, num-

quam de mortuis surrexisset.

*® Achelis, op. cit., p. 36ff.

*' Spfc. Solesm., iii, p. 525.
** Piscis autem assus passionem sigmificat. Wetke’s edition in the

Corpus Scrip. Eccl. Lot. omits the portion of chapter 3 which con-

tains this sentence.
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scripts in interpolated form and the part of Chapter 3 which

contains our sentence is generally regarded as a later ad-

dition. The citation has no independent value in any case

as it is an obvious imitation of Augustine’s piscis assus

Christus est passus.

12. Chrysologus^ Sermo 55. (Bishop of Ravenna

433-450) ••

“He added another parable ‘Will he give him a serpent for a

fish?’ And the fish was Christ, raised from the bed of Jordan, who,

laid in the coals of suffering, after His resurrection offered food to

His own, i. e. His disciples, which was then the food of life
; but to

the Jews that fish became a serpent, as the Lord said ‘As Moses raised

the serpent in the wilderness, so shall the Son of Man be exalted’. The

Jew saw Christ in the serpent, because the impious eye cannot see God
and piety it cannot perceive.”"

The text of this sermon is Luke xi, 11-13, but reference

is also made to the Supper on the Sea of Tiberias in John

xxi. Achelis^® as usual regards the allusion to Christ’s bap-

tism in Jordanis levatus ex alveo as “uralt”. His commen-

tary follows : “It is true that Chrysologus refers the fish

(of John xxi) to Christ, and so implies that the seven dis-

ciples ate Christ. The fish are^'^ roasted—Christ had passed

through His Passion; but Christ was then already risen

—

and for this reason the fish is for the disciples a “food of

life” {esca vitalis). It cannot be denied that by this interpre-

tation and language the thought of the Eucharist is closely

approached; but it is doubtful to me whether Chrysologus

himself had it in mind. It seems more likely to me that he

"Migne, Pair, lat.. Hi, 354; Adiecit aliam similitudinem. “Num-
quid pro pisce serpentem dabit illi?” Erat et piscis Christus, Jordanis

levatus ex alveo, qui carbonibus impositus passionum, post resurrec-

tionem suis, id est discipulis, escam praebuit tunc vitalem; sed ludaeis

in serpentem piscis iste commutatus, dicente Domino : Sicut Moyses
exaltavit serpentem in eremo, ita exaltari oportet filium hominis.

ludaeus in serpente videbat Christum, quia impius oculus Deum videre

non potest; non potest videre pietatem.

“ Op cit., p. 39, n. 2 and ff.

Achelis uses the plural, which is hardly justfiable in this connec-

tion , for while 6\(/dpiov of the original is capable of this translation,

it is clear that Augustine who renders it with piscis understood it as

referring to a single fish.
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did not think out in this passage what he apparently says,

and contented himself with typifying by the fish the Pas-

sion and Resurrection through which Christ had passed be-

fore the Supper of John xxi, inasmuch as he not only says

that the fish was “laid on the coals” {carbonibus impositus)

,

but also that it was a “food of life” (esca vitalis). We
should hardly see the time with vitalis if Chrysologus

regarded this Supper as a type of the Eucharist”.

Achelis adds in a note his opinion that the passage is

influenced by Augustine’s Tract, in Joh. 123, with its piscis

assus ChrisHis est passus. I am inclined to think that he is

right in assuming the influence of Augustine. Neverthe-

less, if Chrysologus is here thinking of the allegorical expo-

sition of John xxi in Tract. 123, it is evident that he did not

miss Augustine’s eucharistic symbolism. For even granting

the point made by Achelis in his commentary, that “laid

on the coals of suffering” refers to Christ’s death only as an

event which immediately preceded the Supper on the sea of

Tiberias, and granting also that Chrysologus means to em-

phasize the importance of the Resurrection by the qualifica-

tion of vitalem by time, we still have suis escam praebuit

predicated of the fish, with its inevitable allusion to the

Eucharist. The fish cannot be figured as “feeding his own”
without reference to the Lord’s Supper, and the notion of

“feeding” is in the parable which suggests the whole alle-

gory.

Achelis’ assumption that the phrase “raised from the bed

of Jordan” is a reminiscence of the original meaning of the

fish as typifying the baptized Christ, falls victim to the

usual objection—the figure might so readily have been sug-

gested by the fish itself, whatever its initial significance.

The image is too easily explained as original with the writer,

to do service as testimony to the original meaning of the

symbol. The same is true of the eucharistic symbolism. It

may have been suggested by Augustine’s Tract. 123, and if

it were not, it is possible that Chrysologus knew the fish

symbol from other sources, and applied it to the interpreta-
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tion of John xxi, and that the eucharistic allusion develops

from the Supper alone. We do not know, as we did in the

case of Augustine, that our author was acquainted with an

eucharistic fish symbolism of traditional character. The

passage is therefore without direct bearing upon the origin

of the symbol.

13. Orientius. De Epithetis Salvatoris nostri and Explan-

atio nominum Domini (Saec. V. init.)^^

The first of these titles is given to a series of elegiac

distichs containing epithets of Christ, as: Hostia lex ratio,

virga piscis aqnila.

.

The second is the caption of a poem in

hexameters containing the explanation of these epithets.

The hexameter which explains piscis is the following:

Piscis, natus aqiiis, auctor haptismatis ipse est, i.e. “The

Fish, born of water, is Himself the founder of baptism”.

The citation at first sight seems to speak for Achelis’

theory of a baptismal origin for the fish symbol. He him-

selF®, however, finds no real support in it, on account of the

general character of these “explanations” of Orientius.

They are usually imagined by the poet himself, and have

nothing to do with the historical evolution of the various

epithets. To Orientius, the fish suggested water, and water,

baptism,—and our explanatio was the result.

14. Maximus of Turin, Tract. IV Contra Paganos

(saec. V. init.) :

“Jesus Christ ... in the beginning was the Word with God,

and was named by the Sibyl IX®Y2 , a Greek

word signifying fish, because he was destined to enter the sea of the

world, or this life. For consider the vast mystery of the Greek letters

themselves, IX®YS. I iota, i. e. Jesus, X chi, i. e., Christus, ® theta,

i. e., theu, Y Yios, 2 sigma, soter; which in Latin is explained thus,

Jesus Christus Dei Filius Salvator; this is the mystery in these five

Greek initials, etc.”“

“ Ed. Ellis, Corp. Scrip. Eccl. Lat., xvi, pp. 244 and 249.
“ Op. cit., p. 40.

“Migne: Patr. lat., Ivii, 789. Iste Jesus Christus in

principio erat verbum apud Deum .... a Sibylla IX®Y2 ,
graeco

nomine, quod significat piscis, operatus est (so the MSS.
;

Achelis
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For the symbolism of “because he was destined to enter

the sea of this world” we may compare Augustine’s de pro-

funda and the passages cited in the discussion of the mean-

ing of the phrase. The rest of Maximus’ “vast mystery”

concerns us only by showing that he knew the acrostic and

derived the fish symbol from it.

15. Pseudo-Prosper Aquitanus, De promissionibus et

praedictionibiis Dei (c. 440), II. 39:

“The inner meaning of this episode is this, that the demon was cast

out and Tobit’s sight restored by the bowels of a fish.

This was the work of the great fish Christ, cleansing Mary by His

Passion, from whom he cast out the seven devils who
rendered the tribute for Himself and Peter, and gave light unto the

blinded Paul, feeding His disciples from Himself upon the shore, and

offering Himself to the whole world as the Ichthys. For our fathers

interpreted the fish in Latin by sacred letters, taking them from the

Sibylline verses, i. e., Jesus Christus Filius Dei Salvator, fish roasted

in His own Passion, by whose inner remedies we are daily illumined

and fed.”“

Nothing is known of the author of the work from which

this selection is taken, save that he was a native of Africa.

The portion which just precedes it relates the history of

Tobias, which is then followed by the exposition of the

“inner meaning” of the story given above. This fish, says

our writer, is the great Fish Christ, healer of Mary and Paul,

the fish that brought the tribute for Peter and Himself, that

proposes nominatus est, which I have followed), eo quod mundi

vel seculi huius mare ingressurus esset. Nam etlitterarum ipsarum

graecarum considera ingens mysterium IX@YS, I iota hoc est Jesus,

X chi, id est Xptos, @ theta Theu, Y Yios, 2 sigma Soter; quod latine

explanatur Jesus Christus Dei Filius Salvator; in capite harum quinque

litterarum graecarum mysterium hoc est, etc.

" Migne, Pair, lat., li, 816 : Mysterium vero actionis huius hoc est,

quod ex interioribus piscis et daemon fugatus est et Tobias illuminatus.

Hoc egit piscis magnus ex passione sua Christus purgans Mariam,
a qua expulit septem daemonia; . . . Qui tributum pro se et pro

Petro, et caecato lumen reddidit Paulo, satians ex se ipso in littore

discipulos, et toti se offerens mundo IX®YN- Namque Latine pis-

cem sacris litteris maiores nostri hoc interpretati sunt, ex Sibyllinis

versibus colligentes, quod est, Jesus Christus Filius Dei Salvator,

piscis in sua passione decoctus, cuius interioribus remediis quotidie

illuminamur et pascimur.
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fed Himself to His disciples on the shores of the Sea of

Tiberias, and offers Himself to the whole world as the

Ichthys, i.e., Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour. Then fol-

lows a turgid explanation of the acrostic, a further reference

to the Supper on the Sea of Tiberias in the “fish roasted in

His own Passion”, doubtless drawn from Augustine, and

finally a combination of the symbolism residing in Tobias’

fish, Paul’s restoration to sight, and the eucharistic fish sug-

gested by the Tiberias episode in “by whose inner remedies

we are daily illumined and fed”.

The writer knew the acrostic, and seems to have been

acquainted with Augustine’s piscis assus Christus est passus

to judge from his own phrase; piscis in sua passione

decoctus^^. But he, like Chrysologus, clarifies Augustine's

interpretation of the fish in John xxi by addition of the

phrase “feeding His disciples from Himself upon the shore”,

showing that he as well as Chrysologus (p. 421 ) grasped the

eucharistic allusion in Augustine’s symbolism, if their figures

are based on his. We can deduce nothing further from the

passage. If the writer’s eucharistic symbolism is drawn

from Augustine, it affords no independent evidence. If the

phrase “feeding His disciples from Himself” is not sug-

gested by Augustine, it may have been suggested by the

writer’s knowledge of the fish symbol per se, without refer-

ence to its derivation, and applied to the Supper on the Sea

of Tiberias to produce an eucharistic allusion entirely orig-

inal with the commentator. The writer himself evidently

thinks that the symbol came from the acrostic. So far as

its bearing on the traditional symbolism is concerned, the

passage is of no direct assistance.

16. Pseudo-Eusebius Emesenus.

a. Homilia, feria III post Pascha.

:

“ ‘And they gave him a piece of broiled fish, and of an honeycomb’.

(Luke xxiv, 42). This, then, let us ourselves offer, let always this

offering be found in us. For He delighteth in this food, inasmuch
as in this food is our faith contained. In this is signified the Passion

" So Achelis, op. cit., p. 44, and Dolger, op. cit., 1909, p. 42.
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and Resurrection of Christ, in this also the perfect form of our life.

For since we both sorrow for His Passion, and again rejoice in His

Resurrection, so we offer to Him the roasted fish for His Passion

and the honeycomb for His Resurrection.”

b. Homilia, feria IV post Resurr.:

“For as often as the preachers see the coals, and the fish lying

upon the coals, and the bread, as often as they recall the Passion

of Christ, so do they forget their labor and weariness and all their

tribulations. For what is the fish roasted in the coals except Christ

that suffered on the Cross? What is the bread except the evangelical

preaching?”"

The Homilies from which these two passages are taken

belong to a collection first published in 1547 under the name

of Eusebius Emesenus. The collection is now usually as-

cribed to various writers, mostly of Gaul, and does not

antedate the fifth century. The citations are without inde-

pendent value for our purposes, inasmuch as the piscem

assum pro passione in the first, and piscis assus Christus

. . . .passus in the second are obviously borrowed from

Augustine"®.

17. EHHTH2I2 TON nPAX©ENTflN EN HEPSIAI

(Ed. Bratke in Texte und Untersuchungen,

N. F. IV Bd., 3 Heft.)

I have added to Achelis’ citations a passage from this

curious work, better known under its Latin title, Narratio

rerum quae in Perside acciderunt. Achelis^® considers it

" Max. Bibl. Pair. Lugdun, vi, pp. 756-757. a. “At illi obtulerunt

ei partem piscis assi et favum mellis.” Hoc igitur offeramus et nos,

semper haec oblatio inveniatur in nobis. Hoc enim cibo ipse delecta-

tur, quia in hoc cibo nostra fides continetur. In quo Christi passio et

resurrectio, in quo et vitae nostrae perfecta forma significatur. Quia

enim et de ipsius passione dolemus, et iterum de eiusdem resurrectione

gaudemus, utique offerimus ei et piscem assum pro passione, et favum
mellis pro resurrectione.

b. Quoties enim (praedictores) prunas et piscem super prunas

positum et panem vident, quoties Christi passionis recordantur, toties

laboris et fatigationis et omnium suarum angustiarum obliviscuntur.

Quid est enim piscis prunis assus nisi Christus in cruce passus? Quid
est panis nisi evangelica praedicatio?

So Achelis, op. cit., p. 45.

Op. cit., p. 46, note.
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of no importance on account of the late date to which he

assigns it. He believes that it was written later than 500,

in view of “the interest displayed in authentic portraits of

Christ, and especially of Mary”. D51ger®° too is inclined

to doubt the antiquity of the Narratio. Achelis’ objection is

scarcely a serious one. It is true that we do not find a

description of Christ’s appearance until the eighth century®^,

but “interest in authentic protraits” is clearly manifested

by Eusebius’ description of the statue of the Saviour

which he saw at Caesarea Philippi®^, and in view of the

early appearance of the Virgin in Christian iconography,

it would not be surprising to find interest in her portrait-

ure in an author, say, of the fifth century, when the cult

of the Virgin received an immense impulse through the

Nestorian controversy. Ddlger gives no evidence in sup-

port of his objections.

In view of the inconclusive character of these criticisms it

seems to me that we cannot do better than to accept the

verdict of the editor of the Narratio, Bratke, who assigns it

to the fifth century®®. The passage, moreover, which con-

cerns the fish symbol is contained in a story of probably

earlier date which the author puts in the mouth of

one of his characters. Bratke®^ and Harnack®® both

believe that this story is borrowed from Philippus

Sidetes, who wrote about 400, and while Bratke has failed

to find any earlier source for it, Harnack thinks that it was

taken by Philippus from a previous writer. At any rate, it

seems safe to attribute as early a date as the fifth century

to the narrative. It is in brief as follows

:

King Cyrus built a magnificent temple to Hera, and set

up in it gold and silver images of the gods. Once the king

“ Op. cit., 1909, p. 93.

“ See Kraus, Realencyklopadie der christl. Altertiimer, s. v. Jesus

Christus, II Bd., p. 15.

Hist. eccl.. vii, ch. 18.

“Bratke, op. cit., p. 271.
** Op. cit., p. 163.

“Zwr Abercius Inschrift, p. 17. Texte und IJntersuchungen, XII Bd.
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came to the temple to receive the interpretation of his

dreams, and was greeted by the priest with the announce-

ment that Hera was with child. In answer to the king’s

demand for an explanation, the priest described the won-

drous occurrences of the night before, how the images of the

deities danced together, celebrating the pregnancy of Hera,

whom they called now Hera, now “the Fountain” (
n7?7^ )

and again Myria. Even as he finished his narrative, the

roof of the temple opened and a star stood above the statue

of Hera, or the Fountain, and a voice prophesied the im-

maculate birth from her of a child that should be the

Beginning and the End. On hearing the voice, the statues

fell upon their faces, with the exception of the Fountain, on

whose head a crown seemed to be set, having upon it a star

studded with precious stones. The king then summoned his

wise men, who revealed the meaning of these wonders, say-

ing that the Fountain was the daughter of Karia, the woman
of Bethlehem, and that “the diadem is a mark of royalty

and the star a heavenly revelation working wonders on the

earth”. Then Dionysus appeared in the temple, unattended

by his satyrs, and gave utterance to a long prophecy of the

ensuing downfall of the ancient gods. The story closes

with the narrative of the Three Wise Men.

Hera, the Fountain, is throughout this recital identified

with Mary, and in the praises of her which the priest puts

into the mouths of the images in the course of his descrip-

tion of the happenings during the night, occurs the following

passage, explanatory of the epithet “Fountain”

:

“For the Fountain of water flows ever with the water of the

spirit, having the one and only fish, taken with the hook of divinity,

which feeds the whole world, as if dwelling in the sea, with its own
flesh.”“

The symbolism is at first sight about as loose as the

syntax of the original. We might recognize an allusion to

baptism in the opening phrase, were it not for the concept

Ed. Bratke, o/>. cit., p. 12
: yap vSaros Trr^y^v n-vevjaaros devei^et,

€va fJLOvov l)(6vv €)(ov(Ta r<3 deoTrjTOs dyKtarpo) \afjij3av6fievov, rbv

Trayra Kocr/xov <us iv Oakdcra-tj Siaytvd/xevov iSia crapKt Tpt<f>(ov.
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Fountain= Mary which dominates the whole narrative. The

symbolism becomes clear, however, with the introduction of

“as if dwelling in the sea”, where we find the old concept

of the sea as the type of sinful humanity which was used by

Augustine in the Confessions. Thus the human fountain

produces divine water, inasmuch as Mary the woman has in

her womb the fish, i.e. Christ, begotten by divinity, who

“feeds the whole world with His own flesh”. In this final

phrase, ihCa aapK\ rpecjxov (emended to rpecfiovra by Pitra

who was the first to cite this passage in connection with the

fish symbol®”) we have clearly the eucharistic conception of

the fish.

Harnack assumes that the originator of the story was a

syncretist combining Hera or the Magna Mater with Mary.

Bratke on the other hand is convinced of the orthodoxy of

the whole text, and among the very convincing arguments

which he advances in support of this opinion are some

drawn from the story itself. Hera is dead, according to the

story, and is only brought to life as the Christian

Dionysus, unaccompanied by his satyrs, says, “Our honor

is taken from us, etc”. Such phrases give an apologetic tone

to the narrative which ill accords with syncretistic author-

ship. In any case, the use of the fish symbolism is Christian,

even if it be regarded as the Christian element of the syncre-

tism supposed by Harnack. Hence we may add this story

from the Narratio to our literary testimonia to the eucharis-

tic significance of the fish, and as evidence of a traditional,

accepted symbolism of that character, for the “feeding with

its own flesh” is an additional image unsuggested by any of

the other motifs in the passage®®.

As might have been expected, the results of this review

of the literary evidence are meagre, so far as related to the

Spic. Solesm., iii, p. 518.

I have followed Achelis in limiting the treatment of the literary

evidence to the first five centuries. For a Pseudo-Augustinian sermon
of doubtful date, in which the fish symbolism is borrowed from the

Pseudo-Prosper and Augustine, see Achelis op. cit., p. 44 note.
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origin of the fish symbol. Let us sum up briefly the

evidence afforded by the seventeen citations we have ex-

amined.

It is not certain that Clement of Alexandria uses the fish

as a symbol, and we certainly learn nothing from him as to

its origin. Tertullian knew the symbol, but in the passage

from De Baptismo the acrostic is implied as it§ source.

Origen’s use of the fish probably has no relation at all to the

symbolism under discussion, and in any case tells us nothing

regarding its original significance. Optatus connects the

symbol with the fish of Tobias and the acrostic. Jerome (or

the persons he quotes) assumes that the acrostic was the

parent of the symbol, possibly borrowing in this respect

from Tertullian. Paulinus of Nola uses the fish in

connection with the bread with reference to the Feed-

ing of the Multitude. His language betrays no certain

reminiscence of the original meaning of the isolated fish

symbol, but may reflect the primitive concept Feeding of the

Multitude= Eucharist. Augustine uses the fish with a dis-

tinct trace of the traditional allusion to the Eucharist in

his Confessions, shows a knowledge of the acrostic in De
Civ.Deij in which, however, he does not derive the symbol

from the acrostic, but gives it an allusion to the “sea of sin”,

and finally in Tract. 123, he applies the traditional euchar-

istic meaning to the development of his allegorical commen-

tary on John xxi. In the Sermo Severiani, the symbol is

derived from the acrostic. The piscis assus passionem signif-

icat of Eucherius is probably interpolated, and derived from

Augustine in any case. Chrysologus uses the fish with an

allusion to Christ’s baptism on which no stress can be laid,

and also with an eucharistic significance which may be ex-

plained as the application of the fish symbol undecunque to

the development of the figure based on the Supper on the

Sea of Tiberias. It is possible, however, that he borrowed

the eucharistic allusion from Augustine. Orientius’ imagin-

ative explanatio of the fish may be ignored. Maximus of

Turin derives the symbol from the acrostic. The Pseudo-
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Prosper derives it from the acrostic, and the eucharistic

allusion which appears in his use of the fish may be imitated

from Augustine’s or developed by the author himself by

applying the Ichthys of the acrostic to the symbolical

elucidation of John xxi. The Pseudo-Eusebius Emesenus is

obviously copying from Augustine. Einally, the Narratio

rerum quae in Perside acciderunt reflects a traditional eu-

charistic fish symbolism, unsuggested by the context.

Five of our witnesses may be discarded : Clement, who

probably is not using the fish as a symbol of Christ
;
Origen,

for the same reason
;
Eucherius, as his mention of the sym-

bol is probably interpolated and derived from Augustine in

any case; Orientius, on account of the highly subjective

character of his derivations
;
and the Pseudo-Eusebius Emes-

enus, because he is clearly imitating Augustine. Leaving out

the sporadic allusions to the Tobias-fish, the fish with the

stater, etc., six writers, Tertullian, Optatus, Jerome, the au-

thor of the Sermo Severiani, Maximus of Turin and the

Pseudo-Prosper, directly or by implication ascribe the gene-

sis of the symbol to the acrostic. Five give the fish more or

less of an eucharistic significance, Paulinus of Nola, Augus-

tine, Chrysologus, the Pseudo-Prosper and the author of the

Narratio. Of these Paulinus uses the fish not so much as a

separate symbol but in connection with the bread, apparently

with a reminiscence of a primitive symbolical interpretation

of the miracle which he describes. Chrysologus and the

Pseudo-Prosper may have drawn their eucharistic symbol-

ism from Augustine’s Tract. 123, and if not, their use of

the eucharistic fish is explicable as an application of the

symbol to John xxi. The only certain instances of the tra-

ditional significance cropping out in the writings of the

first five centuries are the eucharistic images employed by

Augustine in his Confessions and that used in the Narratio.

In all the other cases where we can positively eliminate the

subjective element in the symbolism, we find that the acrostic

is indicated as the source of the symbol. It is clear that the

invention of the acrostic swamped the original meaning
almost completely from Tertullian on.
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Almost, but not quite, completely. Here and there it

comes to the surface, as in Augustine’s Confessions and the

Narratio. And it cannot be denied that the readiness with

which Chrysologus and the Pseudo-Prosper accept an

eucharistic meaning in the fish, either as used in Augustine’s

commentary on John xxi or in John xxi itself, makes it

likely that they felt an eucharistic symbolism attaching to

the symbol in its original and popular form, making it more

readily understood when used in that sense. The same is

true of Paulinus’ terse interpretation of the Feeding of the

Multitude. While, then, we have found, as we expected,

that a great deal of the fish symbolism in early Christian

literature is subjective, and that most of the rest is domin-

ated by the acrostic, we also find even in the most subjective

imagery a general tendency to associate the fish with the

Eucharist and here and there, beside the acrostic, an un-

mistakable survival of an earlier eucharistic symbolism

actually attaching to the fish. We do not find a survival

of any other original meaning. Ddlger’s statement®® that

the fifth century writers are too late to afford any evidence

on the origin of the symbol ignores the important distinction

between what is traditional and what is subjective in the fish

symbolism used in Christian literature. The symbolism in

Augustine and the Narratio is clearly traditional—that it

survived the acrostic and lasted so long is proof of the

tenacity with which the original eucharistic meaning clung

to the fish. The lateness of the literary testimony thus con-

firms rather than weakens the original connection between

the symbol and the Lord’s Supper.

Princeton University. C. R. Morey.

” Op. cit., igog, p. 42.



THE REFORMED CHURCHES IN THE
NETHERLANDS.

The Reformation of the i6th century passed in the

Netherlands through three periods.

The first is at present designated by historians as

that of the Sacramentarians or Evangelicals and extends

from 1518 to 1531. As early as the first months of

the year 1518 the fame of Luther spread to this country;

his ninety-five theses were read everywhere; the new of

his heroic deed was received with enthusiasm. The num-

ber of his admirers increased daily. Naturally these

were called Lutherans, though of course they were not

at all Lutherans in the later and specific sense of the

term and inclined rather to Zwingli in their views on the

Lord’s Supper. In fact Zwingli himself had been strongly

confirmed in his views by a letter from Cornelius Honius,

a jurist of the Hague, and had been led by him to his expo-

sition of est pro significat. This period of the Dutch

Reformation was characterized by deep piety, holy zeal,

fiery courage, and particularly by the entire absence of

the political element. According to the testimony of Eras-

mus, in 1525, a large part of the population joined the

movement. Soon, however. Church and State conspired to

suppress the heresy. Edicts were issued and people were

burned at the stake. The evangelical preachers having fled

from the country, their followers were left to their fate and,

deprived of leaders, they decreased in number and their

enthusiasm cooled.

At this juncture, however, another party appears on the

scene to take up the cause of reformation. The Anabaptists

opened the second period, covering the years from 1531 to

1560. Probably their influence had already begun in 1525,

when the persecution was most fierce, but not until 1530 did

they begin to be known as a separate, distinct party. In this

year Jan Trijpmaker returned to Amsterdam from Embden,
28
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where he had met the well known Melchior Hofmann. The

Anabaptists soon gathered a large following. Their heroic

faith compelled admiration; they did not flee from danger

but braved it. They were men drawn from the people, and

were simple and unostentatious. They supplied the guid-

ance and direction that were wanting in the Reformation

movement and infused faith and new courage into those

who had become fearful. Their doctrines, especially in

regard to the sacraments, met with sympathy and assent.

The overstrained feelings, to which many had been wrought

by the persecution, could not but favor the fanatical ele-

ments of the Anabaptist movement. It was but natural

that the former Evangelicals in great number, nay, even as

a rule, joined the Anabaptists. The original Reformation

thus gradually disappeared. But against the Anabaptists

also persecution began to rage. They were scattered, were

expelled and were put to death
;
moreover they were divided

and consumed by internal dissensions. It was Menno

Simons, who at this stage gathered the defenseless Ana-

baptists round himself, bridled their fanaticism and made

them find their strength in quietness.

If it had not been for another movement, which at that

time spread to our country, the Reformation amongst us

would probably have perished at its birth and have gradu-

ally dwindled away. Slowly, however, Calvinism was

making its way into the Netherlands. It entered partly

from the southern provinces; it was introduced partly also

by the numerous fugitives, who had sought a refuge in

London, East-Friesland, Cleves and the Palatinate. This

Calvinism iniparted to our people the power not only to

endure persecution but also to save and confirm the Refor-

mation in this country. It was distinguished from both the

preceeding movements in two respects. First, it exhibited

a strong organizing power. The Evangelicals and the Ana-

baptists had become scattered and divided, being destitute

of good and firm leadership. Owing to their lack of unity

they suffered from a lack of power. The Reformed on the
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Other hand were organized immediately. As early as 1561

they received a Confession from Guido de Bres, and from

the year 1563 onward assemblies of the Churches or Synods

were held in the southern part of the Netherlands. In the

second place, Calvinism gave rise to a political movement.

The Evangelicals and the Anabaptists had refrained from

all action in the sphere of politics, allowing themselves

to be slaughtered like defenseless sheep. The Reformed,

however, were animated by a political as well as a religious

conviction. They sought to attach to their cause the nobles

and merchants, and as early as 1566 they resolved upon

armed resistance. Prince William of Orange was placed

in command, and in 1568 opened the war, which after eighty

years ended with the peace of Westphalia. Thenceforward

religious and political interests were inseparably united. To
declare one’s self in favor of the Reformed religion and of

the Prince of Orange amounted to the same thing. Never-

theless the party of the Reformed, which had thus boldly

taken up the contest with Spain, was small in number. Ac-

cording to a rough estimate no more than one-tenth of the

population was Reformed in 1587, and even this tenth part

belonged chiefly to the lower classes. Nay, for four years,

from April, 1572 till November, 1576, the contest with

Spain was carried on by the tenth part of the population of

Holland and Zealand alone. But this small Calvinistic

group was strong through its faith and powerful through

its principles; it knew what it wanted and was unfaltering

and unconquerable in its efforts to obtain it. It increased

under persecution in political as well as in religious influence

and power.

By the logic of events, the Reformed religion naturally

became the supreme religion, the religion of the State. De
facto it was this already in 1583, but it became so formally

and legally at the Great Assembly of 1651. This indeed is

the unique and truly remarkable feature of Dutch history,

that Church and State were born simultaneously, on one

and the same day, and were united from the outset. The
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Reformed Church was the centre of the Commonwealth;

the Church and the Republic did not at first exist separately,

to be united afterwards
;
the Republic rather was born from

the Confession of the Church. What Holland has become

as a nation it owes to the Reformation, and more particu-

larly to Calvinism. Here Calvinism has shaped a people,

formed a nationality, founded a republic. As a nation,

Holland is a son, a foster-child of the Reformation, and for

this reason Calvinism, here more than anywhere else, has

entered into the innermost fibres of the trunk of our nation-

ality; it has been the principle of our life, the sinew of our

strength, the foundation of our prosperity.

The period during which the Church was at its prime

was, owing to this close alliance, likewise the time of greatest

prosperity for the Republic, and with the decline of faith

came also the downfall of the State. At about the middle

of the 17th century the Church and the Commonwealth had

reached the height of their power. Theology was cultivated

by the foremost scholars. The universities, which drew to

themselves the most eminent talent at home and abroad, be-

came famous and great centres of attraction. The arts and

sciences flourished. It was the golden age of literature.

Trade and industry developed, and in consequence wealth

and luxury increased. But all this prosperity was due either

directly or indirectly to the contest which Calvinism had so

valiantly and perseveringly kept up for eighty years.

In like manner also the Church and the Commonwealth
went down together. The union of the Church and the

State was not profitable to the Church. The Reformed

Church was not a State Church in the strict sense of the

word; but nevertheless it was a public, a dominant Church.

Especially after the time of the Synod of Dort, which

with the assistance of the State had expelled the Armin-

ians, the custom came into vogue of excluding from public

offices all who were not members of the Reformed Church.

The consequence was that Church-membership became a

question of fashion, and many joined the public Church who
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did not adhere sincerely to the Reformed religion. Outside

of the Church the influence and power of Roman Catholics,

Lutherans, Mennonites and Arminians increased. In philos-

ophy and theology Cartesianism and Cocceianism prepared

the way for the subsequent Rationalism. Indolence and

luxury began to undermine the old Dutch self-respect and

energy. In the i8th century foreign influences likewise

made themselves felt, in particular English Deism and

French neology.

In consequence of all this the love for the House of

Orange began to wane, the national character degenerated,

and Calvinism withdrew into the quiet circles of the common
people. Among them, however, it remained alive, and was

preserved in its original purity, in close alliance with attach-

ment to the Princes of Orange and with a deep national sen-

timent. The lower classes of the people retained their

characteristics; with them foreign customs did not replace

the old national habits, and French ideas found no accept-

ance. This part of the people remained, as it had always

been, attached to its faith, faithful to its traditions, proud of

its history. It was, however, unavoidable that under these

circumstances Calvinism should suffer from onesidedness

and degeneration, being almost entirely deprived of firm

direction and guidance. The Church and the schools, pious

people and theology became more and more alienated from

each other. Those who loved the faith of the fathers could

no longer find satisfaction in the preaching that prevailed,

and gathered in conventicles to seek edification for them-

selves. In proportion as they felt less at home in their

own time, they lived in the past, in the world of the older

religious literature, in the language and ideas of the fathers.

The Reformed who had once stood at the head of every

movement and had been the liberals and radicals of their

time, now became conservative, reactionary, panegyrists of

the old, and despisers of the newer times. They acquired

the reputation of bigots, fanatics, who sought the darkness

and eschewed the light. This had the effect of making them
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Still more obstinate and inflexible, and of rendering their

isolation almost complete. Being thus shut off from all

healthy activity and movement, they did not escape the

danger of adopting various foreign and erroneous ideas of

Antinomian, Labadistic and Pietistic origin. It was no

longer the old, high-minded, radical Calvinism, but a Cal-

vinism that had become rough, harsh, unpolished, without

splendor and fire, cold and dry and dead. Yet, notwith-

standing all this, to the people is due the honor of having

safely preserved the treasure of Calvinism, even in this less

noble form, and of having transmitted it to our age and to

the children of our generation. God himself protected it

and, by so doing. He indicated that it still had a task to

perform in this century^.

Midway between the national Reformed faith and the

neology which had intruded from without there appeared

towards the close of the eighteenth century a moderate

tendency, known by the name of Supranaturalism, which

lived far into the 19th century. Its nature is not difficult

to describe, superficiality being its main feature. It did not

wish to pass for disbelief
;
far from it, it honored religion,

professed to be pious, put a high estimate on the Bible and

Christianity. It had strong aversion to neology. Neither did

it wish to be rationalistic in the sense of Wegscheider and

Paulus. But it prided itself on being rational. Reason was

highly esteemed in the sphere of religion, though it could not

do without revelation and even argued the necessity of the

latter. From this it will be seen that Supranaturalism did

not take its point of departure in revelation and faith, but

from the outset occupied a higher standpoint, from which

it looked down upon both, and whence, by a process of

reasoning, it tried to reach revelation and to demonstrate

the reasonableness of faith. Of course the Testimonium

Spiritiis Sancti could no longer render service on this stand-

point. The argument from miracles and prophecy had lost

its force with such as denied the credibility of the Holy

‘ Cf. my article on “The Future of Calvinism”, in The Presbyterian

and Reformed Review, January, r894.
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Scriptures. Hence Supranaturalism chose the historical

way. By the help of various external and internal wit-

nesses, first of all the authenticity, integrity and the trust-

worthiness of the New Testament Scriptures were estab-

lished. From this fides humana one could ascend to the fides

divina, inasmuch as the New Testament, having thus been

demonstrated to be trustworthy, revealed the divine authority

of Jesus and the Apostles which was confirmed by miracles

and prophecies. The inspiration and authority of the Old

Testament were established on the basis of the New Testa-

ment. After the pars formalis of Dogmatics had been

struggled through with in this manner, the pars materialis

was taken in hand. But what kind of Dogmatics! By the

aid of the much-lauded grammatical exegesis of Ernesti,

a so-called Biblical Theology was drawn from the Scriptures

which did not deserve the name of Dogmatics. It was a

conglomeration of certain commonplace, superficial Christ-

ian truths, not born from the depth of Scripture and utterly

foreign to the spirit and vigor of the Reformed Confession,

a doctrine of religion which changed God into the Supreme

Being, Christ into a teacher, man into a merely intellectual

creature, sin into weakness, conversion into correction, sanc-

tification into a process of making virtuous. In a word, it

was Deistic in its theology. Pelagian in its anthropology,

Arian in its christology, moralizing in its soteriology, col-

legialistic in its ecclesiology and eudaemonistic in its escha-

tology^.

The old system of Presbyterianism did not harmonize with

these principles. Not only the spirit of the Reformed

Church in the Netherlands, but also its organization was

soon to undergo a great change. The Revolution in France

made its appearance here towards the close of the i8th

century and was greeted enthusiastically by the infatuated

people. After the departure of the Prince of Orange for

England on January i8th, 1795, the “Provisional Repre-

* Cf. my article on “Recent Dogmatic Thought in the Netherlands”,

in The Presbyterian and Reformed Review, April, 1892.
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sentatives” issued a proclamation, wherein it was main-

tained that every man had the right to serve God in

his own way, that every citizen of whatsoever religion

should be able to vote in the constitutional bodies, and that

all citizens should be elected to public offices on no other

ground than their virtues and abilities. The National

Assembly, which met on June ist, 1796, repealed the old

system of a dominant or privileged Church, separated Church

and State, and abolished all the proclamations and resolu-

tions of former States, August i8th, 1796, in general all

that had arisen from the union of Church and State at that

time. In this spirit a constitution was framed, which was

adopted in the National Assembly with a small majority, but

rejected by the people August i8th, 1797. The next con-

stitution had, however, the same tendency
;

but it was

enacted that the stipends of the ministers should be paid

for three years. The Revolution, however, did not fulfill

what had been expected of it. Very soon many persons,

who had given it encouragement, were totally altered in

mind. The separation of Church and State was not

revoked
;
but much of the old system returned in the consti-

tution of 1801, and much more again in 1803, for example

the payment of ministerial stipends, the celebration of Sun-

day, the thanksgiving day, the faculties of divinity, etc.

These conditions were confirmed by the following constitu-

tions: the separation of Church and State was preserved;

the privileged Church was abolished; all religious opinions

were protected within the pale of the law
;
but the State con-

tinued to support the Church. In 1805 a Secretary of State

was charged with Church policy; in 1808 a Ministry of

Public Worship was established that existed till 1862; by a

decree of August 2nd, 1808, Church property was handed

over to the exchequer, and the stipends of ministers of other

denominations were paid as well as those of the Reformed
Church. After the annexation by France, in July 1810,

great complications arose in the concerns of the Reformed
Church. An imperial decree (October loth, 1810) proposed
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to subordinate the Church entirely to the State. After

November i8io, the stipends were no longer paid. Distress

increased more and more during the years 1810-1812. In

November 1813, however, there came a sudden change. The

Prince returned and was proclaimed King. He soon took the

affairs of the Church in hand, but he did this in a way pecul-

iar to himself. He not only reformed the finances, but he

intended also to reorganize the Reformed Church after the

episcopal and territorial system with which he had become

acquainted in England. There was no necessity for doing

this. The Churches were organized. There was a standard

of discipline in the Church. Some Presbyteries and Synods

were still existing, and could at any moment be convoked.

There was no disorganization, but the old organization was

ineffectual owing to the confusion of the times. The King

undertook to introduce into this country also the caesaro-

papistic ideas which prevailed elsewhere, making the Church

the instrument of his will, the tool in his hand. On May 28th,

1815, he appointed by private decree, without the Churches’

knowledge, a committee of eleven ministers, who had to

consider a project, which had been previously prepared, for

the management of the Church. This project, in a some-

what modified form, was sanctioned by the King, January

7th, 1816, and became law as “General Rules for the Board

of the Reformed Church in the Kingdom of the Nether-

lands”.

In this manner, the old Presbyterian form of Church

discipline was in one moment, through an arbitrary act of

the King, abolished and replaced by a new royal organiza-

tion. There is at the present time in this land no one

who does not acknowledge that this regulation was illegal

in its origin, and anti-Reformed, anti-Presbyterian, hier-

archial in its character, contradictory to the Kingship of

Christ. Indeed, in the 15th Article It is positively said

that the legislative power rests in the King. Permanent

Boards took the place of the classical and provincial assem-

blies. The General Synod became a college, which assembled
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once a year and whose members for the first time were

appointed by the King. The rules formulated by this Synod

were to be sanctioned by the King. In Article 9, it is true,

the Boards were held responsible for the maintenance of

doctrine, but by this doctrine was understood a universal

Christianity, with a tendency to Supranaturalism as sketched

above. This appeared in all its force, when the Synod,

presented to the Church by the King, framed a formula of

subscription for the ministers of the Reformed Church. In it

the ministers undertake to accept faithfully and believe truly

the doctrine which is conformable to the Holy Word of God
in the accepted Forms of Unity of the Dutch Reformed

Church. It is supposed that this formula was intentionally

worded in such an ambiguous way. Be this as it may, it

clearly states that the ministers need not accept the Forms of

Unity because they are founded on the Word of God, but

only the doctrine which is contained in the Forms of Unity,

in so far as they are conformable with the Word of God.

The determ.ination of this doctrine was freely left to the

individual.

History speaks in a still more decided way. It must be

allowed that there was gradual improvement in the organi-

zation of the Church in some respects. William II and

William HI gave it more independence. In 1842, the

King declared himself incompetent to rule the affairs of the

Church, according to the constitution. In 1843 he gave the

highest legislative power in the Church to the Synod. A
new regulation was made in 1852 by the Synod, which was

in some respects a change for the better as it gave more

authority to the members of the congregation, more privi-

leges to the elders, and endeavored to build up the organi-

zation from below, from the people themselves. Notwith-

standing this, it was in substance the same as the organiza-

tion of 1816. The Synod, established by the government,

was independent, but the Church was not relieved from the

tyranny of its rule. The power was merely transferred, not

abolished. And this power, regal in its origin, inspired with
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a hierarchial spirit, has, although altered in some ways, been

maintained to this day in a system of Boards antagonistic to

the Church and its members.

The history of the Dutch Reformed Church in this century

furnishes a clear proof of this. It is one continual struggle

between the Confession and the ordinances. The Supra-

naturalistic party, which was supreme at the commencement

of the century, was replaced by the Groningen School about

the year 1835, and this in its turn by the “Modern” Theo-

logy about 1850, always in a retrograde movement. Supra-

naturalism went back from Confession to Scripture, the

Groningen School from Scripture to the Person of Christ

as the revelation of God, and “Modern” Theology from the

Person of Christ to the religious individuality of Jesus. All

these parties were hand and glove with the Synod, formed

the Synodical faction, and were always upheld by the Synod

appealing to the prescribed ordinances rather than to the

Confession. The main consideration for the Boards was,

and continued to be, to maintain order and peace, and to

compact together those who in principle were opponents and

therefore could not unite. By the authority of the ordin-

ances the true sons of the Reformed Churches were set

aside, wronged, persecuted and cast out.

Great numbers of these true sons still remained, even

when the Church went from bad to worse, and was ruled by

unbelief. In the retired circles of the people, as remarked

above, the old Calvinistic faith was preserved. Out of these

recesses it gradually made its reappearance. The “Revival”,

which was introduced into Switzerland by Wilcox and

Robert Haldane, began also to have influence here under the

leadership of Bost, Cesar Malan, Merle d’Aubigne, Monod,

Gaussen, etc., especially in certain aristocratic circles at the

Hague and in Amsterdam. This Revival was neither nation-

al, nor positively in accordance with the Reformed doctrine

;

it was of a Methodistical, individualistic, generally Christ-

ian character. Nevertheless it has been highly blessed. It

went enthusiastically to work for the evangelization of
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all, even the lowest classes of the people, and encouraged

philanthropy. It led in this country to the revival of Calvin-

ism, and to activity within the Church. The famous poet,

Bilderdijk, who published strong poems against unbelief

and the Revolution, had already written in i8io, that the

condition of the Reformed Church was such as to necessi-

tate separation from it, and he again repeated this convic-

tion in a letter to Da Costa in 1825. The idea of separation

became more familiar here by the force of the example of the

free Church at Geneva. Here and there small seperations

occurred, e.g. at Axel. The thought and necessity of separ-

ation was felt in all circles.

The most important and most highly blessed of these

separations was that which commenced in 1834, and which

gradually spread over the whole land. The minister of the

congregation at Ubrum in Groningen, Hendrik De Ccck,

through discourse with pious people and through reading the

Institutes of Calvin, arrived at the knowledge of the truth.

In 1833 he came forward against two ministers who were

denominated by him “wolves in the sheepfold of Christ”.

This caused his suspension, though at first he retained his

stipend; but later, December, 1833, he had to forego it for

two years. A publication, which he issued at this time against

the Evangelical Hymns, brought about his dismissal. May
29th, 1834. After due consideration, De Cock decided to

separate with his Presbytery and the larger part of his con-

gregation. And he judged now that this was not only his

duty, but, according to Article 27 and 28 of the Dutch Con-

fession of Faith, the duty equally of all believers. In an

“Address and Appeal to the Faithful in the Netherlands”, he

exhorted them to awake to their responsibilities as believers,

to separate from the false Church, and to join the true one.

Soon there were withdrawals and separations elsewhere, e.g.

at Genderen, under H. P. Scholte; at Hattem, under A.

Brummelkamp; at Drogeham, under S. van Velzen, etc.

The call, “Come out of Babel”, resounded throughout the

land.
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But in the beginning, the congregations which had

separated lacked good organization, intelligent leader-

ship, internal harmony. Very soon dissensions of all sorts

arose concerning baptism. Church discipline, official dress,

the necessity for the universal preaching of grace, but above

all, the liberty extended to them by the government, and the

advisability of accepting it. Separation was not regarded as

right by the government. Before 1834 the Dutch govern-

ment had several times shown opposition to the estab-

lishment of separated religious meetings. Conductors of

such meetings were at that time either condemned to pay

a fine or committed to prison, and the meetings were dis-

persed. But when the minister of the King signified his

disapproval of separation and admonished the congrega-

tions to return to the discipline of the Synod, persecution

became rampant. The police and the courts of justice

obtained authority to act against those who had separated.

Even the Synod of the Reformed Church preferred a

request to the government to the effect that it should not

allow the separated to hold religious meetings and should

hinder the establishment of separated congregations. All

men of standing approved of the persecution. Journals and

periodicals expressed satisfaction with the measures taken

against the separated. In some places even the rabble was

urged to commit against them all sorts of insults and annoy-

ances. Fines, imprisonment, and billetting of troops in pri-

vate houses were the order of the day. Only a few dared to

protest against this religious intolerance, notably, the noble

Groen van Prinsterer. 'Foreign countries gave utterance to

more expressive language.

On December nth, 1835, a ministerial note was issued,

which signified that His Majesty the King had heard with

the greatest sorrow that it was the intention of some con-

gregations to separate from the established Reformed

Church and to form private societies; that the King could

not give his sanction or constitutional protection until it was

apparent that the public peace and safety would in no wise
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be disturbed; and that therefore the new congregations

should send in their regulations, in which nothing could be

allowed which would encroach on the prosperity, rights or

privileges of the established Reformed Church.

The first Synod of the separated congregations, which

sat from March 2nd to March 12th, 1836, at Amsterdam,

asserted that they represented the Reformed Churches in the

Netherlands, that they had only cast oft the anti-Reformed

form of Church government, but that (they had not left the

Church itself
;
that they were therefore the old Reformed

Dutch Church and had a right to the goods, possessions and

revenues of the Church, but would nevertheless renounce

these rights, desiring only liberty to hold public religious

meetings.

The government, however, showed no increased friend-

liness towards this attitude of the separated congregations,

but answered by issuing a royal decree, July 5th, 1836, to

the effect that it looked upon the claim of the separated to

the title of Reformed Churches as usurpation, and that it

prohibited their meetings
;
that if there were still some who

would form separated congregations, they must ask per-

mission from the government in an address signed by each

individual, undertaking to provide for themselves, to expect

no help from the government, and not to encroach on any

possession of the Reformed Church. This decree of the

government caused great dissension among the separated.

Some, for example the congregation of Utrecht, were of

opinion that it was advisable to obtain liberty of worship on

those conditions. But many felt scruples at surrendering the

name “Reformed Church”, at receiving recognition only as a

group or society of persons, and at losing claim to the titles

or possessions of the Reformed Church. In this way
schism arose between the so-called “Separated Congrega-

tions”, and the “Congregations under the Cross.”

After the abdication of William I in the year 1840, the

persecution gradually ceased, and the cause of the discord

was also practically eliminated. By degrees there arose more
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unity, order, organization. Among the Separated Congre-

gations this was very much promoted by the foundation of

the theological school at Kampen in 1854. Previous to

this, students in theology had received instruction from

ministers severally, so that there existed great differences

in opinion and divisions into schools. But in 1854 an end was

put to this. All the ministers of the Church were from

henceforth educated in the same school and the unity of the

Church increased. The period 1834-1854 was in many

respects a period of persecution, discord, and dissension.

But after 1854 a time of growth began for the Separated

Churches. In 1869 the reunion of the Separated Congrega-

tions and the Congregations under the Cross was brought

about, under the new name of Christian Reformed Church

;

and as such the Church was at length recognized by the

government, on the basis of a general code of rules, which

was sent in. Its honor and glory consisted more and more in

being a free Church, free from the State. At first some still

maintained that they were the old Reformed Church, and

that they had a right to the possessions of the Dutch Re-

formed Church and to assistance from the government. But

other influences brought about a different opinion. Even at

the commencement of the separation some came under the

influences of the Swiss Revival, especially that of Vinet,

which advocated the separation of Church from State. The
Synod of Utrecht, September 2ist-October nth, 1837 had

already proclaimed this principle. Later on, it was especially

promoted by the deputies of the United Presbyterian Church

of Scotland, who for the first time were present at the Synod

of Hoogeveen, i860 (Dr. James Harper, Dr. William

Peddy, and Mr. John Derk Peddie). Since then the con-

viction has grown more and more among the Separated

Churches that they must be free from the State.

But many Christians, even of Reformed convictions, .

remained in the Reformed Church, and had earnest scruples

against separation. These friends, however, brought to-

gether by the Revival, and held together by the fear of
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separation, were not unanimous among themselves. They

were at variance with each other on several points : on Re-

formed doctrines, especially predestination and particular

grace, on the Dutch Reformed Church and its condition, on

the truth and worth of the Articles of Confession, on the

State, education, politics, etc. In particular, there were two

parties. The first was the “Ethical”, which sought to pro-

mote the Pietist element in the Revival, represented in the

German “Vermittelungstheologie”, especially under the lead-

ership of Chantepie de la Saussaye®. It took its starting point

from the regenerated subject, placed purity of life before

doctrine, and tried to deduce from that life all the objective

truths in Scripture and in the Confession of Faith. The

chief object of the Church is not doctrine and its mainten-

ance, but the living, believing congregation. This congre-

gation is the backbone and inspiration of the Church, finding

expression in the articles of Confession, which are merely an

imperfect and variable code of life. Therefore it is of no

use to maintain doctrine, confession, and discipline, abso-

lutely and judicially; ethical preaching, moral discipline, and

renewing by the Holy Ghost are the only things of value.

If men are converted and life is renewed, all that is neces-

sary is gained. Until this can be accomplished, the confused

state of the Church must be meekly endured as being the

will of God. By degrees this “Ethical” party deviated more

and more from the other in opinion on matters concerning

the schools. Churches, politics, the theological faculty, etc.

The opposite party was led by the renowned Groen van

Prinsterer, born i8oi, died 1876. He was a son of the Re-

vival, but also a disciple of Bilderdijk, who, with his poetical

genius, combatted in principle all Deism, Rationalism, Pelag-

ianism, and Revolutionary ideas
;
was always zealous for the

sovereignty of God
;
and by his teaching of our national his-

tory at Leiden aroused in many students a taste for historical

research. On this account, Groen, who was a lawyer and

° See “Recent Dogmatic Thought in the Netherlands”, Presbyterian

and Reformed Review, April, 1892, p .221.
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well versed in the history of his own land, retraced his steps

back to the great truths of the Reformation, thoroughly en-

tered into the significance of Calvinism, endeavored to live as

a Christian, with knowledge of history and statecraft, and

maintained the Reformed character of the nation, of the

State, of the school, and also of the Church. As to the last,

many had before this time overtured the Synod of the Dutch

Reformed Church to maintain the Reformed doctrine. In

1835 niany petitions had been presented to the Synod to

this effect, but this important matter was always lightly

dismissed. The Synod would not involve itself, thought

itself incompetent to judge, declared the time was not ripe.

The movement was, however, pressed forward. In 1841

the Rev. B. Moorrees presented a petition to the Synod with

8790 signatures for the enforcement of the old form of

subscription for the ministers and the maintenance of doc-

trine. But this important question was again lightly dis-

patched by the Synod, which declared the tone of the

petition unbecoming and satisfied itself with the declaration

that the Dutch Reformed Church was not “liberal”, that it

had a form of Confession, of which the “substance and main

point” were still effectual. But it was careful not to say

wherein this “substance and main point” consisted.

In the following year (1842) many petitions were again

presented to the Synod, in particular, the one by the seven

“Gentlemen of the Hague”. Groen van Prinsterer was the

leader among these. They sent in a petition concerning the

authority of the Form of Unity, the academic education of

the ministers, the mutual connection between elementary in-

struction and the Church, and the modification of the Con-

sistory. They declared that the Synod itself did not main-

tain the substance and main point of doctrine, that it

permitted all kinds of false doctrine, that it was very

ambiguous, and they therefore asked from the Synod a

clear and positive declaration that the main points of doctrine

should be the guide for preaching and education. They
wished above everything for straightforwardness and clear-
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ness. But this was what the Synod could not, and would not

give. Unbelief had gradually increased in the Church, and

denial of the truths of Christianity had become more general.

On this account a storm broke out against the petitioners.

The Synod of 1843 was beseiged with petitions sent in by

the opposite side, and only declared therefore that it adhered

to its answer given in 1841.

Between the years 1841-1843 it became clear that con-

cerning the system of Church government there were two

parties, the “ethical” and the “judicial confessional”.

The “judicial confessional” party continued to cherish the

hope that it would be righted at last by the Synod. But

gradually the hope abated. The downgrade movement was

going on. The Supranaturalistic party was succeeded by

the Groningen, and this in its time by the “Modern” one.

The nomination of anti-Reformed ministers, such as Rut-

gers van der Loeff at Leiden, 1846; Meyboom at Amster-

dam, 1854; Zaalberg at the Hague, 1864, was approved of

by the Board. In fact, liberty in doctrine was conceded. It

was more and more evident that the clause in Article II of

the general code, “maintenance of doctrine”, was misleading.

The hope of the orthodox party that they would receive

satisfaction from the Board was more and more abandoned.

The adherents of the Confession on this account retired

more and more within their own circle, especially after the

year 1854. Several societies were established to bind them

together, and to strengthen them to act in concurrence for

the maintenance and vindication of the doctrine and claims

of the Dutch Reformed Church. Among these adherents,

however, discord was soon again evident. Some withdrew

into their own circles, seeking gradually to acquire a major-

ity by influencing the congregations regarding the Confes-

sion, to alter the tone of the Boards, and in this manner to

renovate the Church. They therefore wished to have no hos-

tility against the Boards; indeed, though they felt that the

formed and Presbyterian in all particulars, they rejoiced that

modification of the code of the Church in 1852, was not Re-
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it was much better than the code of 1816; so they entered

into no conflict with the Boards and articles of the code, but

only with unbelief. They wished to maintain the Dutch Re-

formed Church as the Church of the land, to avoid strife,

and above all not to separate from it. This party was

specially strong in Friesland, and was well defended by Dr.

Vos, then minister of the congregation in that province, and

later in Amsterdam.

Other members, however, influenced by G. Groen van

Prinsterer, developed the idea after 1854 that the Boards

were not worth considering, that they were per s:e unlawful,

anti-Reformed, opposed to the Confession and Church dis-

cipline, and that they ought therefore to be withstood.

With this party, the struggle became more and more acute

between the Church and the Boards, between the code of

ordinances and doctrinal Confession. If it were necessary, in

order to be faithful to the Confession, they thought that the

members ought to attack the ordinances. These ordinances

were the principal cause of the distress in the Church. The

organization had been forced on the Church as a yoke, had

been spread over her like a net. Reformation of the Church

ought to consist in throwing off this organization, and in

replacing it by another more suitable to Reformed life.

The mouthpiece and leader of this party was Dr. A.

Kuyper, born 1837, minister at Beesd 1863, at Utrecht 1867,

and at Amsterdam 1870. In 1874 he tendered his resigna-

tion from the ministry, choosing a political career. In 1880

he returned to Amsterdam, was made an elder in the

Church, and exercised a mighty influence over a numerous

party. It may be said that after his appearance in Utrecht

the ideal of his life was the reformation of the Church by

means of liberation from the organization which had been

forced upon it. Deeply convinced of the contradictions in

the condition of the Dutch Reformed Church, he strove to

make the local churches independent, by binding them to-

gether confederately, and then casting off altogether as a

yoke and snare, the enforced organization.
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The beginning of this movement was in Amsterdam. In

that city there was a strong Reformed party of adherents to

the Confession. Several times small conflicts arose between

orthodox members of the Consistory and “Modern” minis-

ters. If it was possible that the reformation should succeed

anywhere, it would be from this centre, and so spread

over the whole land. From 1867, when Dr. Kuyper began

to speak concerning the Church, up to 1885, such matters

as the unlawfulness of the Boards, the anti-Re'formed

character of the organization, the independence of the

local churches, and the necessity of casting off the organiza-

tion, were fully investigated and explained. Among the

many things which aided in promoting the sense of free-

dom and self-reliance in the local churches, were the conflict

in the political world against State-absolutism; the struggle

for the free school, which originated from the parents; the

preparation and foundation of the Free University by a

special society; the restitution by the Synod in 1866 of the

nomination of ministers, elders, and deacons, to Church

members; the restitution in the same year of the adminis-

tration of the revenues to the local churches, etc.

In 1885 matters came to a crisis in Amsterdam. The

Consistory refused to give testimonials as to moral character

to disciples of certain “Modern” ministers, who needed them

according to the regulations, in order to be confirmed in a

neighboring “Modern” Church, and afterwards to be enroll-

ed as members of their own local church. The classical Board

did not condemn this refusal, but declared that it ought to be

based on iiersonal examination of the said disciples. The
provincial Board, however, ordered the Consistory (October

26th, 1885) to issue the testimonials in six weeks time, and

shortly afterwards, when an appeal to the deputy of the

Synod was not admitted, before January 8th, 1886.

So the Consistory of Amsterdam had to decide, either to

submit, or to proceed with suspension and dismissal in view.

It adopted the latter course, but in the meantime took meas-

ures to ensure that the revenues of the Church were retained
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in a legal manner, in case of suspension and dismissal. Am-
sterdam possessed free administration.

Previously to this, in April, 1875, the Consistory had en-

forced a rule on the Church wardens intended to safeguard

the revenues against possible violation by the classical, pro-

vincial, or synodical Boards, and to insure all claim to them

to the Church wardens, the Consistory and the congregations.

During the struggle in the last months of 1885, a change in

this rule was proposed by the Consistory to the effect that

the deputies of administration should be obliged to adhere to

any Consistory which had been suspended, dismissed, or

replaced by another for determining to maintain the Word of

God in a controversy. This change in Article 14 was carried

by 80 votes, and adopted by the Consistory December 14th,

1885. The classical Board meanwhile, was on its guard,

being kept informed of all that was going on by Dr. Vos,

minister at Amsterdam, and therefore a member of the

Consistory and Secretary of the Board. The following day,

the Board asked for information; suspended the 80 voters,

January 4th, 1886; undertook on its own responsibility

“what is of the Consistory”
;
and issued the testimonials the

same day. At the same time the Board wrote to all Dutch

Reformed Consistories to inform them of the suspension,

and to warn them against violating the rules. The Board

also ordered the sexton to take care that no meeting of the

suspended Consistory should assemble in the chapter-house.

The original cause of contention had been the testimonials.

This was now totally superseded by the question of admin-

istration,—as to which were the lawful Consistories and

Church wardens, and who had the right of possession to the

chapter-house of the new Church. This was the cause of

several disagreeable and even violent conflicts. Kuyper and

Vos were on opposite sides with their parties, and each

claimed to be in the right. But Kuyper’s party was defeated.

After long deliberation the Synod confirmed the dismissal

of the suspended members, December ist, 1886, which had

been already done by the provincial Board, July ist, 1886,
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and by the synodus contracta September 24th, 1886, and

they were excluded for an indefinite period from the benefits

of Church privileges, and from accepting ecclesiastical

offices. All claim to the possession and administration of

.the emoluments of the Church was denied to them.

The suspended and dismissed Consistory now resolved to

cast off the yoke of the synodal organization, December i6th,

1886, to bring into force again the system of Church dis-

cipline of Dort (1618), to adopt the name of the Dutch

Reformed Churches, not to press the claim to the buildings

and revenues of the Reformed Church for the present, and

for this cause to appear as the “doleerende” Churches. The

Consistory resolved further to resume public services on

Sunday and to communicate all that had occurred to the

members of the Church. About 20,000 members accom-

panied the dismissed Consistory.

Throughout the country the conflict in Amsterdam pro-

duced a great sensation. Declarations of sympathy came

simultaneously from all directions. In many congregations,

if not all the members, yet a portion of them, drew around

the suspended. A Reformed Ecclesiastical Congress met at

Amsterdam, from January iith-i4th, 1887, to deliberate

about casting off the synodal hierarchy. Many congrega-

tions followed the example of Amsterdam that year. At the

“Synodal Convention” of the liberated Churches held at

Rotterdam, June 28th, 1887, seventy-one Churches were

represented, and this number grew to about 200. At this

convention the question of entering into relations or even

union with the Christian Reformed Church was thus early

brought into discussion.

The members of this Church criticized the action of the

Dutch Reformed Churches in very different ways. Some
were enthusiastic, and greeted the “doleantie” with undimin-

ished friendliness, others did not conceal that they disap-

proved of much in the “doleantie”. A third group believed

that notwithstanding all differences, union was necessary,

because ordered by the Word of God. Negotiations were
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entered into semi-ofificially between persons of influence in

both Churches, at the close of 1887, and the beginning of

1888 ;
also in June, 1888 at the Synod of the Dutch Reform-

ed Churches at Utrecht, and in August 1888 at that of the

Christian Reformed Church at Assen, but it soon became

obvious that serious differences existed. The chief of these

were three in number.

The first concerned the code of rules which the Christian

Reforrned Church in 1869 had sent to the government,

and on the ground of which it was recognized by the

government. The “doleerende” Churches had had so many
experiences of rules and synodal hierarchy, that they had

strong objections to this code, considered it a collegial-

istic abuse, and made the abolition of it a conditio sine

qua non of union. Many in the Christian Reformed

Church, notwithstanding, were not inclined to acknowledge

these scruples as sound objections, yet nobody defended the

code as necessary for the existence and growth of the

Church. It began to be owned more and more that this code

could be abolished without any detriment, that doctrine and

Church discipline were all that were necessary for a founda-

tion, and that the government, quite contrary to former

times, need have no scruple in recognizing, on the ground of

these two things alone, the Christian Reformed Church, and

also in warranting their possessions. The Synod of Leeu-

warden, 1891, resolved almost unanimously to repeal this

code, and so to remove the obstacle to union.

The second point of difference concerned the matter of

reformation, and was of a more serious nature. Certain

Consistories and congregations had also at an early date

retired from the Reformed Church. But after the general

movement of separation in 1834, these had become ever

more isolated. The Christian Reformed Church had grown
by degrees to be an independent Church, set over against the

Dutch Reformed Church, and shut off by a fixed organiza-

tion. But the “doleerende” Churches could not at first acquire

such a position, nor feel themselves independent. All things
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were still in movement and development. There were still

occasional separations from the Reformed Church of larger

or smaller communities, under the lead of the Consistory.

They still hoped for the liberation of all, or at least, the

greater number of local Churches. Therefore they would

not shut themselves off entirely from the Dutch Reformed

Church, and organize themselves, but considered that they

were standing, not in opposition to the Church itself, but

only to the reorganization which had been forced on it.

They also hoped here and there to gain possession again

of the ecclesiastical revenues by sentence of the court.

They would not say they were separated, but only “dole-

antie”, that is, congregations that were precisely the

same as formerly, but which had cast off the yoke of

the Synod, had returned to the old system of Church

discipline, but were for a time disregarded in their true

position, and were therefore “dolent”. This feeling was

in some instances so strong, that they only built wooden

churches, persisted in calling all members of the local Dutch

Reformed communities members of the Church, and assist-

ed the poor.

But here time brought experience. Gradually all these

ideals vanished. The action of the “doleantie” had its day.

Those who remained under the synodal organization every-

where had the ecclesiastical revenues assigned to them. The

hope of the liberation of all the churches was baffled.

Separation became more and more obvious between those

who remained in the Dutch Reformed Church, and those

who sided with the movement of the “doleantie”. This

difference was evidently more a theoretical than a practi-

cal one. Every day it decreased in importance. So, as

early as 1892 the two Churches united on the basis of

doctrine and of the system of Church discipline
;
the mat-

ter of reformation remained an open question. The differ-

ences between them were really of the past. The Christian

Reformed congregations gave up their collegiate rule; the

“doleerende” Churches recognized themselves as really
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separated. Together they have since 1892 borne the name

of the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands, about 700

in number, with 350,000 members, and 550 ministers.

The third difference was respecting the theological educa-

tion of the students for the ministry. The Christian Re-

formed Church had founded her theological school at

Kampen in 1854, and it had been most highly blessed.

There was a gymnasium connected with it having a five

years’ course, independently organized, with five masters

and sixty pupils. The theological school had a four years’

course (one preparatory year and three years of theology)

with five professors, two lecturers, and sixty-eight students.

Both schools, were founded and supported by the Church,

and were under the superintendence of curators, who were

also appointed by the Church.

The “doleerende” Churches, however, had been in con-

nection with the Free University since 1887. This institution

was founded by private persons, all of whom belonged to

the Dutch Reformed Church, in 1880, and had absolutely

no ecclesiastical character. This university stands on the

basis of “Reformed principles”. There was no reason per se

why it should be connected with the “doleantie”, but its

professors were the leaders of the “doleantie”. The theo-

logical students examined by the Free University could not

obtain calls; the “doleerende” Churches were in need of

ministers. In this manner there arose a connection between

them. In 1891 a loose connection was made, and deputies

were also appointed in the name of the Churches, who were

to have superintendence over the Reformed character of the

instruction.

When the union took place in 1892, these connections

were maintained, and the theological school at Kampen was

acknowledged by all the Churches as their own institution.

The solution of the question whether it should be united to

the other institution was put off till later. At the Synods at

Dordt in 1893, and at Middleburgh in 1896, attempts were

made to unite the two institutions, but without result.
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Later the question again came up, but the Synod at Gron-

ingen, August, 1899, maintained the status quo. The union

of the two schools seemed to be impossible. But the separ-

ation is certainly a drawback. Each institution represents a

different party, makes the difference between them perman-

ent, continues the different historical traditions of separ-

ation and ‘doleantie”. They are therefore disadvantageous

to the union and growth of the Churches.

At the several Synods, which are held every third year,

attempts have continually been made to unite these insti-

tutions, but without result. Each still represents a different

party and keeps alive the historical traditions of “separ-

ation” and “doleantie”, though the antagonism between

them is diminishing more and more, especially since the

nomination of two professors from the theological school

at Kampen to the Free University in Amsterdam, as well as

that of a disciple of the latter institution to the professor-

ship of dogmatic theology at the theological school at Kam-
pen. So it may be hoped that the union of these two insti-

tutions will be accomplished in later years, especially as the

cost of both is too great for the Churches to support.

Although these Reformed Churches have a large number

of adherents, and exercise undeniable influence, they must

beware of over-estimating themselves. The population of

the Netherlands amounts at the present day to more than

five and a half millions. To the old Dutch Reformed Church

belong about 2,200,000 members. This Church is still up-

held very warmly by many. It suffered very little from the

movement of the “doleantie”, which rather spurred it on

to greater activity than before. It is, however, very much
divided within itself and therefore does not exercise such an

influence over the people, as it ought to do in view of its

numerous adherents. No less than four parties are fight-

ing for supremacy in the local congregations and in the

different Boards. They differ from each other not only in

unimportant questions concerning government and disci-

pline, but also in the chief points of doctrine and belief.
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On the authority of the Scriptures, the person and work of

Christ, the personality and influence of the Holy Ghost, on

sin and grace, and the whole conception of Christianity,

there reigns the widest possible difference of opinion. The

Dutch Reformed Church is a kingdom which is divided

against itself, and it maintains its existence as a large

body only by financial and legal bonds.

After the Dutch Reformed Church comes in order the

Roman Catholic, which numbers not less than 1,600,000

members. Notwithstanding all the progress of this Church

in inner growth, in influence and activity, it does not increase

in membership to the same extent as Protestantism. Ac-

cording to the latest statistics, Roman Catholics form no

longer two-fifths of the population, as formerly, but about

one-third. Further there are in this country about 100,000

Jews, 65,000 Lutherans, 20,000 members of the separated

Lutheran Church, 15,000 Arminians, 53,000 Mennonites, etc.

All these societies, even the Jewish, are financially assisted

by the government, though in very unequal degrees; the

whole assistance to all the Churches amounts every year to

more than two millions of guilders. Only the Reformed

Churches and some very small societies, such as the Irving-

ites, Moravians, etc., receive no pecuniary support.

Voices are continually heard in loud demand that this

financial bond between the Churches and the State should be

severed in a legal manner, and with due regard to any right

to this assistance which has come down to the Churches

from former times. But these voices do not meet with much

sympathy. The chances are not large that such a financial

separation will be brought about in the ensuing years. And
sometimes fear takes possession of the heart, lest the radical

parties, growing in power, should sever the connection in a

violent and unjust way, as they have now done in France.

As everywhere else, apostacy from the old Christian faith

grows rapidly in the Netherlands. Sometimes there seems

to be a reaction, a fear of advancing further on the path of

negation, but in general the current of the times is away
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from Christ and His cross. Worshipping of men, adoration

of genius and of matter, boasting of absolute prosperity,

adherence to the theory of evolution in the past and in the

future are the characteristics of our day. It is of small con-

solation over against this apostacy in the civilized world,

that in the heathen world missionary work is advancing.

Where thousands and millions in the former turn their

backs upon Christianity, and even adhere to Buddhism and

Mohammedanism, to spiritualism and theosophy, there are

in the mission-field but tens and hundreds, who in truth are

converted to Christianity. Yet we are of good heart. It is

no man, but Christ, who upholds His Church, notwithstand-

ing the raging of hell. He is King also in this century, and

He will reign a King, till He has put all His enemies under

His feet.

Amsterdam. H. Bavinck.
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senting the view that is commonly received in the Church, and the

latter the modern critical view.

Dr. Warfield’s presentation is, first of all, an instance in refutation

of certain charges that are often made against conservative scholars.

Dr. Bacon, for example, contrasts what he regards as correct critical

method with “the harmonistic method, satisfying to an age which made
the equal value and errorlessness of all Biblical writings its point

of departure”. Explaining this by details, he says : “Whatever each

evangelist said must be added to, or dovetailed into, the report of

every other. Discrepancies could be ignored or explained away.

Variant forms could be attached . . as subsequent similar occur-

rences or repetitions”. Of course. Dr. Bacon does not intend to affirm

that processes like these are necessarily illegitimate; they are so only

when used in disregard of the facts; and failure to use them as the

facts demand is equally illegitimate. The charge that orthodox reason-

ers ignore the critical phenomena, and resort to mechanical or undue

harmonistic processes, doubtless, holds true as against some of the tens

of thousands of persons who have published books or articles on these

subjects; but it is not true as against representative evangelical scholar-

ship. Emphatically it is not true of Dr. Warfield.

Dr. Warfield’s presentation is not the repeating of a tradition which

he has learned, but the statement of convictions which he has reach-

ed on the basis of evidence. Largely, of course, the facts under ob-

servation are the statements of the New Testament. These state-

ments, whether true or false, are themselves facts, observable alike

by Dr. Warfield and his readers and his opponents. He, doubtless,

believes that the truth of these statements is guaranteed by inspira-

tion, but he does not take this as a presupposition. Instead of assum-

ing that the statements are true he submits the New Testament writ-

ings and their sources to critical examination, and appraises them ac-

cordingly. He takes nothing for granted. His critical processes are

flawless from even an agnostic point of view. He makes it evident

that he is familiar with the positions of the men with whom he differs.
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and that he has tested their reasonings. And this he does in such a

way as to give his reader at every point the opportunity to judge for

himself—to verify the New Testament statement, and to judge of

its credibility as well as of its bearing in the argument.

He can put himself mentally in the place of the other man. But

in spite of his liberality, or rather as the result of his liberality, he

is tremendously sure of the conclusions to which the evidence leads;

and he does not shrink from fully stating those conclusions. These

various characteristics render his presentation thorough, complete,

lucid, convincing.

He especially emphasizes the true deity of Christ, though he also

unequivocally affirms his true humanity. He says tnat the portrait

“includes the delineation of a complete and a completely human life”.

If he had devoted a paragraph to a detailed presentation of this idea,

that would not have changed in the least the doctrine he teaches;

though, practically, it would perhaps have strengthened his argument

by making the human in Jesus appeal to the human in his readers.

Dr. Warfield and Dr. Bacon agree as to certain outlines of New
Testament criticism. They agree, for example, as to the fact that

our Gospels had sources, and in a general way as to what the sources

were. They do not differ very widely concerning the dates of the

New Testament writings. Dr. Warfield dates the Synoptic Gospels

not later than the seventh decade of the Christian era; Dr. Bacon
dates them not earlier than 65 A.D. Dr. Warfield dates the fourth

Gospel within the lifetime of the apostle John, and Dr. Bacon dates

it not earlier than A.D. 98, and by implication not much later than

that. He says in general of the Epistles and Gospels that they “cir-

culated in Christian conventicles 50-100 A.D.” Of course, whatever

sources the Gospels had were in existence earlier than the Gospels

themselves. Both recognize the idea that the great Pauline Epistles

have a certain precedence over the Gospels as sources for the life

of Jesus. These Epistles were written earlier than our existing Gos-

pels. Their testimony has especial value from the fact that “no
effort is made to prove a case, the reader being merely reminded of

generally accepted facts”. Doubtless, they would agree that if the

Epistles and the Gospels were in contradiction, the Epistles would
have the right of way. Dr. Bacon says : “The historical critic takes

his stand primarily at the situation of belief and practice indirectly

revealed by the great Pauline Epistles, employing them as a standard”

;

and this is precisely the course pursued by Dr. Warfield. Even when
Dr. Bacon describes the Gospels as “etiological narratives”, that is,

as narratives made up for the purpose of accounting for the Christian

teachings that had then become current, he parts company with Dr.

Warfield only to the extent to which he implies that the etiology of the

Gospels is fictitious.

When the two part, however, their paths diverge rapidly. Dr. War-
field uses the critical facts colorlessly, submitting them to the judg-
ment of his readers; Dr. Bacon at once gives them a certain coloring.
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He makes no attempt to take his readers with him, starting from the

New Testament statements regarded simply as existing facts; he

just takes for granted the critical traditions of the school to which he

belongs. At the outset Dr. Warfield treats the etiology of the Gospels

as supposedly true to fact, and as his investigation proceeds he finds

it to be actually true to fact; Dr. Bacon starts by regarding it as con-

trary to fact. The idea that the leaders of a new departure in

religion would write the truth in regard to that departure is to

him too absurd to deserve serious consideration. Starting from the

vantage ground of the Epistles, Dr. Warfield finds them and the

Gospels mutually confirmatory, and therefore treats them as alike

trustworthy; Dr. Bacon’s idea seems to be that since the Epistles

are the superior evidence the Gospels must therefore be inferior, so

that their statements are not to be believed unless supported by other

proof. He subjects their record to an entire reconstruction. His pro-

cess of reconstruction is that of taking, here and there and elsewhere,

the statements that seem to him to be true to fact, bringing these into

contact with other facts, forming hypotheses in order to combine them,

and repeating this until he has evolved what seems to him a congruous

structure. That is to say, the whole process depends on a series of

harmonistic hypotheses, and no part of it has validity apart from

such hypotheses.

Dr. Warfield treats the statements found in the New Testament

just as one would treat the newspaper accounts of some event, or the

archaeological discoveries concerning some historical period. He con-

siders a statement before despising it. He puts the statements to-

gether to see if they can fairly be understood as interpreting one

another. When he finds congruity he regards it as having value in

authenticating both the interpretation thus indicated and the facts. To
this extent he regards harmonistic hypotheses as legitimate. Dr. Bacon

rejects with scorn this use of harmonistic work, though, as we have seen,

he does this in the interests of a reconstruction that has absolutely no

basis apart from harmonistic hypotheses.

The greater Epistles and some of the sources of the Gospels were
written not much later than twenty-five years after the crucifixion.

At that date a majority of the persons who had listened intelligently

to Jesus were still living. Many of these remained alive to read the

Synoptic Gospels, one after the other. Persons who could remember
the crucifixion were not miraculously scarce even when the fourth

Gospel was published. Twenty-five years after the crucifixion there

were tens of thousands, Jews and Gentiles, in the leading communities

of the Greco-Roman world, who had become Christians, and who be-

lieved that during all those years Jesus had been preached to them as

the Messiah, and as God incarnate, risen from the dead, the judge of

men, the Saviour through whom sins may be forgiven. The Gospels

were written to give such record concerning the personal Jesus as would
account for these teachings and render them mcA'e effective.

To Dr. Warfield it seems that these records, published before the
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companions of Jesus became superannuated, published for the purpose

of illustrating the ideas that were taught in his name, and of winning

men to faith in him, published in the most simple, straightforward,

circumstantial form, published by men who' were willing to imperil

their lives for the truth, are to be understood as true accounts of ac-

tual facts. To him it seems that in view of the unique character

of Christ and of Christianity the superhuman details found in the

Gospels are not in themselves incredible ; that they are less incredible

if regarded as superhuman than if we attempt to account for them

in some other way ;
and that the evidence in the case is sufficient to

authenticate them.

To Dr. Bacon the matter seems different. The genealogies of

Jesus he regards as a makeup, devised to explain the teaching that

Jesus was the son of David. He says that the two genealogies are

“mutually exclusive”, though the teaching “possibly had some founda-

tion in the claims of Jesus’ family^’. He says that “the stories of the

virgin-birth are equally inconsistent with one another, and merely seek

in a crude way to adjust the Jewish-Christian doctrine of

Jesus the Christ as son of David ... to the Greek or Pauline

incarnation doctrine”. He says, that we have no knowledge of the

parentage or the childhood of Jesus; that he first becomes cognizable

as a person, till then unheard of, who was carrying forward the relig-

ious movement that had been started by John the Baptist; that prob-

ably Jesus had been baptized by John, though the Gospel accounts of

the baptism are incorrect; that the movement of John was a pro-

test, made in behalf of the people of “half heathen Galilee” and others,

against the religious monopoly claimed by the Pharisees; that in this

John used stern denunciation, while Jesus “came into the populous

haunts of men with his winning proclamation of forgiveness”. As to

the miracles of Jesus, Dr. Bacon says that “the immense effect” he pro-

duced was due in part to the reawakening in the land of the voice of

prophetic authority, and in part “to certain startling accompaniments”.

These “at their first appearance were the occasion to Jesus of one of

his vigils of prayer (Me. i.35-39), but were ultimately welcomed by
him as a divine aid and seal upon his proclamation of forgiveness.”

He says that the account of the transfiguration is a
“
‘vision’ story .

. . interjected by Mark . . from some Pauline source of the

symbolic type”. It “belongs to the history of Christological doctrine;

not to the story of Jesus”. To the fourth Gospel he assigns only a

“slender modicum of underlying historic tradition”.

He goes beyond many of the men of his school, however, in finding

traces of fact in the Gospel narratives, and he does this without re-

sorting to the device of attributing hallucinations to Jesus. For ex-

ample he explains the discourses on the second coming by saying that

after Jesus became aware that the course of events would probably

lead to his being put to death he said some very true things about the

ultimate vindication of an upright man, and that these remarks were
afterward expounded, mistakenly^ into the discourses now found in

30
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the Gospels. After his death “the vindication came, though not as

Jesus expected it”.

Of the record of the events later than the Lord’s supper, Dr. Bacon

says : “All that follows is relatively vague and self-contradictory”.

Out of this chaos Dr. Bacon reconstructs an account of me origin of

the Christian religion. Peter shamefully denied Jesus. Jesus was

crucified. And after that, Peter had an experience. It was “a rescue

by the felt presence of the risen Christ from the abyss of moral agony”,

Peter told his experience to the others, and they came to have a like

experience. From them it spread to others, in due time including

Paul and his friends. Here was the historical beginning of Christian-

ity.

As to the nature of this experience, the one fact of which Dr.

Bacon is sure is that it is not correctly reported in the Gospels. When
Jesus was crucified, “friendly, but unknown hands accorded him hasty

burial”. Concerning Peter’s great experience, he says : “The four

canonical Gospels have uniformly canceled the story of this fundamental

event in the history of the Christian religion in favor of more con-

crete, more tangible and marvelous tales of the empty tomb and re-

appearances of Jesus in palpable form”. The question of the nature

of this experience of Peter, this “fundamental event” for which the

evangelists have substituted the tales now found in the Gospels, Dr.

Bacon disposes of by saying: “What was—what is the experience

of the presence of the risen Christ? This is not a problem of history,

but of religious psychology”. It “falls from its very nature outside

the limits of this discussion”. Dr. Bacon is sure, however, that Chris-

tianity began in these unexplained phenomena of religious psychology.

He speaks of “the initial experience of Peter, echoed in that of his

brethren and of Paul, the true foundation experience of the Church”.

He says : “With Peter’s experience, soon repeated in that of his

‘brethren’, of 500 at once, of Pentecost, of James, of Paul (i Cor. xv.

3-8), ‘the Gospel’ began its career”.

In one especially important point. Dr. Bacon says, Paul’s teaching

made a departure from that of Peter. Peter’s experience resulted in

“an apotheosis doctrine”. Peter defied the dead Jesus. From Aryan
sources Paul had derived the idea of the “redeemer Gods”, and he

transmuted Peter’s doctrine into “an incarnation doctrine”. “It is this

Hellenistic incarnation doctrine which became ‘Christianity’ ”.

In fine, the portrait drawn by Dr. Warfield is that of the sympathiz-

ing “strong Son of God”, to whom the love and the worship of the

ages are reasonably due, himself the leader of the new departure in the

one religion of Jehovah. Dr. Bacon speaks of Jesus as having “an

extraordinary personality and an extraordinary career”, but his por-

trait of Jesus is that of a nice, queer, plucky, lovable man, who came
into post mortem psychological relations with Peter and Paul, where-

by they were led to become the founders of a new religion.

The article on Jesus Christ is representative of one of the principles

governing the construction of the New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia;
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it presents a great subject from different points of view. The volumes,

however, contain very few conservative presentations so full and com-

plete as that made by Dr. Warfield in this article; and not many pre-

sentations on the other side that are at once as scholarly and as indi-

vidualistic as that here made by Dr. Bacon. Owing to this principle

the Encyclopedia needs to be used with caution; but in the case of

those who so use it this principle for some purposes adds greatly to

its value as a reference work.

Auburn, N. Y. Willis 'J. Beecher.

APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY.

The Religion of the Chinese. By J. J. M. De Groot, Ph.D., Profes-

sor of Ethnography in the University of Leyden, Holland. 8vo;

pp. vii, 230. New York: The MacMillan Company. 1910. Price

$1.25 net.

We have in this volume the second series of the “Hartford-Lamson

Lectures on ‘The Religions of the World’ ”, the first having been de-

livered by Principal Jevous on An Introduction to the Study of Com-
parative Religion, and reviewed in The Princeton Theological Review
for April, 1909. To say that this second series is in all respects fully

up to the high standard set by the first one would be praise indeed,

and yet it would be only just. Both lecturer and publisher appear

again to have done their best. The book-making leaves nothing to

be desired. The style is admirable. It would be so even if the author

were not a foreigner. The information given is ample and accurate;

and a list of publications by the writer indicating the range and the

thoroughness of his studies, in the religion of the Chinese from, the

first inspires confidence in his judgments. We feel that of all others

he is qualified to speak on the subject in hand.

Dr. De Groot holds, that “the primeval form of the religion of the

Chinese, and its very core to this day, is Animism”; that its aim is the

propitiation of the good spirits or gods in order to prevail upon them

to prevent the evil spirits or devils from doing harm to man; that the

demon world is placed under the natural tutilage of heaven and—

a

unique phenomenon—“occupies the rank of moral educator of the

people”; that “the greatest dogma in China’s theology is that the num-
ber of gods, like that of specters, is infinite”; that “man in the natural

order of the world occupies a place among the gods, and this place is

higher or lower according to his mental capacities”; that “worship of

the dead is a logical natural continuation of the worship of the living”

;

that under the patriarchal system, ‘which has its highest development

in China, “worship of the dead is worship of ancestors”; that “this

worship is idolatry, not differing from worship paid to gods”; that

the Confucian religion is “a mixture of nature worship and worship

of the dead, or, seeing that the souls of the dead are also parts of
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nature, it is nature worship pure and simple”; that “Confucian wor-

ship and sacrifice, being actually addressed to animated images, con-

stitutes pure idolatry”
;
that “the popular outgrowth of the Confucian

religion is its thorough materialistic selfishness”
;
that it is thus essen-

tially a religion of “a low order”; that ‘the merit of Taoism is that it

has endowed East Asia with ideals about a future life of bliss, ac-

cessible by a first life of virtue and self-abnegation; that while this

doctrine has degenerated into vagaries, such as pulmonary gymnastics

and searches after elixirs of life, yet by fostering a submissive respect

for overawing nature, it has produced something better than what

was given by Confucianism, which itself refuses to be anything more

than dry ritualism’; that, “in spite of its sublime universalistic prin-

ciple, it has, practically, not been able to rise above the level of idolatry.

Polytheism, and Polydemonism, but has even systematically developed

all these branches of the great tree of Asiatic paganism”; that “Budd-

hism contributes much to the ceremonial adornment of ancestor wor-

ship” and that “it was its salvation work on behalf of the dead which

saved its place in Confucian China”; that it “represents the highest

stage of devotion and piety to which to this day man in East Asia

has been able to raise himself”; that “spiritual religion only exists in

China within the circle of Buddhism, and Buddhism meets the human
need of such an inward religious life through the sects”

;
and that

these sects are destined to be “the precursors of Christianity in China”.

Of special interest, because to many of special novelty, will be what

our author has to say of the persecution of the Buddhists by the Con-

fucianists. When we read that between ‘1795 and 1803 the imperial

armies devastated five provinces, literally slaughtering their popula-

tion to the last man, perhaps one fourth that of the whole empire’, we
are constrained to agree that “there is in the history of the world

no second Instance of such wholesale destruction of people by their

rulers for the sake of politics—religious fanaticism. It has made the

altar of Confucius, on which the Chinese people is frequently immo-
lated, the bloodiest ever built”.

Very significant, too, is Dr. De Groot’s emphasis on the irreducible

opposition between Animism, Ancestor Worship, Confucianism, and

Taoism—one and all, and Christianity. The wonder, then, is, not that

Chinese missionaries and Christians have been persecuted so much;
it is rather that they have escaped so well and accomplished so much.

That they, though having little in their religion to appeal naturally to

the Chinese people, as was not the case with Buddhism, should have

been able even to exist for a century in such a fiery furnace of hate

and persecution—this to us would have been clear evidence of the

presence with them of one “like unto the Son of God”.

In concluding this too brief notice of this admirable book we would
venture to dissent from Dr. De Groot’s opinion that the sects inspired

by Buddhism are likely to prove valuable allies of Christianity. It is

true that their “syncretic tolerant character and their doctrines of love,

truth, sanctity and future life” should constitute points of sympathy
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between them and the Christian communities; they should at least

forbid persecution : but that they will do more we question. Between

a religion which, as Buddhism, holds that every man can save himself

and one which, as Christianity, holds that no man can save himself,

the sympathy must be so superficial that it can not be real. Indeed,

the refined self-righteousness of Buddhism would, we should suppose,

prove a foe at any rate as formidable as the coarse and persecuting

hate of the other religions in China. Here as elsewhere our hope

must be, not in the religions to be overcome, but in the Word of God
and specially in Him whose sword it is.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology. By S. Schechter, M.A., Litt.-

D. (Cantab.) 8vo; pp. xxii, 384. New York: The MacMillan

Company. 1909. Price $2.25.

“This volume represents no philosophic exposition of the body of

doctrine of the Synagogue, nor does it offer a description of its sys-

tem of ethics”. Its aim is “to give a presentation of Rabbinic opinion

on a number of theological topics as offered by the Rabbinic literature,

and forming an integral part of the religious consciousness of the

bulk of the nation or ‘Catholic Israel’ ”. Keeping this end steadily in

view, and, on the one hand, avoiding interpretation or paraphrase upon

the Rabbis, and, on the other, “making little use of such matter as

may be described as mere legend and fancy”, our learned author con-

fines himself to “the Talmudic and the recognized Midrashic literature,

or the ‘great Midrashim’ ”. Even within these limits, however. Dr.

Schechter does not try to be exhaustive. He would present only some

Aspects of Rabbinic Theology. “Some doctrines, such as, for instance,

immortality, resurrection, are only slightly touched upon; whilst others,

as the Eschatology of the Rabbis with regard to the Day of Judgment,

Eternal Punishment, and similar topics find hardly any place in this

volume”. “Only those large and important principles are selected in

which Rabbinic thought and Israel’s faith are most clearly represented

and which, because so often misunderstood and misinterpreted, are

most in need of elucidation. Nor is the discussion even of this material

in any sense systematic. By its very nature as well as by its scantness

the material itself would preclude such treatment. The Rabbis were

not theologians in the modern sense, and their writings should not

be judged as if they were. Finally, while the author would not be

and is not polemic, his outlook is frankly that of the Jew. He sees

no possibility of harmonizing the Rabbinic literature and the Pauline

Epistles. If they are intelligible, he admits that “the theology of the

Rabbis must be wrong, its conception of God debasing, its leading

motives naturalistic and coarse, and its teachers lacking in enthusiasm

and spirituality”. Whether, however, the Pauline Epistles are wrong
or unintelligible, he never even attempts to decide. He is always con-

sistent with his purpose simply to let the Rabbis speak for themselves.

On what subjects then does Dr. Schechter ask them to talk to us? The
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themes selected are set forth in the table of contents. They are

:

“God and the World”; “God and Israel”; “Election of Israel”; “The
Kingdom of God (Invisible)”; “The Visible Kingdom (Universal)”;

“The Kingdom of God (National)”; “The ‘Law’”; “The Law as

Personified in the Literature”; The Torah in its Aspect of Law
(Mizrooth)”; “The Joy of the Law”; “The Zachuth of the Fathers:

Imputed Righteousness and Imputed Sin”
;
“The Law of Holiness and

the Law of Goodness”; “Sin as Rebellion”; “The Evil Yezer: the

Source of Rebellion”; “Man’s Victory by the Grace of God, over the

Evil Yezer created by God”; “Forgiveness and Reconciliation with

God”
;
“Repentance

;
Method of Reconciliation”.

How, then, may this body of theological teaching, if we may not

call it theology, be characterized?

I. It is largely, and much more than is commonly supposed, in line

with the more spiritual teaching of the Old Testament. Thus nothing

could be finer than its conception of the relation of God to the world.

He is above it and yet in it. “Thou art the Lord our God”, runs the

text of a prayer which is still recited every day, “in heaven and on

earth, and in the highest heavens of heavens.’’ He is a personal God,

and he is “near in every kind of nearness”. “When a man comes to

the synagogue and prays, God listens to him, for the petitioner is like

a man who talks into the ear of his friend”. Yet the Rabbis are ever

on their guard against permitting God to be lost in the world or con-

fused with man. In no sense will they tolerate the deification of man.

In a word, their supernaturalism and theism, like those of the Old

Testament, are above reproach. So, too, with respect to God’s relation

to Israel. “He is their God, their father, their strength, their shep-

herd, their hope, their salvation, their safety; they are his people, his

children, his first-born son, his treasure, dedicated to his name, which

it is sacrilege to profane”. “God is even represented as saying to

Moses, ‘as much as thou canst exalt this nation (Israel) exalt it, for

it is as if thou wert exalting me’ ”. This intimacy of relation is re-

garded as reciprocal. “One God through Israel, and one Israel through

God. They are his selected people, and he is their selected portion”.

When Israel feels uneasy because of their having to stand in judg-

ment before God, the angels say unto them, “Fear ye not the judg-

ment. . . Know ye not him? He is your next of kin, he is your

brother, but what is more, he is your father”. And all this, also in

strict accord with the Old Testament, is ascribed to the gracious elec-

tion of God. We can not but be reminded of Deut. x: 15, Deut xiv : 2,

Ps, cxlix : 2, and Ju. xiv : 27 as we read the prayer which begins as

follows : “Thou hast chosen us from all peoples
;
thou hast loved us

and taken pleasure in us, and hast exalted us above all tongues ;
thou

hast sanctified us by thy commandments and brought us near unto

thy service
; O our King, thou hast called us by thy great and holy

name”. Doubtless, there were “Rabbis who tried to establish Israel’s

special claim on their exceptional merits”
;
but even these “were not

altogether unconscious of the insufficiency of the reason of works in
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this respect”, and the great majority of them are silent about merits,

and attribute the election to a mere act of grace (or love) on the

part of God”. “It must, however, be noted that the doctrine of elec-

tion was not of quite so exclusive a nature as is commonly imagined.

For it is only the privilege of the first-born which the Rabbis claim

for Israel, that they are the first in God’s kingdom, not the exclusion

of other nations”. This leads up to the great doctrine of the kingdom

of God. This is described by some of the Rabbis as “The Truth (or

essence) of the Torah”. “It is at once the centre and the circumfer-

ence of Rabbinic divinity”. The kingdom is conceived, first, as in-

visible. As such it is mainly spiritual, expressive of a certain attitude

of mind, and possessing a more individual character”. This attitude

of mind and individual character are that of love. In the later Jewish

authors this takes a certain mystical turn. Love to God is spoken of

as “the longing of the soul for an immediate union with him, to be

absorbed in his superior light”. Yet while this marks a departure

from, if not an advance on, the usual collectivism of the Old Testa-

ment, “the individual—the pet of modern theology—with his heart-

burnings and mystical longings is never made of such importance that

Israel can spend its whole strength on him. The highest goal of the

Rabbis is always the visible kingdom of God in the present world.

“This visible kingdom may be viewed from two aspects, national and

universal”. As to the universal kingdom, we have a development of

some of the universalistic teaching of the Old Testament, and specially

of the Prophets. It is held, for example, that the kingdom of God
was originally intended to be in the midst of men and for men at

large (as represented by Adam)
;

that its first preachers were, like

Abraham, ex-heathens, who addressed themselves to heathens
;

that

the essence of their preaching was righteousness and justice; and that

the kingdom did not mean a hierarchy, but any form of government

conducted on the principles of righteousness, holiness, justice, and

charitableness. The teaching as to the kingdom in its national aspect

may be summed up as follows : i. The Messiah, a descendant of the

house of David, will restore the kingdom of Israel, which under his

sceptre will extend over the whole world. 2. A last terrible battle

will take place with the enemies of God (or of Israel) who will strive

against the establishment of the kingdom, and who will finally be

destroyed. 3. The establishment of this new kingdom will be fol-

lowed by the spiritual hegemony of Israel, when all the nations will

accept the belief in the unity of God, acknowledge his kingdom, and

seek instruction from his law. 4. The age will be one of material

happiness as well as spiritual bliss for all those who are included in

the kingdom
;

also further death will disappear and the dead will

revive. In a word, “the kingdom of heaven, over which God reigns,

and the kingdom of Israel, in which the Messiah holds the sceptre,

are made almost identical”. The kingdom gives authority to the law.

That is, “God makes his people conscious of the fact of his claims on

them because of their having received his kingdom”. But the law is
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not conceived as it is commonly supposed that it was. It had a legal

element, but this represented only one side of the Torah or Law. This

term was comprehensive and meant “a teaching or an instruction” of

any kind. Moreover, “of any real antagonism between Mosaism and

‘Leviticalism’ and Prophetism, which modern criticism asserts to have

brought to light, the Rabbis were absolutely unconscious. With the

Rabbis, the Prophets found only a complement or even a commentary

to the Torah”. “Even the Pentateuch is no mere legal code without

edifying elements in it”. In a word, “to the Jew the term Torah was

wide enough to embrace the whole of the Scriptures” ;
and, as in

Psalm cxix, “it was anything but a curse. He understood how to find

out the sweetness and the light of it and of the Law which formed a

part of it”. This appears, for example, in the attitude of the Rabbis

toward the Sabbath. It was not considered “a yoke of bondage”, but,

as in the Old Testament, as the special privilege and the glorious

distinction of Israel. “The Rabbis even teach the doctrine of Christ,

that the Sabbath is delivered into the hand of man (to break it when
necessary), and not man into the power of the Sabbath”. Nor is it

otherwise when we inquire the real motive of their enthusiasm for

this law and for the Law in general. “This motive must be sought in

other sources than the hope of reward”. We find it chiefly in the

fact that “the Law was regarded as the chief means of strengthening

the mutual relation of love between God and his people”.

So, too, we discover in the Rabbis the notion both of imputed right-

eousness and of imputed sin, “though these have never attained such

significance either in Jewish theology or in Jewish conscience as is

generally assumed”. The doctrine of the solidarity of Israel is also

affirmed. It is, however, when we study the Rabbinic conception of

sin and of holiness that we feel ourselves most unmistakably in the

atmosphere of the Old Testament. “Holiness is the highest achieve-

ment of the Law and the deepest experience as well as realization of

righteousness”. “In its broad features it is but another word for

Imitatio Dei, a duty intimately associated with Israel’s close contact

with God”. “Sin is conceived as an act of rebellion, denying the root,

that is, the existence of God, or his providence, or his authority, in-

deed, excluding him from the world. This extends also to a sinful

thought, in fact from the moment that a man thinks of sin it is as

much as if he would commit treason against God”. “Every sin taunts

the divine in man, breaking all communion with heaven”. Yet there

are forgiveness and reconciliation with God. In the riches of his grace

he pardons the repenting sinner. In all this we breathe the atmosphere

of the Old Testament itself.

2. There are, however, respects, and these neither very few nor

unimportant, in which we discern the attempt to advance on, but

a real falling away from, the simplicity and consistency of the

Old Testament. We observe this in the Rabbinic teaching as to

the Law in its asper*- of Commandment. Thus we are told that

“six hundred and thirteen commandments were delivered unto Mo-
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ses on Mount Sinai; three hundred and sixty-five of which are pro-

hibitive laws, corresponding to the number of days of the solar

year, while the remaining two hundred and forty-eight are affirmative

injunctions, being as numerous as the limbs constituting the human
body”. It is pointed out, however, that “barely a hundred of these

are concerned with the everyday life of the bulk of the people”, and

that the very number of these laws serves to emphasize the Rabbinic

notion that “if religion is anything, it is everything”. Again and more
strikingly does corruption appear in the doctrine as to the Evil Yezer

or evil imagination, which is regarded as the source of rebellion. In

trying to explain this the Rabbis have gone beyond and in doing so

against the Scriptures. Thus, for example, on the one hand, the Evil

Yezer is described as “a certain quasi-external agency which is made
responsible for sin, whilst man himself, by his spontaneous nature, is

only too anxious to live in accordance with God’s commandments”.
On the other hand, “the Evil Yezer is reduced to certain passions

without which neither the propagation of the species nor the building up
of the proper civilization would be thinkable. They only become evil

by the improper use man makes of them”. Thus also, on the one

hand, we are told that “God created the Yezer with the purpose that

man should make a strong effort to overcome him, thereby testifying

his loyalty and devotion to the King God”. On the other hand, God
is represented as astonished, at the evil done by the Yezer and as

filled with regret that he called him into existence. These are but a

few of the illustrations afforded by the Rabbinic theology of the folly

of attempting to be “wise above what is written”.

3. It is, however, in its doctrine of grace that the inferiority of

this theology to that of the Bible appears most strikingly. Its con-

ception of grace is not clear, and it is Arminian rather than Calvin-

istic. Thus, on the one hand, in sharpest opposition to the New Testa-

ment teaching that “there is joy in the presence of the angels of God
over one sinner that repenteth”, we are told that the angels object to

it. “When a man commits a transgression, the angels come and de-

nounce him, and say, ‘Master of the Universe, bow down thy heavens,

O Lord, and come down; touch the mountains and they shall smoke’”.

On the other hand, however, God is represented as merciful and grac-

ious and as forgiving the sins of the past when succeeded by repent-

ance. He is represented also as creating repentance. “Its importance

is so great that it forms one of the things which preceded creation,

as a preliminary condition to the existence of the world”. We are not

told, however, that God works it in the sinner and that, consequently,

the reason why any man repents is to be found in the sovereign grace

of God. On the contrary, though God opposes no obstacle to man’s

repentance, and goes to meet the returning sinner half way, that he

returns is due to himself
;

“the matter is only depending on sin”.

Moreover, while much is said of atoning sacrifices, their efficacy is

regarded as “very limited as a means of reconciliation” : they are

rather appointed expressions of repentance than as the necessarily
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because the justly required condition of its acceptance : there are

passages not a few which would seem to indicate that repentance alone

was of such efficacy as not to presuppose “the Lamb of God that

taketh away the sin of the world”.

Such in most imperfect outline is the theology of the Rabbis as Dr.

Schechter has given it to us. He has done his work well, and it is

well that he has done it. If he meant to show that Rabbinism renders

the New Testament unnecessary, he has failed, and his failure is in-

structive just because he has presented Rabbinism in a more favorable

light, as we believe, than it has ever before been presented in. If,

however, his aim has been to show how largely Rabbinism is the re-

flection of the glory of the Old Testament, he has succeeded; and

his success is all the more striking because he has been too honest to

dim the contrast between the Word of Jehovah and the Rabbinic

glosses on it. The Christian no less than the Jewish world owes a

debt of gratitude to Dr. Schechter for his learned, clear and most

interesting exposition. We earnestly hope that God will give him life

and strength, as he himself suggests, to “write more aspects of Rab-

binic theology”. We should like nothing more than to have him dis-

cuss what in this treatise he has barely touched on
;

viz., the Rabbinic

doctrine of the Messiah.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Religion in the Making. A study in Biblical Sociology. By Samuel
G. Smith, D.D., Ph.D., LL.D., Head Professor of the Department

of Sociology and Anthropology in the University of Minnesota.

8 VO.; pp. vii, 253. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1910.

Price $1.25 net.

“Mindful at least of some of the difficulties of the task, the object

of this study is to examine the various methods by which the Hebrews
expressed their religious life, to note whether there were changes and

developments in the history of that life
;
and for this purpose the altar,

the priest, the ritual, and the other instruments of the religion of the

Bible are to be examined. In harmony with the best modern thinking

we must attempt to gather some knowledge of the psychical forces back

of these visible expressions, and out of the record to evoke the soul

of this religion—its idea of God”. In a word, “the object of the study

will be to apply the sociological method to the facts of the Hebrew
organic life”. “Such a study, if successful, should furnish guidance

for the interpretation of the Bible in the other departments in which

it is used. And it may be found that the sociological examination of

the Bible will be of importance as an introduction to the general science

of sociology”. Such are the author’s plan and expectation. His

method is “to accept the facts stated in the Bible as substantially

correct, but to select them under a system that seeks to organize the

facts and relate them to different periods of historical unfolding”.

His system is that of the somewhat radical higher criticism. While
he “accepts the facts stated in the Bible as substantially correct”, he
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does not accept at all the order in which they are stated. Thus he

works for all that it is worth the theory of the three codes. ‘His study

shows him that the observance of the Book of Leviticus lies at the

completion of the development of the Jewish Church’. The priestly

tribe of Levi he regards as organized after the Exile and as existent

only in the later times in Jerusalem. “The matter of atoning sacrifices

came late in the history of Israel”, he holds; and he finds no observ-

ance of the great Day of Atonement prior to the Exile. All of his

construction is of this kind. And it has to be, if the development of

Israel’s institutions is to be explained by, and is to explain, the develop-

ment of like institutions in other nations. That is to say, the socio-

logical interpretation of Israel’s history presupposes its naturalistic

interpretation. If the characteristic of Israel’s history was the influ-

ence of a supernatural revelation which was not made to other peoples,

then their development can not have been like that of other peoples.

Hence it is that its order is not that which sociology elsewhere dis-

covers, and hence it is that our author changes and almost inverts

the order. Is not this, however, just to beg the whole question at

issue, and then to pervert the facts to fit the imaginary situation? It

is difficult to see, therefore, what value this discussion can have either

for sociology or for the Bible. That it finds as the result of Israel’s

development a uniquely high and pure and inspiring conception of

God—this is due, not to the sociological method, but to the fact that

such a conception of God is so inwoven into the Old Testament that

one must be wholly blind not to see it.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Religions of Eastern Asia. By Horace Grant Underwood, D.D.

New York; The Macmillan Co. 1910. Pp. 264. Price $1.50 net.

This volume contains the fourth series of lectures delivered in New
York University (date not indicated), on the foundation known as the

Charles F. Deems Lectureship of Philosophy. By the terms of the

endowment, the lecturer is confined to the treatment of “some one of

the most important questions of Science and Philosophy, with a special

reference to its relation to the revealed truths of the Holy Scriptures

and to the fundamental principles of Theistic Philosophy”. In con-

formity to the purpose of the lectureship. Dr. Underwood has in the

first five lectures investigated the “theistic conceptions” found in the

religions of China, Japan, and Korea, and in the sixth and final lec-

ture contrasted them “with those that have been given us in the

Bible”.

The five preliminary lectures discussing in order the national re-

ligions, Taoism, Shintoism and Shamanism, and then the great Con-
fucian and Buddhist cults found in all three countries, are interesting

chiefly for their point of view, which may be sufficiently indicated by

a quotation from the final lecture: “The earliest worship of which
we can find a secular record in the oldest countries was by every indi-

cation a monotheism, where with simplicity man worshipped his Creator
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only (p. 234)”. This ancient monotheism Dr. Underwood believes to

be “a remnant of the still more ancient times when God Himself made
personal direct revelations to the fathers of the race (p. 246)”. The
proof of the original Chinese monotheism is largely furnished by Dr.

Legge’s philological arguments drawn from the ideographs “T’ien”,

the Great One, and “Ti”, which with the added character “Sang”,

means Supreme Ruler. Our two sources of information on Japanese

history and mythology, the Kojiki (712 A. D.) and the Nihongi (720

A. D. ), are too recent to afford evidence of the earliest religion of

Japan. At first sight they seem to shut us up to the hypothesis of a

prehistoric nature-worship, but the conditions revealed by them are so

similar to those in China at the same period, that it seems probable

that they represent a stage in a decadence from an original pure mono-
theism. In his discussion of the Shamanism of Korea, Dr. Underwood
is dealing with material with which he has a first-hand acquaintance,

and this lecture is the most satisfactory of the series. Lying deep

under the popular Shamanism and yet flowing along with it, is the

worship of Hananim (translated the “Honorable Heavens” or the

“Lord of Heaven”), who is not only appealed to at the command
of the emperor in times of national distress, but who also has here and

there through the land men who seek this supreme ruler. National

sacrifices are offered to the Heavens, and most significantly neither

the pansus nor the mutangs, the native shamans, are allowed to parti-

cipate in their official capacities. Dr. Underwood declares that the

crude anthropomorphisms and the obscenities of Chinese Taoism and

Japanese Shintoism are lacking in the Hananim worship of Korea.

He says on p. 132, “In fact, in the Korean concept of Hananim there

is even less anthropomorphism than is seen in the Jewish ideas of

Jehovah.” This confirmation of the information given us by Prof.

Hurlbert in his “History of Korea”, and “The Passing of Korea” is

most interesting. We cannot suppress the wish that the conditions of

the lectureship had permitted Dr. Underwood to draw more freely

from the original information in his possession. Our knowledge of

Korean religious practices is so scanty that Dr. Underwood’s hints of

volumes that might be written about the functions of the shamans

who play so large a part in the everyday religious life of the Korean

(p. 123), and of the much that might be said of the rites connected

with births, marriages and funerals (p. 129) arouse In us the lively

desire that he may find time in the midst of his missionary labors to

do for Korea what Dr. Nassau has done for West Africa. The fifth

lecture, that on Buddhism, is perhaps the most unsatisfactory of the

series. Dr. Underwood makes only an incidental reference to the

doctrine of metempsychosis, and does not at all point out the signifi-

cance of Karma for Buddhism. It is, of course, improper to expect,

in so short a compass, a critical study of the teachings of Buddha and

of its further development in the Hinayana and Mahayana, complicated

as it was by manifold schisms. It is to be regretted that Dr. Under-

wood has not had recourse to the works of a larger range of scholars.
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both in this lecture and the preceding ones. The great work of Dr.

J. J. M. De Groot on “The Religious System of China” has apparently

not been consulted, and T. H. Rys Davids’ “Buddhism” (London

1877) could well have been supplemented from the mass of literature

now at the disposal of students of Buddhism. It is, perhaps, due to

the fact that we have before us a series of lectures that in some cases

we miss book and page references (pp. 22, 47, 54, 80, 246, 256), in others

even the name of the authority quoted (pp. 34, 229). Dr. Underwood’s

book may be commended to those who desire, in a compact form, a

popular account of what may be said for the hypothesis of an original

monotheism from which the present day religions of China, Japan,

and Korea are held to be degenerations. Perhaps we may hope before

long for an exhaustive study of the evidence for this explanation of

the history of religion, based upon a collection and examination of the

surviving belief in an All-Father among the so-called primitive peoples,

as a preparation for further study of similar problems among peoples

of higher culture such as the Chinese, the Japanese and the Koreans.

Princeton, N. J. Harold McA. Robinson.

Providence and Calamity. By Charles W. Heisley. Boston : Sher-

man French & Company. 1909. ($1.10 net.)

The thesis maintained in this book is evident from the outset.

It is that Providence interposes as occasion may require in the events

of our world and in the deeds and destinies of mankind. God governs

the world by laws which he has impressed upon all things from the

beginning; and by intervention in the world, becoming less and less

frequent as the world approaches to the realization of the divine idea.

This basic position is carried through the book and dominates it

from first to last. The multitudinous calamities and afflictions that

befall mankind are brought forward to illustrate and enforce it. The
method adopted of clearing the skirts of Providence from the charges

of cruel indifference or positive hard-heartedness, is the flinging of

the responsibility of it all upon the uniformity of law and man’s careless-

ness, cupidity, or ignorance. In regard to a person’s recovery from ill-

ness we are told (p. 116) “It all lies within himself, and his life or death

depends wholly upon himself, and not on any influence from God.”

Yet a lingering attachment to the traditional theory of divine sover-

eignty impels our author to save the situation for Providence by reserv-

ing to him the rule and guidance of the world at such times and junc-

tures as God may see fit.

This is the crux of the whole discussion. It is merely a resurrec-

tion of the ghost that haunts the field of attempted reconciliation of

the sovereign plan of God, with the free causative agency of man.

Unless we are mistaken, the impression, after reading the book, will

be left upon the minds of many that the attempt in the hands of our

author has not been what could be properly styled a triumphant success.

For example, if God interposes at special turns when it pleases him,

can any man, on our author’s theory exculpate God from all the old
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charges of cruelty when he sits by and does not come to the rescue

upon other occasions—e. g., the Slocum disaster. It looks like a very

forbidding type of partiality to intervene sometimes and then at others

to “let the world wag”.

Our author to the contrary notwithstanding, all “calamities” must

be “controlled” by Providence—i. e., brought into harmonious coopera-

tion with his plan. Here, we venture to say, is “the open joint in the

harness” of this otherwise laudable book—the manner of interpenetra-

tion between the Sovereign purpose and the human activity. It sounds

well to say “God reigns and rules” (175) ;
but how is the author en-

titled to reach such a conclusion if the actions of the creature are

absolutely outside of God’s control? It is indeed true that “man is

a free moral agent, and as such commits sin without God and against

him” (91), but any theory that fails to provide a place for “calamities

and avoidable wrongs” within the framework of Providence, in such

sort that the most refractory elements may be completely under the

“control” of Providence, seems to leave trains of influence in the world

which miss connection
;
and the universe is liable, by these open leaks,

to run to waste. (Cf. Martineau’s Theory).

The strictures on Calvinism may be passed by. In the author’s mind
it is synonymous with a species of Fatalism (169), and it teaches that

every “horrible event” is by “God’s enforcement, as against anything

the person may do to prevent it”. Space forbids details. But in view

of such a statement there is need for further investigation of the

constituent elements of these systems as they lie in the mind of the

author.

Chacy, N. Y. W. M. Jack.

Jesus and Modern Religion. By Edwin A. Rumball: Chicago; The
Open Court Publishing Company. London Agents ; Kegan, Paul,

Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd. 1908.

According to our author Jesus of Nazareth has been transcended,

“snowed under”, beyond the hope or need of resuscitation.

Following are some of the salient features in the portrait of the

man of Nazareth which conduct to this conclusion. First of all, is

the inevitable and annihilating charge that “He was the child of His

age”. He had special sympathies with the poor because He was the

child of plebeian parents. His world-view was limited and crude. He
was self-hypnotized as much as any modern Dowie. Our author sets

the evangelists right by squashing John xiv, 6, for the early Christian

was badly mistaken in imagining that Jesus was the only “way, the

truth, and the life”. The best and highest things in many a good life

today Jesus never mentions; and they were evidently beyond the scope

of his ill-balanced life and conception (Pp. 14-15). “God shines on the

prism of mankind and each individual is a spectrum,” etc. etc.

It might be in place here to suggest that some of those

with so much time for investigation of everything, ought to set them-

selves the task of clearing up the logical limits of being “a child of one’s
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age”. We submit that a haze hangs over the fences of this field. Jesus

was a child of his age, was he? “Lay on a Jewish mother’s bosom”,

and all the rest of it. Well, if it goes to that, every man is a child of

Adam; but it does not follow that the atmosphere of Eden is about us

all. Because a man has a Jewish nose and a Galilean accent, is he to

get no credit for originality when he advances a new idea? He had

plebeian sympathies forsooth ! From what leader of the Sanhedrim

did he catch that tone? Who was “setting the pace” of “his times”?

Was it not the parcel of proud religionists who so loved to flatter

themselves on the score of their aristocratic lineage? And then, where

are all the rest of the poor men’s sons who threw themselves submis-

sively into the current of their times and never raised a protesting

voice? If a Rousseau or a Carlyle should speak today, would it not be

dubbed originality? Why not in Judea! Then there is the grand

conception of the transcendent value of the individual soul. From
what master of the sanctimonious Pharisees did Jesus learn that? Was
it when they stood that day with the stones nervously twitching in

their fingers, eager to hurl them at the woman taken in sin? Strange

school for such a lesson. God’s Son saw the value of that soul in a

way that had never dawned upon any man of “his age”. Yet men are

not ashamed to keep on reiterating, as a ground of invalidating his

claims, “child of his age”.

Really, in view of the methods of modern Higher Criticism, we
confess our inability to see any surprising feat of argumentation in

sending Jesus out of court as incompetent to be the inspiration of

modern religion. Let a man be entitled to pass the sponge over any

passage that blocks his way, as our author does, and it will not be

difficult even to throw suspicion upon the sinlessness of the Man of

Nazareth.

Chazy, N. Y. W. M. Jack.

EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

The Temple Dictionary of the Bible, written and edited by Rev. W.
Ewing, M.A., formerly of Tiberias, Palestine, and Rev. J. E.

H. Thomson, D.D., formerly of Safed, Palestine, and other

Scholars and Divines. With Five Hundred Illustrations. Lon-
don: J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd.; New York: E. P. Dutton & Co.

1910. Small 4to pp. lix, 1012. Eight colored maps. Price, $4.00 net.

The Temple Dictionary of the Bible is a kind of aftermath of the

crop of Dictionaries of the Bible in one volume which the closing

months of 1908 and the opening months of 1909 gave us. An after-

math cannot be expected to be very dissimilar to the crop it follows:

and this Dictionary of the Bible is like its predecessors. Its chief

peculiarity is that it is edited, and not merely edited but, as the title

page duly, though somewhat obscurely, informs us, in large part written.
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by two gentlemen who were long residents in Palestine and are there-

fore familiar with the “Fifth Gospel” as Renan called it, or, as we may
perhaps call it in this connection, that abiding and incomparable

Commentary on the Bible. The interest of the editors in things Pal-

estinian may, perhaps, at times seem even excessive. Space is taken

occasionally to incorporate details which for the purpose of the Bible-

student may seem trivial
;
and items of curious rather than very useful

learning, especially in the branch of investigation long cultivated by

one of the editors—who gave as long ago as 1891, a book on Books
which Influenced our Lord and His Apostles,—are thickly strewn over

the pages.

It was to be expected of two returned missionaries that their interest

in the religious side of the contents of the Bible should show itself

in all their work, and this expectation is verified by the event. It was
to be expected also that this vital interest in the Bible would protect

the editors from many of the vagaries of modern Biblical Criticism,

and this expectation too is verified by the event. The editors tell

us in their preface that “they are unable to accept many of the so-called

‘results’ of Higher Criticism”
;

and they contrast their Dictionary

with some others “recently published,” on the express ground that

those others “are written from a more advanced Critical point of view

than the editors of this dictionary are able to adopt.” The portion

of the Dictionary written by the editors—and this is by far the larger

portion—is notable for its sobriety and its close adhesion to the really

known facts and its deference to the testimony of the Bible itself.

It is not, however, entirely free from the influence of modern destruc-

tive criticism, and, observing this, we observe at the same time that

the editors do not pretend to be entirely free from it. It is only

“many of the so-called ‘results’ of Higher Criticism” which they find

themselves “unable to accept”, which advises us already that there are

some of them which they do accept
;
and they separate their Dictionary

from other recent Dictionaries of the Bible only as written from a

“less advanced Critical point of view” than that of some others.

In choosing collaborators in the writing of their Dictionary, moreover,

the editors have not felt it incumbent on them to confine themselves

to scholars occupying the same “less advanced” point of view as

themselves. Accordingly, as we turn over the pages of their Dictionary,

we shall chance once and again on articles written from a “Critical

point of view” than which, it is to be hoped, none “more advanced”

exists anywhere. The editors themselves in the article on “Moses”

(“Moses in ecstatic vision had unveiled before him the Tabernacle of

Meeting, in all its glory of curtains of fine twined linen, and courts

with pillars that had silver sockets,” p. 484), and Dr. James Robertson,

whom they call in to write the articles on “Pentateuch” and “Exodus,

Book of”, in both of these articles, have no difficulty in acknowledging

the historicity of the account of the building of the Tabernacle. But

Mr. G. H. Box who has been called in to write the article on “Taber-

nacle” is of a very different opinion. According to him there may
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have been a “Tabernacle” in the Wilderness, a little tent which Moses

himself could carry and pitch, and in which he met with God—for

this is what “tent of meeting” means,—but certainly not the “Taber-

nacle” described in Exodus,—which was merely an “ideal Tabernacle’’

(italics his) “in which the developed institutions of a later age are

reflected in a Mosaic environment,” “the priestly writers” not making

“it their aim to present history as it was, but to systematize traditions

and often to supplement them under the dominance of religious ideas.”

We may read, again. Dr. James Robertson’s articles on “Pentateuch”

and “Exodus” and “Deuteronomy”, and the editors’ own articles on

“Genesis” and “Numbers” and, though we may dissent here and there

and find their whole tone too apologetical, yet recognize their essen-

tial “conservatism”. But what shall we say to Professor J. A. Pat-

terson’s frankly “evolutionary” article on “Leviticus”, in the same

series? This thinks it worth while to pause in the midst of its

evolutionary account of Israelitish legislation to state its principle

of interpretation in this formal manner ; “Now, in ritual as in every

department of human thought and practice, the more developed must

be later than the less developed, out of which, on the principle of

evolution, the more developed has gradually grown. The progress

of Bible Criticism, especially in recent years, has really been due

to the application of the Evolutionary Theory to the problem of

Israel’s development. The effects of Darwinism have been by no

means confined to the realm of Natural Science. It may safely be

averred that Darwin’s theory has contributed as much to the progress

of intelligent study in the departments both of history and of religion as

it has to the advancement of the various branches of Natural Science.”

If we wish to see, however, the “application of the Evolutionary

Theory to the problem of Israel’s development” at its height, we
should turn to Professor Margoliouth’s distressing article on the

“Religion of Israel” which may possibly be matched but certainly

cannot be surpassed in cynical naturalism, by anything in the Encyclo-

paedia Biblica. Here the Biblical records are openly scouted, not

merely as untrustworthy but as “deliberate”, “systematic” falsifica-

tions; and, on the basis of the Wellhausian analysis, with a persistent

use of heathen terminology and a perverse treatment of each recorded

fact of individual lapse as an imperfectly exscinded testimony to

universal usage, the history of Israel’s religious development is made
to read rather like that of a Bushman or Papuan tribe. We do not

here advert to this shocking article to express our sense of the

grevious injustice of its method, but only to give point to the obser-

vation that this Dictionary of the Bible too, despite its Missionary

origin and its claim to general “conservative”, is of very mixed
contents,—like the others of its class it unequally yokes together

most diverse points of view. In point of fact there is but one con-

sistently “conservative” Dictionary of the Bible of moderate compass
and fully abreast of modern scholarship, before the public,—that edited

for the Westminster Press of Philadelphia by Dr. John D. Davis, and

31
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now, as we are glad to learn, just about to be reissued in a thoroughly

revised edition. Other Dictionaries of the Bible may have this or

the other quality to commend them to the public, but there is no

one of them which is not liable on the turning of a page to betray

the unsuspecting reader unawares into the most naturalistic views of

the Bible or of the religion of which it is the record. We seem

greatly in need of a “pure-food law” for Biblical literature, to require

accurate labeling of the goods offered in the market.

In external form the Temple Dictionary of the Bible is very attrac-

tive. The page, measuring seven and three-quarters inches by five

and one-half inches, has a broad, ample appearance
;
and the large,

clean, well-leaded type makes much less demand upon the eye-sight

than is usual in books of its class. Two circumstances, however,

detract somewhat from the comfort of the reader. One is the employ-

ment of an extensive system of contractions as a space-saving device,

which the careful consistency of its employment alone renders toler-

able. The other is the employment of simply the higher case type

of the same font with the body of the articles for their headings, by

which an unexpected difficulty is created in finding the beginnings

of articles, which is greatly increased by the use of blackfaced type

in the body of the articles for subordinate topics. The body of the

book is distinctively a dictionary of the Bible, in the strict sense:

a separate Dictionary of the Apocrypha is appended (pp. 737-1011).

This separation of the Apocryphal books from the Biblical is from

our point of view highly commendable, and we could only wish that

the treatment of the Biblical topics could have been kept freer from

Apocryphal details. To the Dictionary of the Apocrypha there is

prefixed an essay of five pages in length on the “Apocrypha of the

Old Testament”, and similarly there is prefixed to the volume as a

whole a series of essays on a variety of subjects which occupy nearly

fifty pages. We think these essays could very well have been spared

and the space so saved given to saving the reader from the contrac-

tions to which we have already alluded.

The first of these essays is a thoroughly shallow series of remarks

on The Study of the Bible, by the Right Reverend, the Lord Bishop

of Ripon, which begins by referring to the Bible as if it were the

private possession of the English speaking people, proceeds by speak-

ing of it as the entirety of Jewish literature, and ends by alluding to

it as if it were a projection of human thoughts heavenward. Could

anything be less true of the Canon of Scripture than to say (p. xvii)

that “the books of the Bible found their way into the Canon by the

verdict of time” and its books, each, “attained its supremacy” “by

its own slowly manifested fitness”? And could anything be less ade-

quate as a definition of “revelation” than this ; “It is in a sense

which no other book can claim a revelation; for it discloses not only

the experiences of men but it unfolds in fitting degree and order the

character of Divine action towards them” (p. xviii) ? The essay

which succeeds this is on The English Bible by Mr. Maclean Watt
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of Alloa : it is marred by some inaccuracies in the statement of fact

and some exuberances in rhetorical form. Erasmus is somewhat inad-

equately characterized as “the friend of Luther” (p. xxii) ;
William

Whittingham is erroneously said to “have married a sister of Calvin”

(p. xxiv) ; the Vulgate Latin Bible is said to be “an imperfect render-

ing of the Septuagint” (p. xxv: the right account is given on p. xlii).

We permit ourselves the quotation of a single sentence (p. xxvi) :

“In fact, as English Literature itself must feel within it the beat of

the heart of the Elizabethan Age, and be enveloped almost for all

time in the intellectual and moral atmosphere of that creative period

when light broke into chaos, and liberty walked through the land

singing of God and the soul, so still to-day, the great influence which

threads true literature is that of the English Bible, whereon, as upon

an irresistable tide, floated the immense conceptions of the terrible-

ness of sin, the balefulness of godless self-seeking, and the shattering

compasslessness of the soul that drifts, blinded, away from the guiding

star of God.” To the sentiment so expressed we can take no excep-

tion. Upon this essay there follows a page on the Apocrypha of the

New Testament and then the (for this Dictionary) inevitable essay

on Apocalyptic Literature, to be itself followed by a few pages on the

Targums. Then come articles on the versions of Scripture, on

Philo, on Josephus, and on the Language of Palestine in the time of

our Lord.

That the value of the Apocalypses in relation to the New Testament

is overestimated goes without saying: they are not formally presented

here, to be sure, as “books which influenced our Lord” although our

Lord is said to have derived his favorite self-designation Son of Man,
with the connotation He gave it, from Enoch. It is contended that in

their mass these Apocalypses emanate from Essenic circles. We
are refreshed by the frequency with which issue is taken with Dr.

Charles’ views in matters of detail and particularly by the refusal of

the theory of Jewish origin for the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.

The essay on the Language of Palestine is an argument to the effect

that Christ spoke Greek. We do not understand what is meant when
(p. xxviii) it is said that the Epistle of Barnabas appears “in a

Latin version appended to the Vaticanus”; and we take exception to

the relegation of Dan. xi. to “a much later origin than the rest of the

Book” (p. xxxii). We do not recognize the justice of the phrase (p.

xliii), “The rough Latinity of Northern Africa”: we may properly

speak of the “rough Latinity of the Old Latin Version in its African

form”, but if we condemn African Latin itself we condemn all the Latin

there was, of a literary sort, for some centuries during which some
very good Latin was written. The value of the Egyptian versions of

the New Testament for textual criticism seems to us much underes-

timated,—a matter which does not depend absolutely on their date.

Is it exact to speak of the “Douay” version (p. xlvi) when the mind
is on the New Testament? By a defect in editing we have in these

preliminary essays allusions to the body of the Dictionary as some-
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thing already before the readers instead of yet to come (pp. xxviii,

xxxi) : this can scarcely help confusing the reader.

The scope of the Dictionary is declared in the preface to cover

these classes of topics : “Biblical Antiquities, Biography, History,

Literature, Manners and Customs, Natural History, Geography, and

Topography.” Biblical Conceptions are, therefore, not included.

Nevertheless some Biblical Conceptions are dealt with; there is an

article, for example, on the “Trinity” and one on the “Person of Christ.”

The incursions into this region are naturally, however, somewhat fitful.

As has been already intimated the great mass of the volume has appar-

ently been written by the editors,—at least most of the articles are un-

signed. This is much to the advantage of the book; for the editors

prove themselves competent, careful, sane in their views, and con-

cerned for the vital elements of the Biblical material they review; and

a certain desirable unity is given the volume by the circumstance that

so large a portion of it comes from only two hands. They have, how-

ever, called to their aid a number of helpers, some thirty-eight in

all, mostly Scotch writers of repute, including Drs. Fairweather,

Iverach, Mackintosh, Nicol, Orr, J. A. Paterson, James Robertson,

Stalker. Three American writers only are included in the list, all

three of transatlantic birth and only adopted citizens of our Western

world,—Professor Wenley of the University of Michigan, who has

Vvritten the two little preliminary essays on Philo and Josephus, Dr.

S. Angus, formerly of Hartford Seminary, who has written the articles

on the Pastoral Epistles, and Prof. Ernest E. Scott of Kingston, Can-

ada. Even with so brief and well-chosen a list of coadjutors sharp

contradictions of view find expression, as has already been intimated.

It is of course impossible to attempt here a detailed account of the

contents of such a volume. A few desultory remarks on a few articles

selected at random may be, however, permitted.

The story of the Deluge is told in fragments in the three articles

on “Ararat”, ‘“Elood” and “Noah”’, about one-fifth of the last of these

being occupied with an account of the Apocryphal “Book of Noah”.

The Flood is regarded as historical, and the Biblical narrative of it

is thought to be more primitive than those given in the Babylonian

tablets. There is some wavering as to the critical dissection of the

text of the Biblical narrative, but on the whole the tone of the discus-

sion is adverse to it. The article on “Noah” is illustrated by a cut

of a coin of “Apamew” in Phrygia representing the “Ark” in the form

of (as Johns would put it) a palanquin-chair—doubtless the Kt;8<DTOs

whence this Apamea got its designation to that effect. The article

on Creation is much like that on the Flood : the Biblical narrative

being held to represent a more primitive form of the account than the

Babylonian, and too much space being given to “curious lore”.

The article “Prophet, Prophecy”, covering four pages and a half,

librates between “critical” and “conservative” views, and gives the

impression of being quite as much interested in side issues as in the

main theme under treatment. There is inserted into this brief article.
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for example, a long account of a Samaritan Hymn to the Messiah

described by Merx to the Congress of Orientalists at Stockholm in 1889!

The modern critical views of the composition of the prophetical books

underlie the article and are communicated incidentally to the reader

in such sentences and clauses as these : “were we sure of the authen-

ticity of Jonah”; “Is. 35, the authenticity of which is not impugned”;

“the second Zechariah”
;
“the second Isaiah”. The prophet is repre-

sented as giving his message after a fashion which left it to him to

express it, so that the way was open to him not to express it; “here

the prophet might be at sea and end by coming to a wrong conclusion”

(p. 625b.) ; “as there was a human element in prophecy, it is possible

that at times the prophet has misinterpreted the message he had been

appointed to deliver” (p. 629b). The New Testament writers are

held to have been equally at fault in their interpretations of the

prophecies (p. 629b). Surely such a statement as the following is

inadequate : “The Divine purpose in regard to Israel was that in that

people should be preserved all that was good in the primitive religious

thought of mankind” (p. 626b.) ! The separate articles on the sev-

eral prophets follow fairly well the indications of this general article.

Professor Margoliouth seems, indeed, not to accept the critical dis-

location of Isaiah which is simply assumed in the general article; but

his whole tone is skeptical as he deals with the contents of the book,

and he permits himself to speak of Isaiah only as “the traditional author

of a collection of prophecies” and to record the events of his life only

“according to the book ascribed to him”. Jeremiah is praised for an

attitude toward the established form of worship of his day which he

can be made to occupy only by a serious overstraining of his words.

The critical dislocation of Zechariah is frankly accepted; and it is mag-

isterially declared that the Greeks could not possibly have been spoken

of as at ix.13 in the middle of the sixth century B. C. The sole

prophetic book of the New Testament—Revelation—is comparatively

soberly dealt with by Professor C. A. Scott, who even defends the

integrity of the book: but he ascribes it to a rather than to the John,

and, adopting the early date for it, ascribes to its author mistaken views

as to the Second Coming of Christ. In this connection, the article

“Eschatology” may be consulted : it ascribes the same mistaken views to

Paul and other apostles and eases its conscience by the remarkable

remark ; “It is not always easy to determine for how much of his

teaching an apostle would have claimed authority” (p. 174) !

The article on “Tongues, the Confusion of” (p. 854) supplies a

very fair example of the kind of article which we should not expect to

find in a believing Dictionary of the Bible. It gives a column to the neg-

ative criticism of the narrative, designed to break its credit; and then a

half a column to the proposition that the narrative is “suggestive of

some religious truths”—the particular “religious truth” in mind being

apparently that God does not approve of big cities. Demoniacal Pos-

session—to which no article is given—is frankly treated (p. 140) as

mental disease
;
nothing is said of our Lord’s acceptance of it as of su-
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pernatural origin, but a remark is dropped to the effect that the witness ?

of the demoniacs to Christ may possibly be “due to demonic posses- i'

sion.” The reality of Satan as a personal being is, however, defended : !

but too much stress is laid on extra-canonical material. The great

supernatural acts in our Lord’s life are frankly and convincingly de-

fended; though even in the defence of these a specially flagrant in-

stance of timidity in the assertion of the supernatural emerges. There
is an odd appeal to Parthenogenesis as showing that a Virgin-birth

is “not against the analogy of nature’’, so that our Lord’s birth is main-
'

tained to have been “miraculous, indeed, but even so, not violating the

analogy of nature’’ (p. 439). As if the whole point of the Virgin-birth

were not precisely that it was a birth outside of nature and therefore i

not according to the analogy of nature.

When we are told that James does “not exalt Jesus as do Paul,
j

Peter and John, in obvious statement”, doubtless not only had “James a
(

slave . . of the Lord Jesus Christ”, but “our Lord Jesus Christ, the
;

Glory”, temporarily slipped out of the mind of tlie writer. When 1

we are told (p. 907b) that “with the notable exception of the Sacra- f

ments, Christ has not left any rubric” of worship, we are constrained
^

to remember the Lord’s Prayer ; and when on the next page we are

told that at a given early date the apostolic letters were not yet f
called “Scripture” and the records of Jesus’ life were called “logia”, we i

should like to ask when that early date was. The term “logia” :

recalls Papias
;
but Papias does not belong to a time when the Apos

|

tolic letters had not yet been called “Scripture”. 1

We record two typographical errors which we have noted: p. 9a:
|

“difficulties is”; p. 879a: RV for Rv.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield. I*

Essays in Pentateuchal Criticism. By Harold M. Wiener, M.A., P

LL.B., of Lincoln’s Inn, Barrister-at-Law. Oberlin, Ohio, 1909. |
Pp. xiv, 239, with indices. t

These essays have been appearing from time to time in recent
|

numbers of the Bibliotheca Sacra, where they have aroused consid-
|

erable attention. Mr. Wiener has now for several years been con- '

tributing articles chiefly to the “Churchman” of London and to the

“Princeton Theological Review” and the “Bibliotheca Sacra” in this

country, on subjects connected with the higher criticism of the Pen-

tateuch. It is well that the studies thus scattered have been collected

in more permanent and commanding form, as in this volume and in

its predecessor entitled “Studies in Biblical Law.” In reviewing a

pamphlet by Mr. Wiener entitled “Notes on Hebrew Religion,” the i

present reviewer remarked (“Princeton Theological Review,” April,
'

1909) that “Mr. Wiener is the fortunate and yet ill-fated critic who
has found too easy a mark. The lawyer, with his demand for facts,

for evidence, for proof, is embarrassed by the wealth of his material

when he takes up a writer like Mr. Addis and dissects his loose asser-

tions.” The same remark is appropriate to this volume. The au-
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thor’s impatience with critics like Mr. Carpenter and Dr. Gray leads

him not infrequently to adopt a tone that seems needlessly polemic

and even harsh. Sometimes he is patronizing, sometimes he scolds.

Why should he, however, dissociate himself from those whom he

criticises by using of them the term “higher critics”? Mr. Wiener

should remember that he himself is just as much a “higher critic” as

any of those he criticises, except that he perhaps regards them as

“professionals” and himself as an “amateur”. It is a natural sus-

picion that, under these circumstances, he is using “higher critics” actu-

ally as a term of opprobrium, and in doing so is not only appealing

to a lower motive than the calm judgment of his readers, but is

also unconsciously maligning himself. Is it not possible for a writer

whose views dissociate him utterly from the conclusions of the dom-

inant school of higher critics, to indicate that dissociation in some

other way than by terming those “higher critics” from whom he

dissents, although he himself also is a “higher critic”?

Apart from this criticism of the tone of the book, we have on the

main question of its subject-matter only words of praise for this

acute and diligent student. The clarity with which he exhibits the

uncertain textual basis of the documentary hypothesis, particularly

in the matter of the divine names, deserves the highest praise, and

though not a new indictment against that hypothesis is probably for

the first time given an adequate and systematic treatment. Mr. Wie-

ner is particularly successful in his harmonization of the historical

narrative in Numbers with the historical notices in Deuteronomy.

As is well known, and recognized by everyone, there are discre-

pancies between the two books as they stand with respect to the order

of events between the third and the fortieth years of the wilderness-

period. By a few simple changes in the book of Numbers Mr.

Wiener succeeds in bringing its story not only into harmony with

Deuteronomy but also into conformity with a rational conception of

the situation. “If it be asked”, he writes (p. 138), “what changes

we effect in the Hebrew text in order to provide the solution, the

answer is that in one instance we have expelled a gloss and in another

we have altered a single word—in each case with the support of an

ancient version. Apart from this we have only effected transpo-

sitions that were necessitated not merely by internal evidence, but

also by the convergent testimony of Deuteronomy. Last, but not

least, we have postulated no improbable human act or omission, but

have merely suggested that ancient documents have been subjected

to the ordinary vicissitudes of MS. tradition.” He suggests the fol-

lowing arrangement of the material in question (p. 130) : “Numbers
xii.

; xx.i, 14-21; xxi.1-3; xiii.
;

xiv.
;

xvi.-xviii.
;

xx.2-13, 22a; xxi.

4b-9, then some missing verses, bringing the Israelites to the head

of the gulf of Akabah and narrating the turn northwards from

Elath and Ezion-geber, then xx.22b-2g; xxi.4a, and some lost words

telling of the arrival at the station before Oboth. We have omitted

XV. and xix. from this scheme, because there are no indicia of their
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position and they do not affect the course of the narrative. Numbers

XV.32 might refer to any one of several years. In Numbers xxxiii.

we have seen reason to suppose that verse 40 is a late gloss, and that

36b-3/a should come several verses earlier.” He also prefers, in

verse 38 of this itinerary-chapter, the reading of the Syriac “first”

instead of the Hebrew “fifth”, as the month when Aaron died. In

criticism of this scheme we would suggest that xx. 14-21 would better

be placed after xxi.1-3, xiii. and xiv., (possibly even after xvi.-xviii.)

We can express a general assent without agreeing to all the details

of Mr. Wiener’s remarks about the transmission of the numbers in

the book of Numbers. Anyone who has worked personally upon

ancient Semitic MSS. must be deeply impressed with the unreliabil-

ity of figures transmitted through centuries by unchecked scribal

tradition. In summing up his indictment of the received text of

Numbers the author classifies the sources of error thus (p. 169) ;

“Numbers that were originally correct underwent corruption in the

first instance through the ordinary decay of a MS. text, and partly

through the peculiarities of Hebrew writing. These causes were rein-

forced by a natural but unfortunately misleading theory of the copying

scribes and by well-meant but unhappy attempts to correct obvious

errors”.

What comes as near as anything in his book to a general statement

of the author’s attitude toward the date and authorship of the Penta-

teuch is worded as follows (p. 173) : “While it is undoubtedly the fact

that the Pentateuch contains post-Mosaic elements, the possible extent

of such elements will be recognized as very much more restricted than

is now supposed to be the case, while the wild theories at present current

as to documents, schools of writers, forgers of laws, revelation by

literary fraud, etc., will be recognized as merely absurd. On the other

hand, the duties of the textual critic will be seen to possess far more
importance than has been generally allowed. The effect of such con-

clusions on the views entertained of the history of Israel must of course

be prodigious. Genuine Mosaic legislation, genuine Mosaic prophecies,

genuine Mosaic narratives, will revolutionize current conceptions of

Old Testament history”.

Perhaps the greatest service that Mr. Wiener has rendered has

been, as a lawyer, to state in precise and legal terminology a serious

indictment against the Wellhausen school which has long been felt

and urged but never before so happily expressed. We refer to the

old charge that “non-observance does not signify non-existence” of a

law or law-code. This argunientum e silentio has been thus stated,

but a happier and more convincing representation of the same ar-

gument is given by our author when he points to the universal and
fundamental distinction between “substantive law” and “procedure”.

It is to Wellhausen’s ignorance, or ignoring, of this distinction that

he traces the application by all his school of the silence-argument to a

situation to which it is utterly inapplicable. After illustrating the na-

ture of this broad distinction, Wiener adds (p. 204) : “Similarly with
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sacrifice. A command that particular sacrifices shall be offered is sub-

stantive law. The method of offering and ancillary matters, such

as the dues to be paid to the priest, etc., fall within the province of

procedure. ... We have seen that JE and D require Israelites

to bring certain statutory individual offerings to the religious cap-

ital. The procedure to be followed in such cases is for the most

part contained in P.”

We are not so clear on the subject of Wiener’s attitude toward

altars and “lay sacrifices”. His distinction between “lay altars” and

“horned altars”, the former permissible anywhere (on Israelitish

soil) and any time, the latter permissible only at the one House of

God, recalls Van Hoonacker’s distinction in the same sense. The
two critics differ as to whether all slaughtering was sacrificial. Van
Hoonacker, with Wellhausen, affirming, Wiener denying. There is

much to be said in favor of this general view, which is gaining in

acceptance, and which explains many facts more simply than, for

example. Dr. Green was able to explain them, and yet without rais-

ing a thousand times greater difficulties than those explained, as the

Wellhausen hypothesis turns out to do. Yet there are difficulties

with Wiener’s explanation too. For instance, what about the altar

of Joshua xxii. ? All that Wiener says about it (p. 198), is that it

was because this was a “horned altar” that it awoke the resentment

of the cis-Jordanic tribes. Yet a reading of that chapter seems to

place the emphasis, not on what sort of an altar it was, but on the

fact that any altar at all was erected for sacrificial purposes other

than that at Shiloh. The incensed tribes are pacified when they

learn that the altar is not intended for sacrifice.

But enough. This book is always stimulating and suggestive, and

where one cannot agree with the author’s proposals, he can always

agree in his criticisms. His best work is his negative, destructive

work. Yet there are permanent elements in his positive suggestions.

Princeton. J. Oscar Boyd.

The Acts of the Apostles. New Testament Studies. HI. By Adolph
Harnack, Professor of Church History in the University of Ber-

lin. Translated by the Rev. J. R. Wilkinson, M.A., Late Scholar

of Worcester College, Oxford; and Rector of Winford. New
York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons; London: Williams and Norgate.

1909. Pp. xliii, 303.

Harnack’s series of New Testament Studies, the third of which

(Apostelgeschichte, 1908) now appears in an excellent English trans-

lation, has made an epoch in the criticism of the Lucan writings,

especially of the Acts. The linguistic argument for Lucan authorship,

so powerfully developed in Luke the Physician, is supplemented in the

present volume by an examination of the chronological, geographical

and historical data of the Acts and a discussion of its sources. While
Harnack never loses sight of the question of integrity and authorship,

and clinches his argument by showing in how many particulars the
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“we sections” are homogeneous with the rest of the book, his main

purpose is to estimate the historical value of the Acts, and his mono-

graph is, in the main, a strong plea for the reliability of Luke as a

historian. “Direct touch with the recorded facts—this alone explains

such a history as lies before us in the ‘Acts of the Apostles’” (p. xv).

Testimony is repeatedly given to the care and consistency of Luke’s

record, but qualification is made in regard to the supernatural element

which it contains. Harnack’s view of miracles here finds expression;

he believes that in the story of the Ascension, Luke has given us “a

tertiary legend, indeed a myth” (p. iSQ), and that he has confused two

accounts of the same event, and so has placed the story of Pentecost,

chapter ii, before the “actual, historical Pentecost”, which followed the

cure of the impotent man, chapter iv. Luke indeed shows sobriety and

restraint in his treatment of the miraculous, but he writes as a “Christ-

ian Scientist”, who believes that he himself works miracles. It will be

seen that Harnack, as between opposing schools, occupies a position of

entire independence, but for this reason his testimony to Luke’s accur-

acy, in cases where his statements can be historically controlled, is the

more significant.

No reader of Harnack’s book can fail to be enriched by it in his

knowledge and understanding of the Acts. The theme of Acts is

given as “the power of the Spirit of Jesus in the Apostles manifested

in history”, calling into being the Primitive Community and the mission

to the Gentiles, conducting the Gospel from Jerusalem to Rome, and

setting the receptive Gentile world in place of the unbelieving Jewish

nation. Unstinted praise is given to Luke’s literary skill. The history

in his hands becomes a drama, with the Jews as “villain” of the plot;

the theme is introduced in chapter ii with “a grand flourish of trum-

pets”, and the list of nations sounds “like a triumphant conqueror’s

list of nations conquered in a great campaign”; while the long account

of the voyage and shipwreck, which has puzzled the commentators,

tends “to intensify the suspense of the reader as he wonders whether

after all the Gospel will be proclaimed in the metropolis of the world”.

Harnack gives his support to the North Galation theory of Paul’s itin-

erary
; he argues, reversing his former opinion, that the Apostolic Decree

is concerned only with moral precepts, idolatry, murder and fornica-

tion
;
and he shows in an excursus that a strong argument can be made

for an earlier dating of Acts than he had formerly advocated. Left

upon the reader’s hands is the problem how Luke could show himself

at so many points a careful and reliable historian, and yet should be

so credulous and confused when the supernatural element is introduced.

But this brings up a question which is too large for adequate treat-

ment here.

Lincoln University, Pa. Wm. Hallock Johnson.

COMMENTAR USER DEN BrIEF PaULI AN DI RoMER. Von Dr. G. StoCK-
HARDT, Professor am Concordia-Seminar zu St. Louis. St. Louis,

Mo. Concordia Publishing House. 1907. Pp. V, 649.
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The preface to this commentary on the Epistle to the Romans be-

gins with a protest against the purely historical interest with which

many modern exegetes have approached the Biblical books. In op-

position to this modern tendency, Dr. Stockhardt declares his chief

purpose to be that of bringing home the “eternal, divine thoughts”

of the Epistle to modern readers. The protest is a just and timely

one; the grammatico-historical method of exegesis is sometimes

falsely regarded as involving aloofness of the interpreter from his

subject-matter or an emphasis upon the mere environment of the

book to be interpreted at the expense of its inner teaching.

In many respects. Dr. Stockhardt’s book is well suited to its

purpose. The interpretation is admirably clear, and avoids the pitfalls

of misplaced ingenuity. Furthermore, it is none the less instructive

because it is suffused with a deep reverence for the divine revelation.

Two criticisms, however, must certainly be made. In the first place,

although Dr. Stockhardt is well read in the older commentaries, he

has neglected some of the recent discussions. For example, he him-

self confesses that the commentary of Sanday and Headlam came to his

notice too late to be used, and that the work of Lipsius in the Hand-
commentar was inaccessible to him. In the second place. Dr. Stock-

hardt’s rebellion against the modern purely historical interest in exe-

gesis has carried him too far in the opposite direction. In so ex-

tensive a work, the reader may justly be disappointed, for example, at

finding that the curious omissions of iv (Rom. i. 7) from certain

early witnesses to the text (see Zahn, Einleitung I, pp. 277!!., with

the literature cited) has not been mentioned, and that the difficult

problem of the sixteenth chapter has been dismissed with a few words.

Dr. Stockhard’s book, therefore, cannot be regarded as compre-

hensive. It does not provide information with regard to all sides of

the great subject with which it deals. It is defective in some of the

minutiae of textual and historical criticism, and perhaps contributes

little on the purely linguistic side. But Dr. Stockhardt’s clear and
sympathetic presentation of the great ideas of the Epistle is of value.

Princeton. J. Gresham Machen.

The Ethic of Jesus, According to the Synoptic Gospels. By the Rev.

James Stalker, M.A., D.D. 8 vo; pp. x, 413. New York. A. C.

Armstrong and Son, 3 and 5 West Eighteenth Street. 1909.

“This book has been intentionally so written as to be capable of

being read as a whole by itself; yet it is connected with The Christ-

ology of Jesus, already published, and The Mind of Jesus as Reported

by St. John, still to be published; and the author has to refer the curious

reader to the first of these for the explanation of two things—the view
taken of the criticism of the Gospels and the reason for deriving the

materials of this volume, as of the preceding one, from the synoptists

only”.

“The peculiarity of this attempt to set forth the ethic of our Lord”

—

and its chief excellence—is“that it always draws directly on the words
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of Jesus themselves”, and on the page facing the first page of each

chapter gives references to all the texts bearing on the topic discussed.

It is, therefore, not a systematic treatise on Christian morals, but an

exposition of the ethical teaching of Jesus himself as this has been set

dovrn in the Synoptists. This exposition, however, is logical rather than

chronological. It is, moreover, quite original in that the principle of

division which it applies to the words of our Lord is the old and

familiar one of Aristotle
;

viz., the Supreme Good, Virtue and Duty,

and it does not appear that this has been applied before to the ethical

teaching of our Saviour.

This discussion has high merit, too, as “mere literature”. It would

be difficult to exaggerate the charm arising from its absence of any-

thing like straining after effect, its purity of diction, its simplicity of

style, its clearness of statement. Indeed, one could not easily put his

finger on a finer specimen of English prose.

Nor is it less meritorious as an exposition. If Dr. Stalker’s interpre-

tations are seldom subtle, they are never far-fetched; and they are

almost always natural, sympathetic, suggestive, self-evident and self-

justifying. One sees at once what he means, and he can not help feeling

that the expositor means what Christ meant.

The chief reason for this, doubtless, is that he proceeds throughout

and consistently from the standpoint of our Lord himself. Thus he

finds a “deep significance in the fact that the most comprehensive name

for the teaching of Jesus is the Gospel, as well as in the other fact that

the Gospel is the Gospel of the Kingdom”. ‘The Gospel, moreover, he

regards as the superior idea beneath which the other is subsumed ;
and

he does not consider it a matter of indifference which is taken first’.

Hence, he separates sharply from the many who would interpret the

Kingdom in a temporary and local and materialistic sense, finding in it

nothing but an embodiment of the narow messianic conceptions of its

age and deducing from it a morality as local and temporary and

materialistic. On the contrary, he would regard Christ as foreseeing

and foretelling the slow and gradual “and spiritual development of his

cause such as history has actually exhibited, and as certainly expecting

to be put by his death into a new and worldwide relationship to men.

In a word, he would conceive of the Gospel as universal and eternal

and spiritual, and he would interpret the Kingdom in the light of the

Gospel. We are «ot surprised, therefore, to find him again and again

bringing out the teaching of Jesus on moral questions, and particularly

on ethical issues of the greatest interest and importance to-day, in a

way that is truly admirable. Thus, to refer to but two or three, what

could be more pertinent to the doctrine of the many who, in their

eagerness to find in Jesus a justification for the social ideas by which

they are themselves possessed, “represent his originality as consisting

in the deliverance of mankind from an individual and selfish view of

religion through the introduction of a religion of brotherhood and

common endeavor”,—what could be more pertinent or finer than the

following? “The originality of Christ consisted not in emphasizing this,
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but in seizing on the emergent notion of the dignity and value of the

individual soul and elevating it to the forefront
;
so that preachers are

not going back to Christ, but going back beyond him, to a pre-Christ-

ian stage of religion, if, instead of magnifying the individual and

straining every nerve for his salvation, they wander av/ay to the social

or ecclesiastical organism, making this their principal care and the

leading element of their testimony”.

Equally admirable is the exposition of our Lord’s attitude toward

wealth and the closely related question of poverty. It is characteristic-

ally profound and spiritual. Thus Dr. Stalker is fully alive to the

urgency and the difficulty of the problem of poverty. The facts with

which it has to deal are to him “appalling and even maddening”. The

call that he hears for the betterment of social conditions is “loud and

urgent”. It does not, however, as in the case of many, deafen him to

all other calls or blind him to all other evils. It does not keep him from

appreciating that there is danger of such a one sided and super-

ficial treatment of poverty as will bring in other evils at least as numer-

ous and serious. What, indeed, could be better than the following?

“But if Jesus said, ‘Woe to you that are rich’, this proves that the mere

improvement of outward conditions would not necessarily be a solution

of the problem ;
for the most fortunate had no more attained the true

end of life than the most unfortunate : on the contrary, their failure to

do so was even more palpable. Efforts to transfer money from one set of

hands to another may be inspired by the same passions as have blinded

the present holders to their own highest good, and may be accompanied

with injustice as extreme as has ever been manifested by the rich and

powerful”.

Not less commendable is the emphasis which the expositor puts on

the duty of evangelizing the world. “This obligation”, he says, “lay

nearer the heart of Jesus than most of those features which have been

put forward as the leading characteristics of his teaching. And, even

from the point of view of benevolence, its virtue goes deeper than any

other service that can be rendered by man to man”.

Finally, and as, perhaps, what is best in this great book, is its clear and

constant recognition of the graciousness of the morality of Jesus.

This it is, more than anything else, that makes it original. “Jesus”, we
are told—and these are the closing words of the volume—“lifts up a far

higher standard than any other ethical teacher; but little would he

deserve the name of Saviour if this were all he did. To demand that

vastly more should be produced out of human nature than had been
expected from it can be wise and beneficent only if first there is vastly

more put into it. And it is because the Saviour does this—because he is

the giver of the ethical life which he demands—that we adore him by a

name which is above every name”. And so we might go on, but
probably enough has been said at least to indicate the rare excellence

of Dr. Stalker’s exposition and to justify the claim already made for it

by one of its many reviewers; viz., that it constitutes one of the three

great theological works of the year.
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Yet, like every human production, it has its defects. The present

critic regrets that on the subject of our Lord’s inerrancy outside of the

sphere of religion and morals, it takes no higher ground than that of

Tholuck, whose little book The Old Testament in the New it quotes

approvingly on this subject. He regrets, too, that on the question,

“whether, according to the teaching of the New Testament, the title

‘sons of God’ belongs only to the saints or to all men”, it is not so

clear and positive as it might be
;
but while recognizing that there is a

special sense in which we become sons of God only through and because

of the adoption of grace, yet is more concerned to show that, in a true

sense, ‘all men are children of God, however far they may be from

living up to their dignity’.

An appendix is added containing a paper by the author’s Pastor, the

Rev. Fred. J. Rae, i.i.A., on The Church and the Social Teaching of

Jesus. This is given, “not because Dr. Stalker entirely agrees with it;

but because the question is urgent, being in the thoughts of earnest

people at present all the world over; and it is right that the views of

fresh and sympathetic minds, trying to understand the message of the

Master for our modern conditions, should find expression”. The paper

itself is well written, and is both interesting and worthy of consider-

ation ; but it lacks the balance and the spiritual discernment of the

discussion which it supplements

An admirable index concludes the volume.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.
Scottish Heroines of the Faith. Being brief Sketches of Noble

Women of the Reformation and Covenant Times. By Rev. D.

Beaton Wick, Author of Ecclesiastical History of Caithness. D.

Catt, 74 The Strand, London. N. Adshead & Son, ii and 92 Union

Street, Glasgow. 1909. Pp. 104.

Although in this little volume Mr. Beaton makes not “the slightest

pretence to original historical research”, he has nevertheless earned the

gratitude of the many, who know how to value the services and example

of those noble women “who, with all the tenderness of their nature and

the full consciousness of the place ordained to them of Heaven, yet

when the call of duty came shrank not from the suffering their action

involved, nor from the publicity which their devotion to the call of duty

demanded”. The lives of some nineteen of them are briefly and simply

outlined by the author in a manner that immediately enlists our sym-

pathy. Some were called on to suffer death, others saw their loved

ones shot before their eyes, others again showed their heroism in less

horrible but none the less trying circumstances; some were humbly
born, many belonged to the better classes, some eight were of the

nobility. But whether rich or poor, high or low is of little importance.

They all exhibited the same steadfastness in the truth, the same deter-
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mined opposition to tyranny, and the same fearlessness in the presence

of man. We rise from a perusal of their stories with renewed thanks

for the rugged, kindly Scottish character, and for the thorough training

it early received in the principles of the Reformation, and for the im-

measurable good that has resulted from the union of these two.

Princeton. Kzrr D. Macmillan.

The Mission and Expansion of Christianity in the First Three

Centuries. By Adolph Harnack, Professor of Church History in

the University of Berlin, and member of the Royal Prussian

Academy. Translated and Edited by James Moffatt, B.D., D.D.

(St. Andrews). Second, Enlarged and Revised Edition. New
York: G. P. Putman’s Sons. London: Williams and Norgate. 1908.

Vol. I, XV+514; Vol. II, vii-f-358.

The first English edition of this valuable work has been already noted

in the pages of this Review (Vol. IV, p. 546), and it is therefore

necessary to note only in what respects the second differs from it.

Prof. Harnack informs us that the second German edition is about ten

sheets larger than the first. In the English form, however, the actual

number of pages has been reduced by the use of smaller type than in

the first edition. The first edition contained no maps. The second is

enriched by eleven drawn by Prof Harnack, one illustrating the spread

of Christianity down to 180 A.D. ; the second, a general map, showing

its spread about 325 A.D. ; the others exhibiting more in detail the

conditions of the provinces. These all facilitate considerably the use of

the work.

With regard to the text itself, the excursus on the “Alleged Council

of Antioch” which appeared in the first edition, has been omitted as

superfluous “though not as erroneous”. Minor changes and addi-

tions are to be found throughout the whole work without, however,

materially altering the sense, unless we regard a more definite method
of statement as material. Besides the statement of the first edition “In

my judgment the real facts of the case lead us to conclude that Jesus

never issued such a command” (i.e. to prosecute the universal mission),

we have in the second “he cannot have given any command”. A new
chapter is introduced on the “Results of the Mission of Paul and of

the First Missionaries” (Vol. I, 73-83) in which the apostle is repre-

sented as impelled by his certainty of the world's near end to a hasty

missionary tour of the whole empire, from the immediate completion of

which he was deterred by his desire to confirm his newly made converts,

to be near the mother churches and to preach in places where he had
expected others to follow him. In the end, however, he fulfilled his

obligations to the world and by his personality, epistles and churches
firmly rooted Christianity on Hellenic ground. His work remained, and
overtopped or superceded that of other early missionaries such as
Barnabas, Silas, Apollos and even that of the misty figure, John the
Presbyter.

Two excursus on “The Catholic Confederation and the Missions”
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and “The Primacy of Rome in Relation to the Mission” call attention

to the unity of the church which preceded the completion of the organi-

zation under Councils and Metropolitans and deny that the Roman
churches had any preeminence among the churches as a mission force.

A few pages in Vol. II are devoted to Church buildings and the lack

of them in the early centuries; and two appendices to Vol. II, 307-316

are devoted to heresies, sects and differences within provincial churches.

As might be expected, much of the new material is to be found in foot-

notes, and particularly in Book IV which deals with the facts of the

expansion before 325 A.D. Professor Harnack has been unable to find

many new locations, but additional reading has led him to more refer-

ences to those already noted and these are now put at the disposal of

the reader.

Prin<^eton, N. J. K. D. Macmillan.

The Reformation and the Ritualist Historians. By R. A. Cumine,

M.A. Little Dunmow. 1908. Pp. 158.

This little work may be of interest to American readers in showing

how certain developments in the Church of England are regarded by

some of its conservative members. The author is thoroughly indig-

nant with these who regard the Church of England as in any way a

continuation of the Roman Church, with the view that the reformation

in England was any different in kind from that on the continent, and

with any and all attempts to introduce into the service of the Church

rites and ceremonies that savor of Romanism. He performs an excel-

lent and perhaps necessary service in calling attention to the fact that

the Church of England “has expressly asserted the fallibility even of

General Councils” and affirmed “the authority of the Creeds, not on the

ground that they have been approved by Councils, but because they may
be proved by the Holy Scriptures”. It is well too that he reminds his

readers again that the Reformation in England was not independent of

the religious movements on the continent and was not merely political.

We are continually meeting with statements that the events of the latter

half of the sixteenth century were less than revolutionary of the

religious ideas of the time, or concerned only a change in ecclesiastical

polity. The thirty-nine articles of Religion are alone sufficient to refute

any such affirmations.

At the same time we cannot follow Mr. Cumine in all his denuncia-

tions of the Church of Rome and those whom he designates “Ritualist

Historians”. Speaking of the latter he says, “the object which these

writers have always in view is to pervert the sympathies of the reader,

to draw away his affections from our brethren in Christ, and to in-

volve him in a treacherous and detestable friendship with the deadly

enemies of the religion and the liberties of England (p. 78). To him
the papacy is “the kingdom of the devil”, and he can find no good in

it. We may smile with him at those who speak of Alexander VI as

“lacking in religious enthusiasm” : but we can hardly agree when he says,

that the popes were guilty of deliberate fraud from very early times;
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that forgeries were systematically and consciously used to establish their

claims
;
that they “pandered to vice in order to attain their ends”

;
and

that “the Papacy represented for centuries the supremacy of murder”.

The origin and purpose of the mediaeval forgeries are not sufficiently

determined for us to pronounce judgment so dogmatically; nor can the

papacy with its brilliant lights and heavy shadows be characterized in a

few sentences, and these entirely denunciatory. It is one thing to say

that the Mediaeval Church and the “Ritualistic Historians” are wrong,

it is quite another to affirm that they were and are conscious of this fact.

We fear that Mr. Cumine’s zeal for the purity of the Church of England,

and perhaps his reading of the controversial literature of the early

reformers, has given a tone to his work which is unusual to-day.

Princeton. Kerr D. Macmillan.

The Church of the Apostles, Being an Outline of the History of

THE Church of the Apostolic Age (Vol. I of The Church Uni-

versal). By Londsdale Ragg, B.D. Oxon. Prebendary of Buckden

in Lincoln Cathedral, English Chaplain at Venice, Sometime Warden
of the Bishops Hostel, Lincoln. New York. The Macmillan Com-
pany. 1909. Pp. xii-l-336. Price $1.40 net.

This is the first—though not the first published—volume of a series,

the aim of which, according to the general preface, is to tell “the story

of the Church as a divine institution with a continuous life”, and,

according to the editor-in-chief writing elsewhere (see this Review, Vol.

viii, p. 156), episcopacy is of the esse of the Church. In other words

these volumes are written avowedly from the Episcopalian standpoint

—

or, as they emanate from England let us rather say from the Anglican

and we may add the High Anglican standpoint.

Mr. Ragg has avoided all controversy. Incidental references and

foot-notes show that he is at least aware of some of the problems of

New Testament criticism, but the reader receives little intimation of

difficulties. The Acts of the Apostles “has been restored—it would seem
permanently— to its authoritative position” “with the rehabitation of

St. Luke” (p. i)
;
the South Galatian theory “may now be said to hold

the field” (p. 123 f.)
;
with regard to the synoptic problem “it is now

generally admitted that St. Mark is the earliest and retains to-day

practically the form in which it left the hands of the writer, companion
first of St. Paul and St. Barnabas, and later of St. Peter”. St. Luke is

“doubtless, the author both of the Third Gospel and of the Acts; and
St. Matthew (if he is responsible for the First Gospel in its present

Greek form) used, no doubt, an earlier Hebrew work of his own on
the Lord’s ‘saying’ or ‘oracles’ which is mentioned by Papias” (pp.

283 f.). “The Fourth Gospel, which criticism is now much more ready

to attribute to the Apostle John is, doubtless, the product of his old age”

(p. 284), though a foot-note gives us Harnack’s view and Mr.
Ragg informs us elsewhere that even though Papias’ “John the Elder”

be the author, its provenance and date would be the same and it would
be by a personal disciple of the Lord (p. 7). To a man that believes

32
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that “the questions of canonicity and inspiration are quite distinct from

that of authorship” (p. 13 note), that the “highest possible claim may be

made for the decrees” of the Councils of the undivided Church (p. 79),

that the “technically ‘scriptural’ character [of the Gospels] is first

affirmed about 170 A.D.” (p. 281), and that the Apostles transmitted

their authority and functions to successors, questions in Biblical criti-

cism may well appear of lesser moment than to those who stand more

firmly by the principles of the Reformation.

One of the main purposes of such a volume as we have before us

must be to discover to what extent the later customs and institutions of

the Church are of Apostolic origin. From the standpoint of High

Anglicanism Mr. Ragg has done his work well. Partly by Scripture,

partly by the judicious use of tradition, partly by means of what seem

to him natural deductions, a surprising amount of what Protestants

usually regard as later accretions or unessential to the Gospel, is discov-

ered in the Apostolic Church and declared to have been a necessary

part of Christianity. Our Lord, we are informed, in using the care-

fully chosen word “Church” on one memorable occasion intimated that

his followers should be organized in a manner similar to the Church of

the Old Testament (p. 21) ; to the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews
the Christian minister is a priest (p. 23) ; both he and the Apostle Paul

look on the Breaking of Bread as a sacrificial act (pp. 23, 267). The
three orders of the Christian ministry are to be seen in the Apostles,

presbyter-bishops and deacons. The diocesan episcopate is to be seen

in the case of James the Lord’s brother and elsewhere. “Less than an

apostle elsewhere, in Jerusalem St. James takes precedence of the very

chief of the Twelve”, Mr. Ragg quotes with approval (p. 78). But it

is interesting that he has nothing to say of any “chief of the Twelve”;

nor although it lay directly in his path, does he go farther into Peter’s

Confession and our Lord’s answer than to call attention to the import-

ance of the word “Church”. Three “definite ordinances” are adum-
brated in the Gospels, Baptism, the Breaking of the Bread and the

“Ministry of Reconciliation, the Spirit’s gift of authority to absolve”

(p. 258) ; the Acts and Epistles give us the laying on of Apostolic

hands in a rite supplementary to baptism (Confirmation), and the

“devolution of those ministerial powers bestowed on the Apostolic

hand by the risen Master” (Apostolic succession)
; moreover, their

“reverent hopefulness about the faithful departed and their sublime

teaching on the subject of Christian wedlock make it clear that neither

sepulture nor matrimony would lack the germ of those beautiful

rites which later years developed”. Unction “though differing alike in

form and intention from the Extreme Unction of the Roman Church
has all the apearance of a definite and formal rite” (p. 258 f.). Baptism

is as “cardinal as faith itself”. “The font is ‘a laver of regeneration

and a renewing of the Holy Ghost’ ” which is Mr. Ragg’s exegesis of

Titus 3:5 (p. 261). That is to say Mr. Ragg believes in baptismal

regeneration. He says nothing of the fate of unbaptized infants. Con-
firmation (the word is strangely missing from the index) is first seen
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in the mission of St. Peter and St. John to Samaria, “for the express

purpose of completing the sacramental work of St. Philip” (p. 62).

And here, too, we have an intimation of the diverse functions of the

several orders of the ministry. The diocesan episcopate with apostolic

succession was developed gradually during the first century under the

guidance of the Apostles. The expectation of the second Advent of our

Lord retarded it somewhat, but in time the Church accustomed itself to

the idea that this event might not be as close to them as was at first

expected, and organized for a longer warfare. We see the beginnings

in the New Testament; an apostolic council of 70 or 71 A.D. mentioned

by Hegesippus (in Eusebius) probably marks a definite point in the

development of the three-fold ministry that was in full career before

the death of St. John (p. 92). This same council “may have made

some pronouncement upon the nature and meaning of the Holy

Eucharist delivered a message of comfort to the Hebrew Christ-

ians now deprived forever of their temple sacrifices” (p. 93). At all

events to Paul the Eucharist involved a sacrificial act and “ we may
be justified in picturing the aged St. John when he celebrated, or, in

later phrase, ‘pontificated’, clad (if we may take the tradition literally)

in a sacerdotal breastplate, as ministering fasting to a fasting congre-

gation in the early morning of the Lord’s day” (p. 267!?.).

In dependence upon Ramsay and Harnack, Mr. Ragg gives a very

readable account of the spread of Christianity from Jerusalem and

Antioch, briefly also sketching the preparations for the gospel, the

obstacles also, and the enmity incurred at the hands of the Roman
authorities. In these matters he has nothing new to present, nor, even

making allowance for the limitations of his space, should the influence

of Philosophy have been neglected, nor the hatred of Christians by the

common people on account of differences in habits and manner of life.

It does not account for the persecutions to show that Christions could

be convicted of treason for not sacrificing to the Emperor. The chapters

on the literature of the Apostolic age and on heretics are very meagre.

The reader gets no conception of either Christian teaching or of its

aberrations.

On the whole, the volume is well written, and, barring some perhaps

necessary repetitions, well arranged. An index of scriptural passages as

well as a general index is appended.

Princeton, N. J. Kerr D. Macmillan.

De Nederduitsche Vluchtelingenkerken der XVP Eemo in Enge-
land en Duitschland in hunne Beteekenis voor de Reformatie
in de Nederlanden door Dr. A. A. Van Schelven. etc. s’Graven-

hage Martinus Nijhoff, 1909.

The author of this book, a recent graduate from the Free University

at Amsterdam, has presented to theologians in an exhaustive manner
a history of the Emigrant Reformed Churches, gathered in England
and Germany during the times of the fierce persecution, to which
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the churches at home were exposed before and during the first decades

of the 8o years’ war.

That he had prepared himself well for the task he had undertaken,

appears from the long lists of books and documents, which he has

used. The bibliography fills 9, and the sources, from which he has

drawn his direct information, 112 pages.

The result of his painstaking diligence and his scientific mode of

treatment is a learned book of no mean importance for the Church

historian and for all, who take interest in the development of the

reformation in the Netherlands. Every step in the development of his

subject is accurately weighed. The author proceeds slowly and delib-

erately. Perhaps he is just a little too pedantic about it. In the

execution of his work he uses fine tools, but we see him at work too

often. He does not only show us the process which leads him to his

conclusions, which in a scientific book is necessary, but he seems a

little too anxious, that we should see at every turn, why he takes this

or that step. He has learned to study, but he need not tell us, wherever

he has an opportunity, to make us aware of the fact. A painter certain-

ly has always before him the lines of beauty, but he does not draw

them on the canvass, when he paints.

The author deserves the thanks of all who are interested in the

history of the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands. Not much has

been done to bring to light, in the form of a monograph, the signifi-

cance of the Churches, which the refugees planted and maintained for

many years in foreign countries. The author’s book is not of a specu-

lative character. In the introduction the author gives an account of

his method, which is “historic and genetic and not systematic.” He
has been wise in the choice of his method. The title of his book is an

epitome of his subject. The harmony is perfect. He excludes—in

harmony with the title of his book—the history of the Walloon

Churches. We see the rationality of it, although we could wish that

he might have seen his way clear to include them in his researches.

Calvinism was a natural growth in these Churches, while the Holland-

ers received Calvin’s influence indirectly through them and the men,

who went to Geneva to sit at the feet of the great teacher.

The book consists of eight chapters. In the first the author gives us

a general view of the emigration. In the second he describes the

first period in East-Friesland AD. 1544-1549. The third treats of the

first period in England A.D. 1549-1558. In the fourth the second per-

iod in East-Friesland A.D. 1554-1576. In the fifth the second period

in England A.D. 1559-1576. In the following chapters we are intro-

duced to the Churches in Frankfort-on-the-Main, the Palatinate and
the Churches on the Lower Rhine. In the last chapter the author

sums up the results, which according to him consist in the develop-

ment of Ecclesiastical life as manifested in the growth of the Pres-

byterian form of Church government, the acknowledgment of the

spiritual character of the Church in relation to the magistrates, the

grasping of the ideal of Apostolic Church government, the devel-
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opment of the Reformed view in opposition to Lutherans and Ana-

baptists, the choice of the Swiss Reformation. A Lasco, Bullinger

and Calvin appear to have exercised the greatest influence upon the

emigrants and through them upon the Churches at home. These

results are well attested by the facts.

The only regret the reviewer feels in reading this interesting book

is that we learn to know so little about the inner life of these

Churches. We become acquainted with many things, but they are

almost exclusively of an ecclesiastical nature. Questions of Church

polity seem to have been the main questions. We also notice that

the old Teuton lack of discipline and self control comes out pain-

fully in the history of these Churches, especially in those which were

found in England. But of course, the sources, which were at the

disposal of Dr. Van Schelven, did not give him an insight into the

sanctuary of Christian life of these Churches. What he did not have

he could not give.

We recommend this book to all who take delight in painstaking

research in historical matters. The author has given us the best he

could communicate to us.

Holland, Mich. Nicholas M. Steffens.

Theologisher Jahresbeeicht. Herausgegeben von Prof. Dr. G.

Kruger und Prof. Dr. M. Schian in Giessen. Achtundzwan-

zigster Band, enthaltend die Literatur und Totenschau des

Jahres 1908. Erster Theil. Des ganzen Bandes IV. Abteilung.

Kirchengeschichte, bearbeitet von Preuschen und Kruger,

Vogt und Hermelinck, Kohler, Zscharnoack, Werner, Schian.

Leipzig: M. Heinsius Nachfolger, 1909. New York: G. F.

Stechert. 8vo. pp. x, 675 (pp. 277-951 of the whole work). Price:

28 marks.

These six-hundred and seventy-five ample pages bear striking wit-

ness to the diligence with which every department and every period'

of Church History is being investigated in these opening years of

the twentieth century. In the report of each year’s literature, the

works in this section of theology largely exceed in number those in

all the other sections combined. As will be seen from the title,

changes have been made in the personel of those who review this

immense mass of literature for us. But there is no diminution in

the care and skill with which it is reviewed. We turn over page after

page with ever growing admiration both for the extensiveness of the

catalogue of works which are briefly characterized and for the crisp

clearness of the characterizations that are given of them. Every stu-

dent of Church History owes the self-denying scholars who are

engaged in this work a lasting debt of gratitude.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.
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SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY.
The Gospel of Reconciliation, or At-one-ment. By the Rev. W. L.

Walker, Author of “The Spirit and the Incarnation”, “The Cross

and the Kingdom”, “Christian Theism and a Spiritual Monism”,

etc., etc. Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1909: New York Im-

ported by Charles Scribner’s Sons. 8 vo. pp. vii, 245. Price, $2.00

net.

This is at least the seventh book published by Mr. Walker since

the appearance in 1899 of his The Spirit and the Incarnation. It is

written, as would be anticipated, with great fluency and with some

looseness both of thought and expression, but also with considerable

attractiveness. Its special object among its companion volumes is to

set forth Mr. Walker’s theory of the Atonement. Mr. Walker does not

think, to be sure, that a theory of the Atonement is of the first im-

portance : “in preaching the Gospel a detailed theory of the Cross

is not necessary” (p. 225). But its importance is great enough to

require him to strive to eradicate from men’s minds false views of

its nature and efficacy and to substitute the truer view which he

knows. The particular false theory which he is zealous to eradicate

is that of an expiatory sacrifice, which represents our Lord’s suffer-

ings as a “penal infliction” on account of our sins, borne by Him as

our substitute. Therefore he wishes us to talk of “at-one-ment”,

instead of “atonement” with reference to it. The particular theory

with which he would replace this false theory is just—the “moral in-

fluence” theory. He tells us, no doubt, that he has not written his

book “to support a one-sided ‘moral theory’ of the Cross” (p. vi).

But here the words “one-sided” receive the emphasis and he therefore

at once adds : “although any true theory must be a moral one.” The
particular modification, his introduction of which he feels justifies

his describing his particular variety of the “moral influence” theory as

not “one-sided,” consists in his representation of the Cross as the

manifestation not only of the love of God but of the righteous-

ness of God as well. “It was necessary that such a manifesta-

tion of the evil of sin and of the love of God should be made
as should move sinners to repentance^ give them confidence in the

Divine Forgiveness, and kindle an answering love of God in their

hearts” (p. 84). “The Cross did not really add anything to what

Jesus had taught and borne witness to in His life. All along He
had declared both the Righteousness and the Love of God . . . .

The Cross was the final witness to both of these Divine principles.

All Christ’s teachings and all His life were here gathered up into

one great word. Christ dying for our sins and to sin was the cul-

minating expression of both the Righteousness and the Love of God”
(p. 160). The stress thus laid on the manifestation of the Right-

eousnes of God in the Cross is usually symptomatic of that form of

thought which is known as the Rectoral or Governmental theory.

But not in Mr. Walker’s case. If he is emphatic and iterant that the
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Cross was not “to induce”, he is equally emphatic and iterant that it was

not “to enable”, God to forgive sin (p. 36). If he is willing to declare

it “an error to which Scripture gives no support, to suppose that the

Divine Forgiveness is grounded on the Cross” (p. 228), he is equally

willing to declare that the Cross “did not enable God to forgive men

—

which in His heart He had already done” (p. 184). Christ in his

view died not that God might forgive sin nor yet that He might

safely forgive sin; but purely that men might know that God has

already forgiven sin, that He has forgiven all sin, and that there is

nothing in the way to prevent men’s return to God, much less God’s

reception of them.

This is Mr. Walker’s “gospel of reconciliation”. It is a gospel

of free, absolutely free forgiveness, or as Mr. Walker himself is

eager to speak of it, of unconditioned and unconditional forgiveness.

It is here that an evangelical note sounds in his teaching. It is good

to listen to him inveigh against those who lay down conditions

“which men must comply with if they are to be forgiven and saved”,

to hear him explain that “if our forgiveness and acceptance be made

dependent on anything whatever in ourselves—repentance, or faith

or anything else,—the very purpose of the Gospel is defeated ; self is

still the ground of our confidence”
;
that “believing is not the condition

of forgiveness, but is simply the means of apprehending it”; and that

although reformation “is, of course, implied, it is not because of our

repentance that we are forgiven” (pp. 181, 187). It is good to hear

him exclaim : “It is ‘Grace, free Grace’ that saves the soul. ‘All is

of God’, says Paul, ‘lest any man should boast’. . . . ‘He loves

much who is much forgiven’. It is the forgiveness that kindles the

love, not the love that brings the Forgiveness” (p. 191). We fully

assent when he adds: “We repeat this; for it is just here that we
have the real difference between evangelical and non-evangelical”

(p. 191). But it is, after all, not an evangelical doctrine that Mr.

Walker teaches in his proclamation of the free and unconditional for-

giveness of God. This, because on the one side it is not grounded in

the Cross, and on the other side it cannot sustain itself as uncondi-

tional. Christ, as we have seen, does not, in his view, purchase for us

free forgiveness : all that He does is “by the manifestation of the evil

of sin on the one hand and of the love and unbought [sic] grace of

God on the other” (p. 184) to lead men to repentance. Apart from
Him and His Cross God was already forgiving sinners, all sinners:

all that He can do is to make men know how fully and truly God has

already forgiven all sinners. At the best we can say that before

Christ God freely proclaimed forgiveness to repentant sinners; the

Cross removes that condition and proclaims the forgiving love of God
to the whole world—not merely to returning prodigals now, but even

to the unreturning prodigals. Stress is laid on the universality of this

forgiveness : God imputes his sin to no man, and this is what the

Cross makes plain. No repentance now is demanded, no faith, noth-

ing: all are actually and fully forgiven without condition. The very
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essence of the Gospel is the proclamation that all men are forgiven.

Of course in the face of this fervent assertion of its universality the

unconditionalness of the forgiveness which had been equally asserted

gives way—since not every man is actually to enjoy it. We are

told, indeed, as we have seen, that forgiveness is free, that neither

faith nor repentance is made a condition of it. But we are also

told that it is “always possible” for a man to “decline”, or “fail

to accept” this forgiveness, and that he who refuses to enter into

this reconciliation with God” “remains where he stood, under the oper-

ation of that ‘wrath’ or judgment element which belongs essentially

to the Righteousness and Love of God” (p. 197). It is only those who
“choose” to enter into this forgiveness by “responding” to God’s love

in Christ who enjoy it (p.199). “It is only now for men individually

to respond to this Divine seeking love, to ‘receive the grace of God,

not in vain’, to draw nigh to Him who so graciously draws nigh to

them, to enter into the Reconciliation thus opened up” (p. 185). Faith

is not demanded
;

repentance is not required
;

but there is needed

a “response”. What this “response” to the proclamation of forgive-

ness through a Cross which is the manifestation at once of the Right-

eousness and Love of God is, if it be not either faith or repentance,

one would much like to know. Meanwhile it is clear that Mr. Walker
has imposed on himself by varying his terms, and that what he actu-

ally teaches is just forgiveness on the condition of that “return” to God
in faith and penitence which in words he sets aside. And this was
inevitable so soon as he rejected the Bible-teaching as to electing

grace (pp. 196-198). If all men are not actually saved, then their

salvation must needs be conditional either on their action or on God’s

:

tertiuni non datur.

We have sought to throw out prominently the central teaching of

the book. It does not seem necessary to enter into its details, some
of which interest by their very oddity; or to trace out the curiosities

of its exegesis and the peculiarities of its argumentation. It does not

seem necessary even to relate the new book to its predecessors. One
point only may be adverted to, repeating as it does the main note of the

previous volumes. It is what we may perhaps call Dr. Walker’s

cosmogony. The Cross, says he (p. 175) is “the completion of the

creation.” In the Cross of Christ God is merely taking the responsi-

bility of His world on Himself. It is part of His work of creation,

and of the throes which creation costs Him What He started out to

do is to make men,—true men, real men, men who are men, gifted

with wills of their own and by their free will living unto God.

It has cost God much to make such men, and through all the

ages He has been agonizing in the birth-pangs of His great cre-

ation. The Cross is but the culmination of this anguish and its

issue is the production of such men. That there is a grain of truth

in this we have no desire to deny. This grain of truth,—that all that

God does in the creation and government of the world, including Re-

demption itself, will issue and was intended from the beginning to
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issue, in the formation of a people for Himself. But put as Mr.

Walker puts it, it is difficult to avoid the question. Is the creation of

man worth all this? And it is difficult to imagine that any beings

but men would answer this question affirmatively. The whole great

doctrine is which is here hinted at is distorted and thinned out, until

we wonder whether what is contemplated is God or merely a blind,

struggling creative force. If but Mr. Walker would put his hand in

the hand of a John Howe or a John Owen his steps here would surely

be less uncertain.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

The Social Gospel. By Sharler Matthews, Dean of the Divinity

School, University of Chicago, Author of The Church and The
Changing Order and The Social Teaching of Jesus. 8 vo., pp. 168.

Philadelphia :The Griffith and Rowland Press. Boston. Chicago.

St. Louis. 1910. 50C. net.

This is an admirable little book. Its author “has not attempted to

elaborate any social Utopia or to assume the position of a professional

sociologist”. His aim has been rather to set forth the social teachings

of Jesus and his Apostles, as well as the social implications of the

spiritual life. His main purpose has been, not to give technical instruc-

tion, but “to define and stimulate the Christian attitude toward such

questions”. Hence, he insists upon “the spiritual, rather than the econ-

omic, significance of our religion”. So, too, he emphasizes “the fact that

the Gospel is not a new group of laws, but an inspiring hope and

promise for the future”. In its bearings upon the salvation of society, it

“is something more than a new Decalogue”.

The discussion has five divisions : I. “General Principles”
;
under

which are treated “The Worth of a Man”, ’’The Message of the King-

dom”, “The Basic Social Principles of the Gospel”. II. “The Family”;

this brings before us “Marriage”, “Divorce” and “The Child”. III.

“The State”; which includes “Government”, “War and Peace” and
“Social Classes”. IV. “Economic Life”; which is considered in rela-

tion to “Wealth”, “The Rights of the Poor”, ‘The Duties of the Rich”,

“The Church and Labor”. V. “Social Regeneration”
;
which intro-

duces such questions as “The Social Forces in the Gospel,” “Punish-

ment,” “Remedial Legislation,” “Education,” “The Church,” “Missions”,

“The Vicarious Tenth of Society”. Each one of the above twenty
sections is followed both by a “Quiz” upon it and by a set of “Ques-
tions for Further Study”, and the volume closes with a list of “Books
Suggested for Supplementary Reading”. Evidently the author has

aimed to prepare a manual for young peoples’ classes; and we are

glad to say both that we do not know of any manual on this impor-
tant subject nearly so good, and that we wish that, under the guir-

ance of competent teachers, it might be studied by all the young
people of the world.

Its many excellencies our limits forbid us even to enumerate. Some
of the highest are these:
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1. Its Statement of the worth and sphere of the individual. It puts the

emphasis on the individual, but on him in relation to society. “Jesus

was not a socologist. His interest is not primarily in society, but in

individuals who are to live socally”. “It would be dfficult to misinter-

pret Jesus more completely than to regard him as setting forth sociolog-

ical theories; but he would be misinterpreted quite as completely if

one were to overlook his contsant reiteration of principles which must

have social results”, (p. 24).

2. Its insistence that the love on which Christian Society must be

based is “something more than mere affection or mere liking”. “It is a

matter of the will more than of the feelings”. It involves “the principle

of sacrifice and the desire to give justice as truly as to get justice”,

(pp. 25, 26).

3. Its discrimination between the sphere of the Church as an in-

stitution and the Christian as an individual. “It is the duty of the

Church as an institution to educate Christians to see that reform is a

moral issue. It is the duty of Christians to attend to ways and means

to secure that end” (p. 49). “Should the Church then, enter politics?

Not as a church, but it should train its members to go into politics

as Christian men” (p. 49).

4. Its absolute exclusion of the Church as an institution from the

spheres of politics and economics. The gospel as a message of divine

deliverance must be separated from any political programme. To
do otherwise would imperil the very existence of the Church (p. 58).

“The business of the Church of Jesus Christ is not that of an economic

reform association. Its primary interest is not in wealth, but in souls”

(p. 107).

5. Its discernment and appreciation of the real difficulty of the

ordinary Christian life. “The average man and woman must, so to

speak, not only follow Jesus, but keep on fishing at the same time.

And this it is which makes Christian living so difficult for us all. It

would be comparatively easy to make the teaching of Jesus work if

there were no necessity of getting our living; it would sometimes, at

least, be a great deal easier to get our living or to get rich, if we were

not trying to be loyal to Jesus!” (p. 84).

6. Its statement of the office and of the importance of remedial

legislation. “Not all evils can be cured by law, but there are few

that can be cured without law. The individual needs legislation to

protect him against the injury that might be wrought by unscrupulous

or evil men; and he also needs legislation to reinforce his own efforts

towards his ideals” (p. 132).

7. Its emphasis on regeneration. “Jesus has no social gospel for

bad people. His ideals presuppose goodness. They are meaningless to

men and women who are out of sympathy with God” (p. 11). “Chris-

tian sociology presupposes the regenerating influence of God’s Spirit.

Many of the members of the churches in Corinth and Galatia and
Ephesus were by no means perfect; but even in their case Paul
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could appeal to their Christian experience and show how he expected

even erring Christians to respond to the ideals of Jesus” (p. 147)-

8. Its presentation of the real mission of the Church. “It is not

the business of the Church to attend to the sewerage of a town, or

the slums of a great city, or the labor problem. Such things are the

business of church members individually. * * But above all, the first

duty of the church is to turn men from sin to God” (pp. 150, 151).

On the other hand, there are particulars with regard to which the

reviewer finds himself compelled to dissent from the author, and

these seem to him of so much importance as to call at least for

mention.

1. The Arminianism which really, though seldom obstrusively^ un-

derlies the whole discussion. “Jesus and Paul felt that it made no

difference how low or degraded a man or woman might be, their

future was within their own keeping. They had but to respect and

believe on Jesus as the Christ to find themselves morally reenforced

by God, and made ready at least for education in the ideals of the

truly Christian life” (p. 14). Does, however, God wait until men have

repented and believed before he reenforces them? Indeed, could those

who are “dead through trespasses and sins” repent and believe, if God
had not first regenerated and so reenforced them?

2. The position that the “Kingdom of God” is fundamentally an

external, though spiritual, order rather than “ a state of the soul.”

It is true that Luke xvii :2i, “The Kingdom of God is in your midst”

does not explain how the kingdom is present; but it is just as true

that some of the great parables (Vid. Matt, xiii, Mk. iv, and Lk. viii)

do clearly teach its internal nature. It issues, of course, in a spirit-

ual society, but this society presupposes the existence of the kingdom
in the hearts of regenerated individuals.

3. Adultery is not the only true ground of divorce. It is the only

one that Jesus lays down; but in I Cor. VII :i5 Paul would seem to

teach that wilful and final desertion is another, and Jesus affirmed

the authority of the Apostles as teachers to be the same as his. He
that heard them would hear him, and they should have his Spirit to

“guide them into all truth.”

4. Fraternity (p. 109) is not the ultimate basis of society. To be

true and lasting, fraternity itself must rest on justice. Hence, nothing,

not even a strike, can be settled until it is settled rightly. Even God
could heal the breach between himself and sinners only by the satis-

faction of justice. That is not the least part of the significance of the

cross. It magnifies God’s love for sinners as does nothing else be-

cause only absolute righteousness could have demanded such an in-

finite sacrifice. Just here lies the weakness of much social endeavor.

Arbitration is so often in disrepute for the season that it is not seldom"'

based on compromise rather than on justice. The Christian may fre-

,

quently be called on to waive his rights in the interests of peace, but it

must always be with the distinct understanding that they are his rights.

In a word, the Kingdom of God includes more than love; it presup-
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poses righteousness, and righteousness and love are not and can not

be made identical.

5. It is not the case that “the gospel (p. 121) leaves all its followers

free to choose whatever particular social theory seems to them best cal-

culated to make its principles operative”. Doubtless, “the gospel is not to

be identified with any social theory”, but this does not mean that it may
be indifferent to those theories which deny it. With the Socialist, the

Christian may have no sympathy
;

for Socialism would enthrone the

state.

6. We are in hearty accord with our author’s endeavor to

exalt and to improve the Sunday School ; but we do not thing that

even were it all that it should be, it could ever counteract the influence

of a godless public school system. Conflned to an hour or two on one

day in seven, it would not have the opportunity. God, Christ, must be

given the supreme place even in the public school, if our nation, even as

a nation, is to be preserved. How this may be done, we may not see

clearly
;
but even the Sunday School can only emphasize its necessity.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Magnalia Dei. Onderwijzing in de Christelyke Religie, naar Gere-

formeerde Belydenis. Door Dr. H. Bamnck, Hoogleeraar te Am-
sterdam. Kampen. J. H. Kok. 1909.

The writer of this book notice is accustomed to receive any book,

written by Dr. Bavinck, with great expectations, and his invariable

experience has been, that he has never been disappointed. It is an

enjoyment indeed to read everything that comes from the pen of the

author. Whatever his subject may be, he is always fresh and inter-

esting. His style is pellucid, clear as crystal, forcible as the wind

that carries you along, and he is far from being commonplace. His

logic is invincible, and his persuasive method of treatment irresist-

ible.

The book which now asks our attention is no exception from the

rule. We find in it Dr. Bavinck as we know him, from beginning

to end. And yet it is a new venture. It is a book full of evidences

of sound and extensive learning, but it is without the outward man-
ifestation of it. His book, being a popularized system of Reformed
doctrine, appears in an humble dress. None but a learned man could

have written this book, but he has hidden his tools. He gives us the

results but not the process of his work. Although the author has

laid aside his scientific armor, he speaks to his readers in a scholarly

manner. His book does not smell of the air prevailing in the halls

of the University, and yet we feel instinctively, that ja master

speaks to us. Nothing in the book is trivial, everything is handled

with utmost care.

Magnalia Dei is the title the author has given to his book, explained

by its substitute. Instruction in the Christian Religion according to

the Reformed Confession. It is a tribute the writer brings to a

prevailing custom in the Netherlands. Dr. Kuyper has set the pace
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in his Commentary on the Heidelberg Catechism, to which he gave

the title E Voto Dordraceno. Wm. a Brakel, who in the i8th cen-

tury in the style of those days, published his popular system of Theol-

ogy, called it AoyiK^ Aarpeia
,

i. e. Reasonable Service. Tastes

differ. I cannot help saying, that a Latin or Greek title does not en-

hance the value or beauty of a book. And is it not true, that any

writer may find in his own language happy expressions, which arrest

the attention of the hearers or readers more easily than those borrowed

from a foreign tongue, which convey no meaning to the common people?

Comparing Dr. Bavinck’s book with that of a Brakel, we are

astonished to find that a great deal of progress has been made in

theology since those days. It is McAulay, if I am not mistaken, who
somewhere says that there is no progress in religion. It were a

lifeless thing, if McAulay’s judgment were correct. There is not

only progress in method of treatment, but also in adjustment of the

parts, and if I may use the term, in the perspective of the whole.

Dr. Bavinck is truly modern in his work as a systematic theologian,

but he is as sound as a nut in his presentation of the truth. He
is up to date in the treatment of his subject, but he builds his system

upon the immovable and impregnable rock.

Looking over the several parts of his book (it contains 24 parts in

all) we find, that the chief articles of our Christian Confession are

all there; and that those which have to be looked after in our days

with special care, have been more extensively treated than others.

Revelation e. g. is treated in four parts. First, the author speaks of

General Revelation, then, of the value of General Revelation, further, of

Special Revelation, dividing this subject into two parts, viz., the method

and the contents of Special Revelation. The modern character of the

book is also manifested in the attention he gives, not to dead issues,

but to the signs of the times. The book is a classic in its kind.

We close with the wish that this excellent book may soon appear

in an English dress. Our people stand in need of just such a book.

Holland, Mich. Nicholas M. Steffens.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.
The Tests of Life : A Study of the First Epistle of St. John. Being

the Kerr Lectures for 1909. By the Rev. Robert Law, B.D.,

Minister of Lauriston Place Church, Edinburgh. T. & T. Clark,

Edinburgh. Cloth, 8 vo., pp. 421. Imported by Charles Scribner’s

Sons. Price $3.00 net.

Probably no more helpful commentary on the First Epistle of St.

John has been published. It well deserves to rank among the works of

Westcott & Plummer and Rothe & Haupt and Alexander. While the

writer acknowledges his indebtedness to these and other authors, the

analysis suggested and the positions maintained are distinctly original

and independent. Instead of giving a continuous exposition of the
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epistle, the method followed is that of grouping together the passages

bearing upon a common theme, and thus determining the teaching of

the Epistle upon its various topics. Foot-notes, cross-references, and

appended notes in which the text of the Epistle is continuously followed,

make the exposition complete.

In spite of contrary opinions, the writer holds the Epistle to be “one

of the most closely articulated pieces of writing, in the New Testament”.

Its structure is due to a definite aim and purpose which furnish us also

the key to the interpretation. This object is to provide the reader with

a series of definite tests, by which they may satisfy themselves of their

being “begotten of God”, of their possessing eternal life. These tests

are inevitably and inseparably, righteousness, love, belief
;
and the

Epistle consists of a three-fold repetition and application of these three

fundamental tests. This suggests a natural division of the Epistle into

three main sections, in each of which the reader is summoned to bring

his Christian life to the test of these three criteria. In the first section

or cycle, “walking in the light” is tested by righteousness, love and

belief. In the second, these same tests are applied to divine sonship;

while in the third, the inter-relations of Love, Belief and Righteousness

are discussed.

This original and satisfactory analysis is due to the unusual view,

held and defended by the author, as to the meaning of the first funda-

mental announcement “God is light”, which is interpreted to express,

not the holiness of God, but the necessary self-revelation of God.

To “walk in the light” is the condition of fellowship with Him; and,

as righteousness and love are qualities of the divine nature, these with

faith or acceptance of the truth revealed^ are inevitable tests of this

walk and fellowship. So, too, in the second cycle they are tests of

divine sonship. In the third cycle of the Epistle they are shown to be,

not independent, but inseparable and mutually dependent tests.

As to the doctrine of Christ, the thesis propounded in the Epistle is

shown to be “the complete, permanent and personal identification of the

historical Jesus with the Divine Being who is the Word of Life, the

Christ and the Son of God”. It is thus that the Epistle fulfills the pol-

emic aim which was to meet an incipient Gnosticism, particularly here,

in its Docetic element.

As to the doctrine of sin, it is shown to be of the nature of guilt,

to be universal, and to render fellowship with God impossible; it is in

its essence lawlessness. The propition for sin is accomplished only by
the atoning work of Christ, whose blood removes the stain of guilt.

Eternal Life is shown to be the kind of life that was perfectly mani-

fested in Christ, the life of God. Its possession by the believer is the

result of a divine begetting, it is “the life of God begotten in the centre

of the human personality”. It cannot itself be the object of direct

consciousness; its possession is a matter of inference, its presence is

certified by its appropriate effects. The readers of the Epistle are

therefore urged to exhibit those qualities which belong essentially to

the life of God. The tests of righteousness, love and belief should
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issue in a joyous assurance. “The conception, whether right or wrong,

of assurance as a self-evidencing consciousness of acceptance with God

for which earnest souls have prayed in tears of agony and waited in

many a darkened hour, is, to say the least, not present in this Epistle.

Equally remote from its teaching is that minute inquisition of the

religious affection by which others have sought to eliminate misgiving.

With St. John the grounds of assurance are ethical, not emotional;

objective, not subjective; plain and tangible, not microscopic and elusive.

They are three, or rather they are a trinity; Belief, Righteousness,

Love”.

Such, in brief, are the main positions maintained in this admirable

volume, which contains not merely the substance of Kerr Lectures,

but in its series of separate chapters and in its notes, much additional

material which will be of invaluable aid to every student of this prac-

tical and profound Epistle.

Princeton, N. J. Chas. R. Erdman.

The Art of Sermon Illustration. By H. Jeffs, Editor of “The

Christian World Pulpit”. New York, Fleming H. Revell Company.

Qoth. 12 mo., pp. 259. Price $1.00 net.

The author emphasizes the necessity of cultivating the fine art of

illustration, if one is to be an effective preacher; and he then offers

both helpful suggestions and selected examples for those who are

seeking to perfect themselves in this art. After treating of the general

principles of illustration, of Bible methods, of the use of fiction and

poetry, the writer speaks of illustrating addresses to children and

addresses to men, and gives a group of illustrations from the preachers

of the seventeenth century. The remaining half of the book is devoted

to three appendices; “Illustrated Sermon Outlines”, “Illustrated Ad-
dresses to Children”, and “Bible Illustrations”.

Princeton, New Jersey. Charles R. Erdman.

The Christian Ministry and the Social Order. Lectures delivered

in the Course of Pastoral Functions at Yale Divinity School. 1908-

1909. Edited by Charles S. MacFarland. 8 vo.
; pp. vii, 303.

New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press. London: Henry
Frowde. MCMIX.

“The lectures in this volume were selected from a supplementary

course of constant instruction in 1908-9 at Yale Divinity School, which
attempted to cover, as far as possible, the entire field of pastoral work”.
“They do not adequately represent ‘the Course in Pastoral Funetions’,

but only one aspect of the wide and comprehensive nature of the

coui;se”, that which concerns “the relation of the minister to the order
of human society”. Moreover, they do not give “anything like com-
plete expression” to the work even of the lecturers whom they do
report. Their methods were “so intimately personal and so peculiarly

illustrative as to preclude actual reproduction”.

And yet they do vindicate the wisdom of these methods and of the
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course as a whole. Freshness, clearness, strength, enthusiasm, char-

acterize all of the lectures, and to a remarkable degree. They are

evidently by men who are just out of the battle and who have time for

only a few burning words before they return to share in the already

certain victory. Hence, these lectures are inspirational. They must

rouse all who read them, as they must have stimulated even more all

who heard them, to intenser effort.

Some of them, moreover, are instructive. “The Opportunity and the

Mission of the Church and the Ministry Among Non-English Speaking

People” by Rev. Ozora S. Davis, D.D.
;
“The Ministry of Mental Heal-

ing” by Rev. George B. Cutten, Ph.D.
;
and particularly “The Minister

in Association with International Movements” by Rev. Frederick Lynch

are packed with valuable and well arranged information as to both

methods and conditions. Indeed, the last named is an adequate,

though brief history of the very important movement with which

it deals.

Most of the lectures, too, are as sane as they are inspiring. That on

“The Minister and the Rural Community” by Rev. Wilbert L. Ander-

son, D.D. is full of wisdom and gives the carefully digested results of a

rich experience. That on “The Essentials of a Ministry to Men” by

Rev. Anson Phelps Stokes, Jr., is singularly wise and suggestive: and at

no point more so than when it emphasizes the importance of the

minister understanding and observing his limitations, and applies this

counsel directly to theological students by a reference to Phillips Brooks,

who “used to tell the students at the Cambridge Divinity School not to

enter largely into boys’ clubs and outside teaching and mission work,

unless necessary for self-support, for he believed that young men needed

in their seninary days to concentrate on absorbing the great verities of

religion from study and contemplation”.

Yet on the other hand, some of these lectures indicate strikingly the

dangers always connected with such a course as this. Thus the

lectures on “Trade Unions: The Cause for Their Existence” and on

“The Work and Methods of Trade Unions” by Henry Sterling and,

though less offensively, the lecture entitled “An Exposition and Inter-

pretation of the Trade Union Movement” by John Mitchell are par-

tisan, and at some points extreme, representations, goon, perhaps, as

“awful examples”, but lacking that insight and balance which lectures to

young men, and particularly to young ministers, whether for inspiration

or instruction, ought above all to possess. So, too, the lectures by the

Editor on “The Part and Place of the Church and the Ministry in the

Realization of Democracy” and “The Opportunity of the Minister in

Relation to Industrial Organizations” are characterized more by zeal

than by knowledge. That this is not overstatement appears in such

assertions as that there are ‘other “great gospels”, such as the gospel

of Labor, the gospel of Socialism, the gospel of Anti-Tuberculosis’, and
that the minister, contrary, as has been observed, to Mr. Phelp’s teach-

ing, is to become “the minister, the guide, the director of all these great

movements of mankind”. It is because of the blinding zeal for the
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cause of “the under dog”, as the Editor would, doubtless, characterize

the trade-unions, that not one of the lectures by “well-known business

men, including Henry Clews and Rossiter Raymond”, which were also

given, is reproduced in this volume. Surely they belong to “the social

order” as truly as do Henry Sterling and John Mitchell.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

Modern Sermons by World Scholars. Edited by Robert Scott and

William C. Stiles, Editors of the Homiletic Review. Introduction

by Newell Dwight Hillis, Pastor of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn.

In ten volumes. Duod.
: pp. xvii, 208; v, 216; v, 224; v, 200; v, 211

;

V, 212; V, 208; V, 208; V, 221 ; V, 222. Funk and Wagnalls Company:

New York and London. 1909.

This is a collection of one hundred and seventeen sermons. Its aim

is to provide in sermonic form both a modern and “a diversified, repre-

sentative and scholarly presentation of the everlasting truths of the

Gospel”. The sermons, consequently, are all by “living men, repre-

senting different parts of the world as well as representing many
different denominations. Most of them have been in the active ministry,

but are now identified with seminaries, colleges, and universities, or hold

official positions connected with their respective denominations, or have

editorial connections”. Moreover, “they are scholars who stand among
the foremost living writers in the field of religious and theological

thought”. Such being the nature and the purpose of this work and

the character and standing of the contributors to it, it remains to add

that the editors and publishers have spared no pains to make it con-

venient, interesting and informing. The volumes are easy to hold and

to open. They are concluded by a copious “General Index” which in-

cludes an “Index to Preachers and Sermons” and an “Index of Texts”.

Each sermon, too—and there is only one by each writer—is preceded

by an admirable epitome of his life.

Of course, it is easy to criticise. One may question the wisdom of a

plan which excludes not only all the great preachers of the past but

also all the great preachers now in the pastorate. Such a plan must

bar out the greatest preachers of all. It may not either be clear in

every case that the preacher chosen is also a “world scholar, and it

would not be difficult to refer to some undoubted “world scholars”

whose names do not appear on the list of contributors.

The “Index of Texts” is interesting in that it shows the trend away
from the Old Testament, only twenty-two out of the one hundred and
seventeen texts being from the older Scriptures.

On the other hand, one must be impressed by the emphasis put

on Christ in the list of subjects. These sermons agree in that they

would do Him honor; and while it must be admitted that the honor
which some of them would bring is not such as He would count honor,

still, the great lesson of this long series of discourses is that Christ is

“the chiefest among ten thousand” and “the one altogether lovely”, “the

desire of all nations”, “the light and the life of the world”, in a real

33
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if not always the orthodox sense “the Son of God”; and for this we

who adore Him as “very God of every God” and “the Lamb of God

that taketh away the sin of the world” ought to be and are profoundly

thankful. We anticipate and desire for this notable series of notable

sermons a wide circulation.

Princeton. William Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Other Side of Greatness and Other Sermons. By James

IvERACH, D.D. i2mo; pp. 270. New York: A. C. Armstrong and

Son. 1906. Price^ $1.50.

In this book the Principal of the United Free Church College of

Aberdeen brings us face to face with truths that seem not new. The
sermons have old texts and breathe the old theology; and yet there is

new life here. To keenness of exegesis is added a wealth of fresh-

ness in illustration and a beauty of clear-cut expression that stirs one

to a new appreciation of the opportunity of the preacher. It is a collec-

tion of sermons which might serve as an example to many a preacher

who boasts his Scotch ancestry but has forgotten wherein lay the cun-

ning and power of the Scotch Kirk.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

Social and Religious Ideals. By Artemas Jean Haynes. 12 mo.;

pp. 168. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons. 1907. Price $1.00.

Here are brief, brilliantly-written essays, by the pastor of the United

Congregational Church in New Haven. In the preface he says,

“These essays are written from the point of view of one who frankly

accepts the established facts of modern science and the new Biblical

criticism, of one who is in full sympathy with that movement of

religious life which is finding its interpretation in what is known as

the New Theology”. Thus warned, one is not surprised to find such

statements as these : “In the broad field of human life there is but

one religion.” “A man never gives up Christianity by changing his

opinions.” “The faith of the future will speak of God as all in all,

rather than over all.” “Evolution teaches us that God himself is a

part of the world process; that he, like ourselves, is bound by his

laws.” Evidently there is not much of either a personal Deity or a

personal faith left upon such a basis of belief.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

The Life That Now Is. By Harmon Howard Rice. i2mo; pp. vi,

178. New York: Eaton & Mains. 1907. Price, $1.00.

In this series of sermonettes under the heads “A Man’s Needs,

Growths, Helpers, Opportunities, Dangers, Problems and Peace”, is

presented a whole host of what Ian Maclaren calls the Homely Vir-

tues. They are the matters about which we have heard so often and
about which we are so apt to be careless. We have Faith, Hon-
esty, Kindness and The Golden Rule once more urged; and like-
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wise we are warned against Pessimism, Luxury and Selfishness. The

commonplace things, here in a new and attractive dress, both intellec-

tually and materially, lay hold upon the reader with a new grip.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

Messages OF Hope. By George Matheson. i2mo;pp. 294. New York:

A. C. Armstrong & Son. 1908. Price, $1.25.

Yes; the last messages from the blind friend whom, having not seen,

yet some of us have loved. These studies are mostly the unpublished

notes which were left behind by this modern mystic, when the call

reached him to come up higher. His secretary has put them before us

in the style already so familiar in Rests by the River and Times of Re-

tirement. Here are texts, sometimes familiar, sometimes strange, all

treated with a loftiness of imagination and a beauty of expression which

makes then glow with a new life. Fitting gift for bride and widow
alike, these lofty chords that the blind singer struck from his harp with

the touch of a master. Here is a preacher who knew his Greek Testa-

ment so well that he could make it yield treasures new and old. Each

of the meditations merges into a prayer, glowing with fervency and

thrilling with devotion, which must arrest the most casual reader.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

Mary Porter Gamewell and Her Story of the Siege of Pekin. By
A. H. Tuttle. i2mo; pp. viii, 308. Price, $1.00.

Nearly one-half of this book is taken up with the story of Mrs. Game-
well’s missionary life in Pekin, between 1871 and 1900. The second,

—

and by far the better-written portion,—is the terrible story of the days

in the British Legation Compound while the Boxers were besieging

the enclosure. This section of the book is made up of notes, letters

and scraps of information which Mrs. Gamewell sometimes wrote with

the shells screaming about her. The vividness of the narrative holds

one’s interest no matter how many other accounts of the Pekin siege

he has read. Even while passing through those terrible weeks one

feels that Mrs. Gamewell had Dr. Grenfell’s attitude that a missionary

resents being pitied by those at home. There are touches of humor now
and then in the narrative and one lays down the book wishing that the

whole might have been autobiography rather than a sort of patchwork
affair done by other hands.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.

Quiet Talks on Home Ideals. By S. D. Gordon. New York, Fleming
H. Revell Company. 12 mo., Qoth, pp. 268. Price 75c. net.

Those who have found profit in the other volumes of “Quiet Talks”
will be pleased to follow these brief discussions of Christian friendship

and love, of the Christian home, of parenthood, of infancy, of heredity
and training. In the production of this little book the author has had
his wife as a co-laborer.

Princeton, N. J. Charles R. Erdman.
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Recent Christian Progress. Studies in Christian Thought and Work
During the Last Seventy-five Years. By Professors and Alumni
OF Hartford Theological Seminary, in Celebration of its Seventy-

fifth Anniversary, May 24-26, 1909. Edited by Lewis Bayles

Paton. New York. The Macmillan Company. Cloth, 8 vo., pp.

597. Price $3.00 net.

The publication of this volume was a most fitting and worthy com-

memoration of an interesting historic event. Nearly ninety articles

were contributed, on a large variety of topics covering the field of Chris-

tian thought and activity and including Biblical Criticism and Exegesis,

Church History, Systematic Theology, Modern Church Life and Work,

Allied Christian Agencies, Home and Foreign Missions.

These studies were prepared by specialists selected from among the

trustees, professors, fellows and alumni of Hartford Seminary. The
necessary limitation of space prevented an exhaustive treatment of the

various themes, but the enforced brevity resulted in an attractive and

helpful conciseness. As naturally refiecting the general theological

position of their Alma Mater the writers express a unity of view which

gives harmony to their diverse and varied contributions. The pervading

spirit is that of exuberant optimism. While the main service of the

volume will be that of a book of reference, its articles are so well

and attractively written as to invite and repay an immediate and

consecutive reading by all who are interested in modern religious

movements.

Princeton, N. J. Charles R. Erdman.

Bible Miniatures. By Amos R. Wells. Character Sketches of One
Hundred and Fifty Heroes and Heroines of Holy Writ. Fleming

H. Revell Company, New York. 12 mo. Cloth, pp. 312. Price

$1.25 net.

These admirable little sketches show a deep reverence for the Bible

narratives and a true insight into Bible characters. They will be of

interest and helpfulness to all readers of the Bible, but of special

service for illustrations and expositions, to ministers and Sabbath School

teachers. Each brief biography contains a faithful interpretation and
a practical application.

Princeton, N. J. Charles R. Erdman.

The Spirit of America. By Henry van Dyke, D.D., LL.D. The Mac-
millan Company, New York. Cloth, 12 mo., pp. 276. Price $1.50

net.

The seven fascinating lectures which comprise this volume were the

first of a series of twenty-six Conferences, given on the Hyde Founda-
tion at the Sorbonne in Paris. No one could have been selected who
was better prepared or who would have succeeded more perfectly in

carrying out the design of this foundation, which is known to be the

promotion of a better understanding and a truer sympathy between
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France and the United States. The Spirit of America is shown in

Self-Reliance, Fair Play, Energy, Common Order and Social Co-oper-

ation, Education and Literature. The discussion is entertaining and

illuminating. It is conducted in the author’s characteristic facile style,

and will be of as great interest to American readers as to the French

audiences for which it was first intended.

Princeton, N. J. Charles R. Erdman.

The Analyzed Bible. The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans.

By the Rev. G. Campbell Morgan, D.D. Fleming H. Revell Com-

pany, New York. 8 vo. Cloth, pp. 220. Price $1.00 net.

This forms the sixth in number of the thirty volumes which will

constitute “The Analysed Bible". The first three contained a brief

summary in outline of all the books of the Bible. This volume is one

of the three which have been issued, giving the outlines more in detail.

It is found to be, as indicated, not a commentary, nor, in the usual

sense, an exposition, but an analysis of the argument of the Apostle in

this great Epistle. It embodies some of Dr. Morgan’s best work, and

will be most of all appreciated by those who realize the helpfulness

of a careful outline in the study of Biblical literature.

Princeton. Charles R. Erdman.

GENERAL LITERATURE.

The Autobiography. A critical and comparative study. By Anna
Robeson Burr. Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany. 1909. Crown 8vo. pp. viii, 451. Price $2.00: postage

IS cents.

Some account has lately been given in this Review (July 1909, vii,

3. pp. 500-510) of the first volume of a comprehensive Geschichte

der Autobiographie by Georg Misch, published some three years

ago. The “study”, as it calls itself, at present before us appears

to have been not only planned but written without knowledge of

Misch’s greater book, although acqaintance was made with it soon

enough to enable it to be in some mea,sure drawn upon before actual

publication. The two books, however, move in difierent orbits. This

volume of Misch’s work is confined to the autobiography of antiquity,

while Miss Burr begins her study with the Christian era. The
interest of the two lies, moreover, in different planes. Misch wishes

to trace the development of the sense and expression of self
;

his

motive is philosophico-social. Miss Burr wishes to observe the nature

of the selves which men have from time to time laid bare in their

self-delineations; her motive is psychologico-scientific. The material

with which both deal is literature, much of it literature in the highest

and best sense of the word; and neither has been able to keep the

sense of literary values out of the discussion. Lovers of literature
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will find their account, therefore, in both books. But neither is writ-

ten for them. It is not so much the history of a literary form that

Misch has written as a chapter in the history of the human spirit.

It is not a survey of a department of literature that Miss Burr has

at heart, but an inquiry into the extant material for a study of

human faculty.

It cannot be denied that Miss Burr’s purpose is a somewhat narrow

and a somewhat barren one. It has occurred to her that the im-

mense literature of autobiography should furnish a fuller, richer,

more trustworthy body of data for studying the operations of the human
mind than could be elicited by any number of questionaires, frame

we them never so wisely and circulate we them never so widely.

For one thing the subjects opened to our view in this literature are

indefinitely more worthy, varied and developed; for another thing,

their unveiling to our inspection is more deliberate, elaborate, uncon-

scious and therefore likely to be more sincere. She has accordingly

gathered together some two hundrd and sixty autobiographies and

made a preliminary scrutiny of them as material for psychological

research. That she has confined herself here to a survey of the field

may be to the loss of technical psychology : it is to the gain of good

literature. For thus it comes about that despite her underlying psy-

chological purpose Miss Burr has given us not a statistical inquiry

into human faculties but a piece of what looks very much like literary

criticism. She writes not about states of consciousness but about

autobiographies. And autobiographies are instinct with life.

No doubt Miss Burr’s psychological engrossment has affected, or

may we say deflected?—her treatment of autobiographical literature.

It has led her, for example, to throw up into greater prominence than

perhaps she otherwise would have done, a particular type of auto-

biography. This is the autobiography of “scientific self-examina-

tion’’, the motive of which lies in the effort of the author to under-

stand himself after the fashion which we now call “scientific”. She

turns, therefore, with predilection to such a book as Jerome Cardan’s

De vita propria liber and gives it a more detailed treatment than

any other autobiography,—not surely because it is the greatest of

autobigraphies, and certainly not because it is the most engaging, but

because “by reason of his invention of the principle of gathering and

collating personal data, Jerome Cardan stands in the same relation

to the new psychology as Galileo to astronomy.” After all, how-
ever, her general treatment of her theme has not been greatly warped

by this tendency. Perhaps it has even been benefited by being made
more complete than it would otherwise have been likely to be.

Thus at all events a rather disagreeable variety of autobiography has

not been passed over in silence but given a place in the survey at

least comparable to its relative frequency of occurrence and the

breadth of the influence it has exerted. And the autobiographies of

wider outlook, profounder purpose and gayer spirit are thrown up by

way of contrast into a higher light.
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In Miss Burr’s view the whole mass of autobiographical literature

falls into three great classes, the prototypes of which may be discov-

ered in Caesar’s Commentaries, Augustine’s Confessions and Cardan’s

Book of My Own Life. There is the autobiography of objective his-

tory, the first to be developed. Then there is the introspective autobi-

ography of the subjective life, making its appearance during the first

three hundred years of the Christian era and manifesting itself

supremely under the impulse of religious emotion in Augustine’s Con-

fessions. And there is the autobiography of scientific documentation

of interior phenomena, for which the world had to wait until the

sixteenth century. Each of these varieties has had its numerous

representatives more or less pure or mixed, and they give way one

to another according to the historical changes in the world in which

the autobiographers live. In periods of great material activity and

external change, the objective autobiography flourishes. In periods

of high intellectual fermentation the subjective autobiography has

its richest development. In periods of scientific advance, the scientific

autobiography comes in. “In Napoleon’s day it is hard to find a

single subjective document” in France, “so completely has that central

figure overshadowed men’s minds, so fully has imagination been dom-

inated by the event.” “In France”, the height of subjective auto-

biography “is reached just before the Revolution, that time of enor-

mous intellectual activity and change of ideas.” In England, “the

scientific group, about 1850, produced an outburst of self-study” of

the scientific type. It is the subjective autobiography in which Miss

Burr’s interest centers, and the objective variety comes to mention in

her pages only so far as it was required for the completeness of her

survey of the material. Among subjective autobiographies our own
interest turns particularly to those arising out of a religious motive;

but these receive relatively a scanty treatment. The epoch-making

character of Augustine’s Confessions is, as we have already intimated,

fully recognized and some account is given of its contents, tone,

and quality. The great vogue it has had is duly noted and its im-

mense influence is pointed out. In the chapters devoted to outlining

the gains which may be derived from the study of autobiographies

in the investigation of the several interests of life, one is, of course,

given to “Religion.” But we feel that this is not a field which Miss

Burr has cultivated with much delight. The list of the religious

autobiographies is seriouly incomplete
;
the notices of them are some-

what perfunctory; and the tone in which the whole subject is dealt

with is not altogether sympathetic.

The book is divided into two not very unequal parts. In the for-

mer of these some account is given of the autobiographies them-

selves. There are chapters on “the autobiographical intention,” on
the historical development of this mode of literary expression, on
the sincerity of the disclosures made in autobiographies, their rela-

tion to the diary and letter, their three chief varieties, the part influ-

ence and imitation has played on their development, their relation
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to fiction, and their tendency to fall into related groups. The second

part undertakes, by rapid comparison of the contents of the autobiog-

raphies examined—there are two hundred and sixty of them—to give

some sort of a suggestion of what may be learned from them of

human faculty and action. Here we have chapters on “Nationality

and Profession,” “Memory,” “Religion,” “The Nervous System of

the Past,” “The Relations of the Sexes,” “Humor,” “Self-Esteem,”

‘“Work and Aims,” “Genius and Character.” A series of appen-

dices in which various lists and classifications are given, including

bibliographical notices of the autobiographies drawn upon in the work,

completes the volume. Miss Burr’s style is simple and direct : she

has a very considerable skill in marshalling a great number of facts

so as to convey their lesson with clearness; and her touch is light

and her lierary manner attractive. She seems to have caught, indeed,

something of the gaiety as well as the clarity of the French autobiograph-

ical writers from which, to the great advantage of her work, she has

drawn the greater part of her illustrations. We could wish, indeed,

that she had always quoted them in English. It is probably her pre-

occupation with a scientific motive which has misled her into trans-

ferring so much French and an occasional scrap of Italian to her

pages. The book is not, however, a scientific treatise and can serve

only a remote scientific end. It is a piece of literature, a very inter-

esting and useful piece of literature, and would be better, in our

opinion written throughout in a language “understood of the gen-

eral.” Those delightful passages she has enlivened her pages with

would have lost nothing at her hands in being rendered into English.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

“The Poems of Cynewulf”. By Charles W. Kennedy, Ph.D. Rut-

ledge and Sons, Limited, London.

Doctor Kennedy is already well known to Old English scholars by his

translation of “Juliana”, his rendering of the original Latin of the

“Acta Sanctorum” and that of the Old English being equally admirable.

It was very natural, therefore, that Doctor Kennedy, in translating this

extremely interesting poem of Cynewulf’s, should have conceived the

larger project of rendering substantially the entire poetic product of

this early author. In the realization of this conception, as embodied in

the volume before us, a distinct contribution has been made to the

department of Old English translations and to Old English study in

general. It is thus the first complete translation of the Poems of

Cynewulf in English, excellent renderings of single poems, by
Doctors March and Root, as of groups of poems, by Garnett and
Hale, having already appeared. No one of our oldest authors could

have been chosen more interesting in his unique individuality and
poetic v/ork, sustaining somewhat the relation to our earliest verse

which Alfred sustained to our earliest prose. A poet of undoubted
historic personality, of decided poetic gift and art, and the only Old
English poet who has left a large body of undisputed product, his
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presence may be said to pervade our earlier literature as that of

Chancer’s pervades the later period of Middle English. A poet of

Christ and the Cross
;
of epic, lyric and dramatic quality in unified

effect, and of rare popular type and aim for those primitive days, he

is to be commended to the scholarly and appreciative study of every

aspiring English student. Doctor Kennedy, in his translation, has

rendered not only the four poems that are unquestionably Cynewulf’s

the “Signed Poems’’, “Elene”, “Christ”, “Juliana” and “The Eates of

the Apostles”, but others attributed to Cynewulf, “Andreas”, “Guthlac”,

the “Phoenix”, and “The Dream of the Rood”. In giving the poet

the benefit of the doubt in these instances, he has assumed a justifi-

able course and is in line with most of the ablest critics. The parti-

cular form which the translator has chosen in this volume as in his

“Juliana”, and which in his Preface he amply justifies, is that of prose

rather than verse, which in the case of Cynewulf may justly be called

poetical prose or prose-poetry. The alliterative element that lies at

the basis of Old English verse makes the translation from poetry to

prose more natural and possible than would be the case in Modern
English and gives to the prose itself a semi-rhythmical quality. The
oral recital of such a translation will make this still more apparent.

Nor is Doctor Kennedy alone in this method, as seen in Bouterwek’s

prose rendering of the “Dream of the Road” and Whitman’s render-

ing of “Christ”. As to the style and general literary quality of the

version, scarcely too much can be said by way of praise. The intro-

duction, both in its scholarly content and artistic character, is a

model. Opening with a description of the two great Codices, and of the

poet himself, it gives us a careful and impartial account of each of the

“Signed Poems” as of those “attributed” to Cynewulf, and an interest-

ing chapter on “The Church in Old England”. The essential spirit of

Cynewulf as a poet is thoroughly preserved, while^ from first to last, as

the narrative reads, we detect the unmistakable presence of literary

art and taste. A sufficiently full Bibliography, historical, textual and
critical, adds materially to the usefulness of the volume.

Students in our theological seminaries would do well to acquaint

themselves, through this excellent translation, with this most repre-

sentative Old Engli.sh poet and poetry.

Princeton. T. W. Hunt.

“Prophecy and Poetry”. By Arthur Rogers. Longmans, Green &
Co., London and New York. 1909.

The volume before us is a series of lectures delivered on the Bohlen

Foundation by Rev. Dr. Rogers, a Rector of the Episcopal Church.

This is in line with the progressive history of English Literature, as

it has so often found its ablest exponents in the ranks of the clergy,

as seen in Chalmers, Whately, Maurice, Stanley, Trench, Sprague,

Channing, and others, the special studies of the Christian min-
ister leading him so often into the related province of literary

production. The sub-title of the volume is “Studies in Isaiah and
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Browning”, the object being to institute a comparison between them,

as prophet and poet. Of the nine chapters of the book, the first one

—

“The Common Ground of Poetry and Religion” may be said to lay

the basis and set the form for all that follows. In such books as

Santayana’s “Poetry and Religion”, Selkirk’s “Ethics and Aesthetics of

Modern Poetry”, Brooke’s “Theology of the English Poets”, Shairp’s

“Culture and Religion”, Scudders “Life of the Spirit in Modern Eng-

lish Letters” and Wilson’s “Theology of Modern Literature” we have this

fruitful theme, for as the author remarks—“It is impossible to say the

last word about either of them”, poetry being “the expression of man’s

highest thought” and religion “the satisfaction of his deepest need”.

However different, therefore, their spheres may be, they “cannot be

kept apart.” In chapters II, III, and IV, the author develops in full

the sub-title of his work. In the first
—

“Isaiah Among the Prophets”,

he institutes a suggestive comparison between the mission of other

prophets, such as Moses, Jeremiah and Hosea, and that of Isaiah, with

his “passion for righteousness and contempt for half-way measures”,

“the most representative of them all”. In the following chapter

“Browning Among the Poets”, he views him as contrasted with other

great English poets—with Shakespeare and Wordsworth and Matthew

Arnold and Tennyson, insisting that Browning, while net necessarily

the greatest of our poets, has a message for all those “v/ho are stirred

by the thousand questions that give to life its interest.” In chapter IV,

“Isaiah and Browning”, we have the specific study of these two world-

authors as representing Prophecy and Poetry, wherein it is suggested

that they were alike marked by intensity of spirit, by clearness, breadth

and penetration of vision, by the same “enthusiasm of living, the same

vigorous utterance and instinct of catholicity”. In the five chapters that

follow, these comparisons are continued. As Isaiah showed how Assyria

was used by God to punish a sinful people, so Browning showed “how
evil may be forced to do the work of good, in its own despite”. As
Isaiah taught how in the face of all chastisements “A Remnant shall

Return”, so Browning taught that under the direst conditions, some-

thing of good will be found to exist and survive. To the prophet and

poet alike “The Meaning of the Future” was significant, so full of

possibility and promise to those who viewed it aright. To each of them

“The Force of Personality”, divine and human, appealed, the “Besetting

God”, as he phrases it^ in his closing chapter, being “a Dweller and
Worker in his own world”.

Such, in barest outline, are the content, method and motive of a very

interesting volume, one which we cordially commend to every student

of Biblical and secular literature as a solid contribution to the subject

discussed. Fresh and suggestive in its conceptions, extremely rich and

pertinent in its concrete illustrations from scripture and the poets,

guarded, in the main, from what might easily become extreme and
forced comparisons, it presents in a vital manner these two great

exponents of their respective generations and seeks to show that, though
centuries apart and with vocations widely different, they were working
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on “common ground” and toward the same great moral ends. The

style of the book in its clearness, vigor, flexibility and literary quality

is well above the average and not infrequently marks the hand of a

master.

Princeton. T. W. Hunt.

Dante and Other Collected Verse. By George Lansing Raymond.

12 mo.; pp. 330. New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons. 1909. Price,

$1.25.

Our Princeton professor has evidently turned back to some of the old

memories which once delighted him. More than a third of the volume

is taken up with a drama, Dante, but then come Mountains about

Williamstovm, full of memories. Neither has he forgotten his later

home, for among the sonnets are Princeton University and Princeton

Cemetery. The book shows the skill of the master-craftsman, whether

it be psychological analysis or exactness of poetic finish.

Princeton. W. B. Sheddan.
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